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"AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS"
By J. F. ANDERSON and HERMAN BERNARD

The First and Only Book on This Important Subject-Just Out!

"Audio Power Amplifiers,"
193 pages, 147 Illustrations;
Maroon Cloth Bound Cover,
Lettering in gold. Price,

$3.50.
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IN radio receivers, separate audio amplifiers, talking movies, public address systems and the like, the power
1 amplifier stands out as of predominating importance, therefore a full and authentic knowledge of these systems
LS imperative to every technician. "Audio Power Amplifiers" is the book that presents this subject thoroughly.
The authors are

J. E. Anderson, M.A., former instructor in physics, University of Wisconsin, former Western Electric engi-
neer, and for the last three years technical editor of "Radio World."

Herman Bernard, LL.B., managing editor of "Radio World."
They have gathered together the far-flung branches of their chosen subject, treated them judiciously and

authoritatively, and produced a volume that will clear up the mysteries that have perplexed many.
What are the essentials to the reproduction of true tone values?
What coupling media should be used? What tubes? How should voltages be adjusted?
These are only four out of 1,400 questions raised and solved in "Audio Power Amplifiers."
The book begins with an elementary exposition of the historical development and circuit constitution of audio amplifiers and

sources of powering them. From this simple start it quickly p roceeds to a well -considered exposition of circuit laws. including Ohm's
laws and Kirchhoff's laws. The determination of resistance values to produce required voltages is carefully expounded. All types
of power amplifiers are used as examples: AC. DC. battery operated and composite. But the book treats of AC power amplifiers
most generously, due to the superior importance of such power ampli flees commercially.

Rectification theory and practice in all the applied branches, grid bias methods and effects, push-pull principles, power detection.
reproduction of recordings and methods of measurements and testing are set forth. And besides there is a chapter on the subject
of motorboating, with which one of the authors is probably better familiar than any other textbook author. Then, too, there is a
chapter on tubes, with essential curves and a full list of tables of tube data. Every tube that will be used in an audio amplifier
-therefore virtually all tubes-is clearly diagnosed, classified and tabulated! These data on tubes should be at every radio engin-
eer's hand.

"Audio Power Amplifiers" is a book for those who know someth ing about radio. It is not for novices-not by a mile. But
the engineers of manufacturers of radio receivers. power amp lifters, sound installations in theatres, public address systems and
Phonograph pickups will welcome this book. Engineers-even chief eng sneers-of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, Radio Corporation
of America. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. Western Electric. Photophone, Vitaphone and the like needn't be afraid they won't
learn something from this little book.

The book consists of 193 pages in type the size used in printing these
words, known as 8 point, and therefore a great deal of text is contained in
these 193 pages, and the book is small enough to be carried conveniently
in the side pocket of a sack coat. It was purposely printed that way because
busy engineers and other experimenters will want to consult this precious
volume while riding in conveyances, as well as when in the laboratory, and
compactness was therefore desirable.

The edition is strictly limited to 1,000, and the publishers recognize that
the field of distribution is necessarily small, hence the price is $3.50. Those
to whom such a volume is of any value would not be without it at any price.

The device of presenting no more information or greater number of
illustrations, but of using larger type, and thicker and often cheaper paper,
to present a bulkier appearance, was purposely avoided. The paper is finest
super stock and the size of the page is 5 x 8Y2".

Detailed Exposition of Chapter Contents
Chapter I. General Principles, analyzes the four types of power amplifiers, AC, DC,

battery -operated and composite, illustrates them in functional blocks and schematic diagrams,
and treats each branch in clear textual exposition. Audio coupling media are illustrated and
discussed as to form and performance: transformer, resistance -resistance, impedance -impedance,
impedance -resistance, resistance-autotransformer, autotransformer-resistance and non -reactive.
Push-pull forms are illustrated, also speaker coupling devices. Simple audio ampifiers are
illustrated and analyzed. Methods of connection for best results are stressed.

Chapter II. Circuit Laws, expounds and applies Ohm's laws and their special form
known as Kirchhoff's laws. Direction of current flow in tube circuits is revealed in connection
with the application of these laws to several circuits, including a DC 110 -volt A, B and C
supply, and series and parallel filaments in general. Special diagrams are published for
Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws.

Chapter III. Principles of Rectification, expounds the vacuum tube, both filament and
gaseous, Types, electrolytic and contact rectifiers, and explains why and how they work.
Full -wave and half -wave rectification are treated, with current flow and voltage derivation
analysis. Regulation curves for the 280 tube are given. Voltage division, filtration and
stabilization are fully illustrated and dissected.

Chapter IV. Practical Voltage Adjustments, gives the experimental use of the theoretical
knowledge previously imparted. Determination of resistance values is carefully revealed.

Chapter V. Methods of Obtaining Grid Bias, enumerates, shows and compares them.
Chapter VI. Principles of Push -Pull Amplifier, defines the push-pull relationship, with

keys to the attainment of desired electrical symmetry.
Chapter VII, Oscillation in Audio Amplifiers, deals with motorboating and oscillation at

higher audio frequencies, explaining why it is present, stating remedies and giving
expressions for predetermination of .regions of instability. The trouble is definitely, assigned
to the feedback through common impedance of load reactors and B supply, and in some
special instances to the load's relationship to the C bias derivation as well. The feedback
is shown as negative or positive and the results stated.

What Is Not
As Well As

What Is
OMETIMES it is

more important to
expose a fallacy than

merely to state the fact.
A crop of technical weeds
has grown into the garden
of audio amplification,
and the authors have gone
to the pains of exposing
these.

The book "Audio Power
Amplifiers" is free from
traditional errors, except
in citing them as falla-
cious conclusions. Each
attack on a fallacy is
abundantly supported by
proof of the REAL facts.

As an example, take the
theory that motorboating
is due to grid blocking.
The authors say: "Many
explanations for this os-
cillatory condition (motor -

have been made,
some o which are wholly
untena le. One of these
is that the oscillation is
due to blocking of the
grids of the amplifiers
. . . If blocking of the
grid were the cause of
the phenomenon, the wave
form of the oscillation
would be very irregular,
but an oscillograph shows
that it is very nearly of
a sinusoidal form."

Then follows an exposi-
tion of motorboating, and
oscillation at other fre-
quencies, with expressions
for predetermining the in-
stability or stability of
audio circuits.

Chapter VIII, Characteristics of Tubes, tells how to run curves on tubes, how to build and use a vacuum tube
voltmeter, discusses hum in tubes with AC on the filament or heater, and presents families of curves, plate voltage-
plate current, for the 240, 220, 201A, 112A, 171A, 227 and 245, with load lines. Also, plate -screen current character-istics of the 224, at five different control grid biases, at platevoltages 0-250. Then Table I gives the Average Character-
istics of Amplifier and Detector Tubes 220, 200A, 201A, 112A, I71A, 222, 240, 226, 227, 224, 245, 210 and 250, stating use,
filament voltage, current, and resistance, Det. B volts, Amplifier B. volts, grid bias for amplification and detector,
plate current, plate AC resistance, mutual conductance, mu, maximum undistorted power output, physical size.There is a composite table (II) of characteristics of Rectifier and Voltage Regulator Tubes, and individual tables, giving
grid voltage, plate current characteristics over full useful voltage ranges for the 220, 201A, 112A, 171A, 222, 240, 227,245 and 224.

Chapter IX, Reproduction of Recordings, states coupling methods and shows circuits for best connections.
Chapter X, Power Detection
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explains what it is, when it should be used, and how to use it. A rectifyingdetector, designed by one of the authors, is expounded also.
Chapter XI, Practical Power Amplifier, gives AC circuits and shows the design ofa sound reproduction system for theatres. A page is devoted to power amplifier symbols.Chapter XII, Measurements and Testing, discloses methods of qualitative andquantitative analysis of power amplifier performance. A scale illustrates the audiofrequencies in comparison with the ranges of voice and musical instruments. A beatnote oscillator is described. Thirteen causes of hum, with remedies, are stated, alsothe estimation of power required for output and preliminary tubes.
You may safely order "Audio Power Amplifiers," either enclosing yourremittance or ordering the book mailed C.O.D. Examine it for five days.If you are not completely satisfied with it for any reason, or for no reason,send it back in five days with a letter asking for a refund. A checkrefunding the purchase price will be sent to you immediately. We cannot send the book on approval, without payment before receipt, so pleasedo not ask us to do so.
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THREE IMPORTANT BOOKS FOR SERVICE MEN!
"Trouble Shooter's Manual" The most popular and fastest -selling book in radio today. Wiring dia-

grams of commercial receivers are contained in this outstanding book.

"Mathematics of Radio" A sure route to a good grasp on radio technique. Radio theory outlined so that
anybody can understand it.

"Testing Units for Service Men" Circuits and Methods of Testing Equipment, particularly use of
individual meters and of meters united in combination testers.

These Three Books by John F. Rider Constitute an Outstanding Asset to All Possessors!

"Trouble Shooter's Manual"
is the first comprehensive volume devoted ex-
clusively to the topic. The 240 pages include
200 illustrations devoted to wiring diagrams of
factory -made receivers, besides other illustra-
tions. It is not only a treatise for service men,
telling them how to overcome their most serious
problems, and fully diagramming the solutions,
but is a course in how to become a service man.

This book is worth hundreds of dollars to
any one who shoots trouble in receivers -
whether they be factory -made, custom-built or
home-made receivers.

Besides 22 chapters covering thoroughly the
field of trouble shooting, this volume contains
the wiring diagrams of models, as obtained
dirrect from the factory, a wealth of hitherto
confidential wiring information released for the
first time in the interest of producing better
results from receivers. You will find these

d agrams alone well worth the price of the book. The wiring diagrams are of new
and old models, of receivers and accessories and as to some of the set manufacturers,
all the models they ever produced are shown in wiring diagrams ! Here is the list
of receivers, etc., diagrams of which are published in this important and valuable
book:

Wiring Diagrams of All These Receivers
R. C. A.

60, 62. 20, 64, 30, 105, 61,
18, 32, 50, 25 A.C., 28 A.C.,
41, Receptor 8.P.U., 17, 18,
33.

FEDERAL
Type E series filament, Type
E series filament, Type D
series filament, Model K.
Model H.

ATWATER-KENT
1013, 12, 20, 30, 35, 98, 32,
83, 90, 38, 36, 37, 40. 42,
52, 50, 94, 43. 91 power units
for 37, 38, 44, 43. 41.

CROSL EY
XJ, Trirdyn 3R3, 601, 901,
401A. 608, 704, B and C sup-
ply for 704, 704A, 704B, 705,
706.

STEWART-WARNER
300, 305, 310, 315, 320. 325,
500, 520, 525, 700, 705, 710,
715 720, 530. 535, 750, 801,
802. 806.

GREBE
MU1, liIU2, synchrophase 5.
synchrophase ACS, synchrophase
AC7. Deluxe 428.

PHILCO
Philco-electric, 82, 86.

KOLS1 E R
4 -tube chassis used In 6 tube
sets, tuning chassis for 7 tube
sets, power amplifier, 7 tube
power pack and amplifier, 6
tube power pack and amplifier,
6 tube power pack and ampli-
fier, rectifier unit K-23.

ZENITH
38, 39A, 392, 392A, 40A,
35PX, 35APX, 352X. 352APX,
97A, 351.. 35AP, 352P, 352AP.
31P, 342P, 33, 39, 35. 35A,
392, 352, 352A. 362, 31, 333,
353A, power supply ZE17.
power supply ZE12.

MAJESTIC
70, "OB, 180, power pack 7BP3,
7P6, 7PS (old wiring) 8P3,
8P6.7BP6.

FRESHMAN
Masterpiece. equaphase, G.
0-60-S power supply, L and
LS, Q15, Q, K60 -S Power
supply.

STRO M B ERG -CA RLSO N
1A, 2B, 501, 502, 523, 524.
635, 638, 403AA power plant,
404 RA power plant.

All -AMERICAN
6 tube electric, 8 tube 80, 83,
84, 85, 86, 88, 6 tube 60, 61,
62. 65. 66, u and 8 tube A.C.
power pack.

DAY FAN
0E1.17, 4 tube, 5-5 tube 1925
model, Day Fan 8 A.C., power
supply for 6 tube A.C., B
power supply 5524 and 5525,
motor generator and filetr, 6
tube motor generator set, 6
tube 110 volt D.C. set, 6 tube
32 volt D.C. set.

FA DA
50/80A receivers, 460A, Fade
10. 11, 30, 31, 10Z, 11Z, 30Z,
31Z, 16, 17, 32, 16Z, 32Z, 18,
18, special, 192A -192S and
192BS units, R80A, 430.1, and
SF 50/80A receivers, 960A re-
ceiver and R60 unit, 7 A.C.
receiver, 475 UA or CA and
SF45-75 UA or CA, 50, 70,
71, 72. C electric unit for
special and 7 A.C. receivers,
ABC 6 volt tube supply, 86Y
and 82W, E180Z power plant
and E 920 power plant.

FREED EISEMANN
NR5, FE18, N1170, 970, NR57,
457, NR11, NB80 D.C.

COLONIAL
26, 31 AC., 31 D.C.

WORKRITE
8 tube chassis, 6 tube chassis.

AMRAD
70, 7100, 7191 power unit.

SPA RTO N
A.C. 39.

MISCELLANEOUS
DeForest F5, D10. D17. Super
Zenith Magnavox dial, Ther-
miodyne. Grimes 4DL inverse
duplex, Garod neutrodyne.
Garod EA, Ware 7 tube, Ware
type T. Federal 102 special,
Federal 59, Kennedy 220,
Operadio portable, Sleeper
RXI, Amrad inductrol.

HERE ARE THE 22 CHAPTER HEADINGS
Service Procedure
Practical Application of Analysis
Vacuum Tubes
Operating Systems
Aerial Systems
"A" Battery Eliminators
Troubles in "A" Eliminators
Trouble Shooting in "A" Eliminators
"B" Battery Eliminators
Troubles in "B" Battery Eliminators

TREATISE OR

TESTING UNUS

fOR SERVICC IAEN

Trouble Shooting in "B" Battery Eliminators
Speakers and Types
Audio Amplifiers
Trouble Shooting in Audio Amplifiers
Troubles in Detector Systems
Radio Frequency Amplifiers
Trouble Shooting in RF Amplifiers
Series Filament Receivers
Testing, and Testing Devices
Troubles in DC Sets
Troubles in AC Sets

"T
A 43 -page, liberally illustrated book on testing
units and circuits. Tells what equipment a serv-
ice man should have end how to use it most
effectively and quickly. Rapidity of operation is
one of the points stressed throughout this valu-
able book, as a service man's time is his chief
stock in trade.

esting Units for Service Men.

CONTENTS
Tube Reactivator and Voltages
Calibrated Vacuum Tube Bridge
General Utility Tube Tester
AC -DC Receiver Teeter
Eliminator Testers
Signal Generator for Receiver Testing
Oscillators
Cathode Ray Oscitiograph
Indicating Systems
Tube Voltmeters
Measurement of Inductance. Impedance, Capes-By DC Resistance
Multi -Range Meters
Service Station Test Bench

"Mathematics of Radio"
TABLE OF CONTENTS:

OHM'S LAW.
RESISTANCES: Basis for resistance variation, atomic

structure, temperature coefficient, calculation of re-
sistance variation, expression of ampere, volt and
Ohm fractions, application of voltage drop, plate
circuits, filament circuits, filament resistances, grid
bias resistances.

DC FILAMENT CIRCUITS: Calculation of resistances.
AC FILAMENT CIRCUITS: Transformers, wattage

rating, distribution of output voltages, voltage re-
ducing resistances, line voltage reduction.

CAPACITIES: Calculation of capacity, dielectric con-
stant condensers in parallel, ondensers in series,
voltage of oudensers in parallel, in series, utility
of parallel condensers, series condensers.

VOLTAGE DIVIDER SYSTEMS FOR B ELIMI-
NATORS: Calculation of voltage divider resistances,
types of voltage dividers, selection of resistances,
wattage rating of resistances.

INDUCTANCES: Air core and iron core, types of air
core inductances, unit of inductances, calculation of
inductance.

INDUCTANCE REQUIRED IN RADIO CIRCUITS:
ltelatior. of wavelength and product of inductance
and capacity, short waie coils, coils for broadcast
band, coupling and mutual inductance, calculation
of mutual inductance and coupling.

REACTANCE AND IMPEDANCE: Capacity react-
ance, inductance reactance, impedance.

RESONANT CIRCUITS: Series resonance, parallel
resonance, coupled circuits, bandpass filters for
radio frequency circuits.

IRON CORE CHOKERS AND TRANSFORMERS:
Design of chokes, core, airgap, inductance, reactance,
impedance, transformers, half wave,  full wavo
windings.

VACUUM TUBES: Two element filament type, elec-
tronic emission, limitations, classifications of fila-
ments, structure, two element rectifying tubes,
process of rectification, tungar bulb.

THREE ELEMENT TUBES: Structure of tube, de-
tector, grid bias, grid leak and condenser, amplifiers.
tube constants, voltage amplification, resistance
coupling, reactance coupling, transformer coupling,
variation of impedance of load with frequency, tuned
plate circuit.

POW ER AMPLIFICATION: Square law, effect of
load, calculation of output power, undistorted output
power, parallel tubes, push-pull systems, plate
resistance.

GRAPHS AND RESPONSE CURVES: Types of
paper, utility of curves, types of curves, significance
of curves, voltage amplification, power amplification.
power output, radio frequency amplification.

MULTIPLE STAGE AMPLIFIERS: Resistance coup-
ling, reactance coupling, tuned double impedance am-
plification, underlying principles, transformer coup-
ling, turns ratio, voltage ratio, tyes of cores, late
current limitation, grid current limitation.

ALTERNATING CURRENT TUBES: Temperature va-
riation hum, voltage variation hum, relation between
grid and filament, filament circuit center tap, types
of AC tubes.

SCREEN GRID TUBE: Structural design, application,
amplification, associated tuned circuits, radio fre-
quency amplification, audio frequency amplification.
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Power Amplifier Equipment

Polo Filament Transformer Only,
four windings, consists of 50-80
cycles 110 v. winding, 2% v. at
12 amps., 2% v. at 3 amps., 5 v.
at 2 amps. All windings, save pri-
mary, are center -tapped (red). Size,
4%" high x 3%" wide x 3" front
to back. Weight. 6 lbs. Order
Cat PFT @ $4.25.

[For 25 cycles order PFT-25
$7.00; for 40 cycles order PFT-40
Q $6.25.]

By-pass Condensers
For by-passing B-)- leads to

ground or C minus from 200 v.
post or less, where current is less
than 10 m.a., 1 mfd. paper dielec-
tric condensers are useful. Order
LV-1 $0.50 ea.

Filter Condensers
For high voltage filtration next

to the rectifier. use 1 or 2 mfd.
The 2 mfd. makes the output volt-
age a little higher.
Order Cat. EIV-1 (1,000 v.

DC, 550 v. AC) $1.76
Order Cat. HV-2 (1,000 v

DC, 550 v. AC) $3.52

Filament -Plate -Choke Block
Satre as Filament -Plate Supply,

except that two 50 henry chokes are
built in. Six windings: primary,
110 v., 50-60 cycles; 2.5 v. at 12
amps.; 2.5 v. at 3 amps.: 5 v. at
2 snips.; 724 v. at 80 m.s.;
choke All AC anticlines center -
tapped (red), except primary. Con-
nect either end of a choke to one
end of other choke for midsection.
Order Cat. P-245-FPCH Q..$10.00

FP
[CH-40For

$13.50.]
90 cycles order P-245-

FPCH-25
iror 25 cycles

$19.50.]
order P-245-

ACOUSTICAL ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES.
143 West 45th St., N. Y. City.
(Just East of BroadeaY.)

Please ship at once the following:
Quan-

tity Cat. No.
P0 -295 -PA0 PO -245 -PA -40

O P0 -245 -PA -25
0 PFPS
O PFPS-40
 PFPS-25 prr
O PET -40

PFT-25
P-245-FPCH
P-245-FPCH-40
P-245-FPCH-25
PDC
PSC
MTVD
Q2-8, 2-18B
LV-1
HT -1
HV-2

SPO

At left is illustrated a push-pull
power amplifier, using a first stage of
resistance coupled audio, 280 rectifier
and two 245a in push-pull, as described
in the November 2d issue of Radio
World. Abounding volume and faithful
tone reproduction are assured. The Polo
Filament -Plate Supply, two Polo cen-
ter -tapped audio chokes and a Multi -
Tap Voltage Divider are used, with a
Q 2-8, 2-18 Mershon condenser, an in-
put push-pull audio transformer and
auxiliary equipment. The total parts,
including cadmium -plated steel sub -
panel, come to $43.57 net, the best
power amplifier for that modest
amount. Provision is made for
phonograph pickup plug inser-
tion. Thirteen output voltages
are provided, including 300, 180,
75, 50 and an assortment of
nine different voltages under
50 available for bias. All A, B and C
voltages are provided for the power
amplifier and for a tuner to be used
with it employing 227, 224 or 228 tubes.
Order Cat. P0 -245 -PA $43.57 net.

for 50-60 cycles,
110 volts. [For
25 cycles order
PO -245 -PA -25
$48.57. For 40
cycles order PO -
245 - PA - 40 el
$46.07.]

S u b panel
alone, cat. SPO

$3.50

Two rugged, expertly engineered wire-wouna, enamelled
resistors, mounted in series, one atop the other, with four-
teen useful lugs, providing all necessary choice of voltages
without the uncertainty of adjustable variable resistance.

The Multi -lap Voltage Divider has a total resistance
value of 13,850 ohms, in the following steps: 3,000, 4,500,
2,000, 800, 700, 600, 550, 500, 450, 400, 200, 100 and 50 ohms.
With the zero voltage lug (at lower left) the total number
of useful lugs is fourteen. The resistance stated are those
between respective lugs and are to be added together to
constitute 13,850 ohms total.

A conservative rating of the Multi -Tap Voltage Divider
is 50 watts, continuous use. The unit is serviceable in al(
installations where the total current drain does not exceed
125 milliamperes.

Extreme care has been exercised in the manufacture of
the Multi -Tap Voltage Divider. It is mounted on brackets
insulated from the resistance wire that afford horizontal
mounting of the unit on baseboards and subpanels.

There long has been a need for obtaining any necessary interme-
diate voltage, including all biasing voltages, from a Multi -Tap Volt-
age Divider, but each lug has to be put on individually by hand,
and soldered. so that manufacturing difficulties have left the market
barren of such a device until now.

The Multi -Tap Voltage Divider is useful in all circuits, including
push-pull and single -sided ones, where the current rating of 125
milliamperes is net seriously exceeded and the maximum voltage is
not more than 400 volts. It good ventilation is provided, this rat-
ing may be exceeded 15 per cent.

The expertness of design and construction will be appreciated by
those whose knowledge teaches them to appreciate parts finely made.

When the Multi -Tap Voltage Divider is placed across the filtered
output of a B supply which serves a receiver, the voltages are in
proportion to the current flowing through the various resistances.
If a B supply feeds a receiver with two -stage audio amplifier, the
last stage a single -sided 245, then the voltages would be 250 maxi-
mum for the power tube. 180, 135, 75, 50, 40, 35, 30. 25, 16. 10,
8 and 3. By making suitable connection of grid returns the lower
voltages my be used for negative bias or even for positive voltage
on the plates.

If push-pull is used, the current in the biasing section is almost
doubled, so the midtsp of the power tubes' filament winding would
go to a lug about half way down.

Order Cat. MTVD at $3.95.

Product
P.swer amp. Parts, 50-60 c.
Same, 40 cycles
Same, 25 cycles
FM plate supply, 50-60 c.
Same, 90 cycles
Same, 25 cycles
Fit. trans., 50-60 e.
Same, 40 cycles
Same, 25 cycles
Power -filter block
Same for 40 cycles
Same for 25 cycles
Single choke
Multi -tap volt. div.
Double c. -t. choke
Mershon with bracket
200 v., 1 mfd. by-pass cond. on

1,000 v., 1 mfd. filter cond. 1.76
1,000 v., 2 mfd. filter cond. 3.52
Subpanel 3.50

Price
$43.57
46.07
48.57
7.50

10.00
12.00
4.25
8.25
7.00

10.00
13.50
14.50
2.50
3.95
3.71
5.15

 Enclosed please find check-money order-for the
above. (Note: Canadian remittance must be by postal or
express money order.]

CI Please ship C.O.D.
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POLO
CIIMTRT.P.Ang RIM

Polo 545 Filament Plate Sup-
ply (less chokes) has four wind-
ings, ell save primary center -
tapped (red), Is 4%" wide, 5"
high, 4" front to back. Weight,
9 lbs. Filament windings, 9.5 v.
at 19 amps., 2.5 v. at 3 amps.
(tor 245 filaments), 5 v. at I
amps. for 280 rectifier, and 724
v. @ 80 m.a., center -tapped.
Order Cat. PFPS  $7.50.

[For 25 cycles order Cat.
PFP8-25 0 $12.00.]
PFPS-40400

cycles
.]order

Cat.

Center -tapped double choke, 125 m.s. rating, 30
henrys in each section. Used for filtering B supply
or for push-pull output impedance, where speaker
cords go directly to plates of tubes. Center tap is red.
Order Cat. PDC @ $3.71.

einem 90 nenry 100 m.s. choke for filtered output
(where condenser is used additionally or for added
filtration of a B supply. Order Cat. PSC @ $2.50.

The Mershon electrolytic condenser, 415 volts
DC, for filtering circuits of B supplies. Q 2-8,
2-18 has four capacities in one copper casing:
two of 8 mfd. and two of 18 mfd. The copper
case is negative. The smaller capacities are
nearer the edge of the case. The vent cap
should not be disturbed, and the electrolyte
needs no refilling or replacement.
`Mershon electrolytic condensers are instantly
self -healing. Momentary voltages as high as
1,000 volts will cause no particular harm to
the condenser unless the current is high
enough to cause heating, or the high voltage
is applied constantly over a long period.

High capacity is valuable especially for the
last condenser of a filter section, and in by-
passing, from intermediate B+ to ground or
C+ to for enabling a good audio ampli-
fier to deliver true reproduction of low notes.
Suitably large capacities also stop motor -
boating.

Recent improvements in Mershons have re-
duced the leakage current to only 1.5 to 2mils total per 10 mfd. at 300 volts, and less at
lower voltages. This indicates a life of 20years or more, barring heavy abuse.

In B supplies Mershons are always used
"after" the rectifier tube or tubes, hencewhere the current is direct. They cannot beused on alternating current. Rated 415 v. DC.
The Mershon comes supplied with 15special mounting bracket. Order qp
Q 2-8, 2-18 B

RADIO WORLD, a weekly paper published by Hennessy Radio Publications Corporation, from Publication Office, 115 West 49:11 Street, New York, N. Y.Vol. XVI, No. 17. Whole No. 407. January 11th, 1930. 15c per copy, $6.00 per year. [Entered as second-class matter, March, 1922, at the Post Officeat New York, N. Y., under act of March, 1879.] Roland Burke Hennessy, vice president and treasurer; M. B. Hennessy, vice-president; HermanBernard, business manager and managing editor; J. E. Anderson, technical editor.
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Highest Grade Speakers at Lowest Prices!
TE111.P.LE FAmilt011AND

Temple AC Dynamic Model 10, in a beautiful cabinet.
The speaker chassis is one of the finest made. There
are an output transformer and dry rectifier built in.
The cabinet has decorated walnut front and back, with carved
grille ornament. An AC switch is accessible underneath cabinet.
Rear is removable for adjustment of resistor knob to match
the impedance of your receiver's output tube. Connect pluggedAC cable to 110 volts AC, 50 to 60 cycles, and connect tipped
cords to speaker post of receiver. This remarkable speaker
Cat. TEM-10 at only

Rear view of the Rola chassis

$1 .34
R -O -L -A

Rola Model D-10 dynamic chas-
sis, less cabinet, for 110 volts 50-
60 cycles AC. Dry rectifier and
output transformer built in. The
fine workmanship of this chassis
is shown in the illustrations of the
front and rear views. Extreme
diameter of rim 9 inches but
baffles with cutouts down to 7
inches may be used.

This is the biggest dynamic
chassis bargain we have ever of-
fered and enables you at lowprice to obtain one of the best
chasses made. Tone is most ex-cellent.

Order Cat. No. R0-10 at

7Acoustical Engineering Associates
143 West 45th Street, New York City. (Just East of Broadway)

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find 0 money order 0 checkfor $ for which please send me at once
O One Model 6-0 Farrand Inductor 59.00O One Model 10-0 Farrand Inductor 10.00

One Model 10 -G -PP Farrand Inductor

One Model 8 Brookfield cabinet
One Model 10 Brookfield cabinet 6.50

11.00

6.50

O One RO-10 Rola dynamic chassis 15.340 One TEM-10 Temple Dynamic in cabinet

0 For C. 0. D. shipment put cross here
11.34

Name

Address

City State
[Prepaid orders shipped same day as received. Canadian re-mittance must be by postal or express money order.]

$11.34

r' OIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIW{NIh

Hell

Farrand Inductor Chassis, consisting of the
unit, cone, spider, bracket, assembled, but
not in a cabinet.

Model 6-G, 10" extreme diameter of cone
front rim $9.00

Model 10-G, 12" extreme diameter of cone $10.00front rim

Model 10 -G -PP for connection to push-
pull, requiring no output device, because
unit is constructed as a center tapped
output impedance. Center tap is yellow
and goes to B+. Tipped cords go direct $11.00to plates. Outside diameter 12'

$6.50Brookfield cabinet, No. 10 or No. 6 for
those speakers,

Front view of the Rola chassis. Holes are
provided for attachment to your own baffle.
The rim is protected by a lining of felt. The
voice coil (center) is firmly mounted.

The Temple, Rola and Farrand speakers are highly recommended by usfor true tone and high volume. They are extremely sensitive as well.The chasses (Farrand and Rola) will work without a baffle, but it ispreferable to provide one. The Temple requires no extra baffle, asthe cabinet is itself a baffle box.
All three speakers are sold in factory -sealed cartons. Immediate de-livery.
Model 10 -G -PP Farrand may be used in push-pull without any outputdevice. Connect yellow lead to B+, tipped leads to power tube plates.May be used on single output by ,ignoring yellow lead.
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The Latest in Tuning Equipment
SHIELDED COIL BERNARD TWO -TUBE TUNER ASSEMBLY

RF transformer in aluminum shield 2%"
square at bottom, 3%" h gh. If metal sub -
panel is used no extra base is needed.
Coils have brackets on. You must assemble
in shiell yourself and solder winding ter-
minals to built-in lugs. For all circuits and
stages, including screen grid tubes.
Cat. No. SH3 for .00035 mfd. $0.95
Cat. No. SH5 for .0005 mfd. $1.00
Cat. SHB (extra base) $0.10

ANTENNA COUPLER

Cat. No. VA5-$0.85
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDENSER

Moving primary and fixed secondary, for
antenna coupling. Serves as volume control
Cat. No. VA3 for .00035 mfd. $0.90

SG TRANSFORMER

Cat. No. SGS5-50.60
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDENSER

Interstage radio frequency transformer, to
work out of a screen grid tube, primary un-
tuned.
Cat. No. 5083 for .00035 mfd. $0.65

Screen Grid Coll Company,
143 West 45th Street,
New York, N. Y. (Just East of Broadway.)
Enclosed please find $ for which
please send at once the following parts:
0 Cat. No. at $

D Cat. No. at $

I
o Cat. No. at $

OPlease ship C. 0. D.

Name
1

Address

City State I

Cat. No. BT5A-$1.35
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDENSERS

Cat. No. RF5-40.60
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDENSER

FL4 $0.30Flexible in-
sulated coupler
for uniting coil
o r condenser
shafts
Order Cat FL9
at $0.30
Equalizing con-denser, 80
mmfd., for con -
section across
any tuning con-
denser where
ganging is re-
sorted to, or for
equalizing inde-
pendently tuned
circuits to make
dials track.
Order Cat. EQ80
at $0.85

For building a tuner consisting of a stage of screen grid radio frequency amplification and a detector, AC or battery -
operated, use the Bernard two -tube tuner assembly. Suitable for single control with one drum dial or separately tuned
stages with two fiat -type dials. The assembly consists of antenna stage (BTL-AC or BTL-DC), having Bernard Tuner
BT3A. a .00035 mid. condenser, socket, link and aluminum base. The detector input stage (BTR- AC or BTR-DC) consists
of the came parts, but the coil has a tuned primary with untuned input to detector. Assemblies are unwired but are
erected.
The condenser has shaft protruding at rear, so if two dials are used coil is put at front panel in either instance and
condenser at front panel for the other.
For AC operation, 224 RF and 224, 227 or 228 detector, order Cat. No. BTL-AC and BTR-AC at $6.00 for both.
For battery operation of filaments, 222 RF and 222, 290, 201A or 112A detector, order Cat. No. BTL-DC and BTR-DC
at $6.00 for both.
[Note: for drum dial single control an 80 mmfd. equalizing condenser is necessary. This is extra at $0.35. Order Cat.
EQ-80.]

BERNARD TUNERS
Bernard Tuner BT5A
for .0005 mfd. for
antenna coupling, the
primary being fixed
and the secondary
tuned. This coil is
used as Input to the
first screen grid
radio frequency tube.
Secondary has mov-
ing coll.
Cat. No. BT3A for
.00035 mfd. ..$1.35
Bernard Tuner RT5B
for .0005 mfd. for
working out of ascreen grid tube,
tuned primary, un-
t u n e d secondary.
Primary has moving
coil.
Cat. B T 3 B for
.00035 mfd. ..81.35

DIAMOND
PAIR

Cat. No. RF5-$0.60
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDEN-

SER
Antenna coil for a n y

standard circuit, and one of
the two coils constituting the
Diamond Pair.
Cat. No. RF3 for .00035.80.65

Cat. No. SGT5-$0.85
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDEN-

SER
Interstage 3 -circuit coil for

any hookup where an un-
tuned primary is in the plate
circuit of a screen grid tube.
SGT3 for .00035 mfd...$0.90

Order the Diamond Pair, Cat. DP5 for .0005
mid. at $1.95

Order the Diamond Pair, Cat. DP3 for 00035
mfd. at 51.15
[Note: These came coils are for AC or battery
circuit.]

The standard three -circuit tuner is used with
primary in the plate circuit of any RF tube, AC
or battery type, excepting only screen grid tube.
For .0005 mfd. order T5 at $0.85
For .00035 order Cat. T3 at $0.90
All coils have 21/2" diameter, except the shielded
coil. which is wound on 1%".

The coils are wound by machine on a bakelite
form, and the tuned windings have identical in-
ductance for a given capacity condenser, 1. e..
.0005 mfd. or .00035 mfd. Full coverage of the
wive nand 1s assured.

All coils with a moving coil have single hole
panel mounting fixture. All others have base
mounting provision. The coils should be used
with connection lugs at bottom, to shorten leads.

Only the Bernard Tuners have a shaft extend-
ing from rear. This feature is necesary so that
physical coupling to tuning condenser shaft may
be accomplished by the insulated link.

Cat. No. BT5B-$1.35
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDENSER

Cat. No. SGT5-$0.85
FOR .0005 MFD. CONDENSER

STANDARD TUNER
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Baird Television Scores
Highly Successful Demonstration in New York City

By J. E. Anderson
Technical Editor

SURPRISING advance in the art of television was demon-
strated recently in New York City by the American repre-
sentatives of Baird interests. Judging by the simplicity

of the apparatus used and the quality of the reproduced images
the art is well on- the road toward commercial practicability.

In the latest Baird system the scanning disc contains only 30
holes and is driven at the rate of 750 revolutions per minute,
or 12.5 per second. This is considerably coarser scanning than
any that has been considered necessary heretofore and a speed
of repetition much slower than has been considered necessary
to eliminate flicker. The surprising things about the demonstra-
tion were that there was no marked flicker and that the image
contained detail in a remarkable degree.

In the transmitter the spot light system of illumination wat
employed, that first suggested by Dr. Gray of the Bell Labora-
tories and usually called indirect illumination. The object to
be transmitted is scanned by a bright spot of light and the light
reflected from the object is intercepted by a number of excep-
tionally sensitive photo -electric cells placed in front of the object.

BRIGHTNESS NOT INTENSE
The source of light used was comparatively weak, a 900 watt

incandescent light being used. The intensity of the light as
seen by the living object was not so great as to be uncomfort-
able in the least. The possibility of using such weak illumina-
tion is due to the increased sensitivity of the photo -electric
cells. It might be thought that in order to secure a high sen-
sitivity enormously large cells must be used, but that is not thecase, for the cells used are really very small. The increased
light -sensitivity has been effected by increasing the electron
emission per unit of luminous flux rather than by enlarging
the light gathering capability of the cells.

, Possibly the most interesting and important feature of the
latest television system of Baird is the method of synchroniza-
tion. A synchronizing signal is sent on the carrier of the visualsignal, a part of the picture frame being masked to light for
this purpose. The signal is determined by the motor driving
the transmitter scanning disc arid is about 375 cycles per second.
This 375 cycle tone frequency is picked up by the receiver and
is used to speed up or slow down the receiver scanning disc asmay be required.

DRIVING THE RECEIVING DISC
The receiver scanning disc is driven by a non -synchronous

motor the speed of which can be varied manually with a rheo-stat. To effect synchronism it is only necessary to adjust this
rheostat until the picture is clear, although at first it may besomewhat unsteady. As soon as synchronism has been achieved
the synchronizing signal mantains the speed of the receiver
disc the same as that of the transmitter disc. The arrangement
is ingenious because of its simplicity and effectiveness.

As the synchronizing signal necessarily must he weak theremust not be much inertia in the receiving scanning disc. Forthat reason the scanning disc is no dsc at all but a wheel with
a suitably wide rim in which the scanning holes are punched.Moreover, the thickness of the disc, or wheel, is not muchgreater than an ordinary sheet of paper. It is so thin that itwill not hold itself flat while it is standing still, but of course

FIG. 1
A DRAWING WHICH SHOWS THE PRINCIPLE OF

THE AUTOMATIC TELEVISION SYNCHRONIZER USED
IN BAIRD'S LATEST TELEVISION RECEIVER

it flattens out as the speed increases. The lightness of the
disc permits the feeble synchronizing signal to hold the disc
in proper speed.

DETAILS OF SYNCHRONIZING DEVICE
To give an idea how the automatic synchronizing device

works Fig. 1 has been appended. The toothed iron wheel is
mounted on the shaft of the motor driving the disc and spins
at the same rate. It is mounted between two electro-magnets
MM in the manner indicated. The synchronizing signal is
passed through the coils of these magnets. For simplicity the
source of the synchronizing signal is represented as an alter-
nator E. Actually the alternator is at the transmitter and the
375 cycle tone is picked up from the radio carrier and sent
through the magnets after detection and amplification in the
usual manner.

If a current pulse is sent through the magnet windings the
instant the pole pieces. or teeth on the wheel, are opposite the
poles of the magnet, there is neither a tendency to accelerate
the disc nor to retard it. The two discs, the one at the trans-
mitter and the one at the receiver, are in exact synchronism.
But suppose that the receiver disc slows down a little bit. The
signal pulse will arrive before the teeth are opposite the poles
and there will be a slight acceleration. Conversely, if the re-

(Concluded on pages 16 and 17)
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Bernard AC Tuner
Directions for Achieving the Maximum Results from Two Tuber

By Herman Bernard

ANT.

SW.

224

GND. 2.5V.
3AMP.

224

c 5

o 0 0
2.5V.. 5V. TO +50 TO P
12 AMP. +180

BERNARD TUNER FOR AC OPERATION

THE Bernard tuner for AC is to be worked with a power pack,
uses the screen grid tube, 224, as detector, and in that way
permits the employment of a relatively low value of biasing

resistor for detection, about 5,000 or 6,000 ohms being suitable. Both
screen grid and plate currents flow through this resistor, which
accounts for the relatively small ohmage. The detector is thereby
maintained at a steady value of negative bias of about 5 or 6 volts,
depending on which value of resistor is chosen, since about 1 milli-
ampere will flow through the resistor, if the plate load is a resistor of
about .1 meg. It is best to use a resistive plate load with the screen
grid detector.

This value of bias does not necessarily give the loudest signals,
but it usually gives the loudest signals consistent with best quality.
If you have a 2,000 ohm resistor you may try this for R2, and you
will find the volume goes up somewhat, although the quality probablywill not be improved.

The amplification from the single radio frequency tube is so great,
due to tuning the plate circuit, that you should favor the higher bias.

The audio amplifier in the power pack should be sufficient to pro-
vide speaker volume on all receivable stations. One stage of
resistance audio and one stage of transformer audio, single or
push-pull, will accomplish this nicely.

The two circuits have to tune together for single control. A
diagram published last week, issue of January 4th, suggested a
layout of parts for single control. The equalizing condenser E was
shown at left, across the first tuned circuit, as that is where it is
usually needed. In few instances conditions will compel the place-
ment of this condenser across the second tuned circuit instead.

There is always a high capacity across opposite potentials whenthere is high amplification. This capacity shows up in the plate
circuit of the screen grid tube, particularly because this circuit is
tuned and the pickup coil that feeds the detector has a large numberof turns. Hence there is also distributed capacity to reckon with,
and the theoretical side of the case compels the placement of the

Managing Editor

equalizing condenser across the first tuned circuit, as does general
practical application.

The exception arises when the antenna -ground capacity is so high
that the capacity it reflects in the first tuned circuit is even greater
than that which arises in the' second tuned circuit because of high
amplification and the distributed capacity of the pickup coil added
to the distributed capacity of the tuned plate winding. However,
you can quickly determine on which side the equalizer is to be placed,
because you will get only low volume and poor selectivity -when it is
on the wrong side. When the circuits are properly balanced you will
get good selectivity and high gain. Also, when the equalizer is set
for some low wavelength you will tune truly throughout the broad-
cast band of wavelengths, and cover the entire band nicely.

DATA ON ASSEMBLIES
Those who prefer separately tuped circuits in a two tube design

of course may build the AC tuner that way. If the Bernard
assemblies, (BT -L -AC and BT -R -AC) are used, then the condenser
should be put against the front panel, in one instance, and the coil
mounted on the front panel in the other instance. Select which one
to put in each individual place on the basis of the direction of dial
readings, so that highest number corresponds to highest wavelength
and lowest number to lowest wavelength.

This divergence of assembly for separate tuning is necessary
because in the assemblies these tuning arrangements are in opposite
directions for corresponding rotation of dials. If, however, you have
condensers of your own, and desire only to incorporate the coils,
BT3A and BT3B for .00035 mfd., and BT5A and BT5B for .0005
mfd., then you may mount both condensers on hte front panel, but
condensers of your own then should have shafts protruding at rear.
Or, if your condensers do not have rear extension of their shafts, put
both coils on the front panel. This is easily done because of the
single hole mounting feature of the coils. However, the condensers
would have to be supported on the baseboard with brackets.

The antenna assembly (left-hand for single control) consists of aBT3A coil, a .00035 mfd. tuning condenser, a coupling link, a UYsocket and an aluminum base on which these are mounted. Theassemblies are completely mounted but you must wire them yourself.
The right-hand interstage assembly, BT -R -AC, is the same as the

one previously mentioned, except that the direction of shaft rotationis opposite, when shafts are considered side by side, and the coil is aBT3B, for interstage coupling.
The coils are the Bernard tuners, with a moving coil inside a formthat contains a fixed winding. The moving coil and the fixed wind-

ing are connected together at the factory and constitute the tunedcircuit with the tuning condenser across it, adding variometertuning to capacity tuning, to insure wave band coverage and efficient
operation by large step-up ratio.

The antenna coil has two fixed windings on the single outside form.
The other coil has three forms, as the pickup coil L6 is on a separate
form inside the largest form, but of course smaller than the windingthat holds the moving coil.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER
The volume control, R3, is a potentiometer of 25,000 ohms that

should be connected to B plus 50 volts or thereabouts. You may useup to 75 or 80 volts here if that voltage is independently available.If your power pack has a 250, 210 or 245 tube, or two of any ofthese in push-pull, the lead marked B plus 50 may be connected tothe positive side of the resistor biasing the power tube stage. Thisis usually the center tap of the power tube filament winding of thepower transformer in your pack.
A filament transformer included in the tuner permits the heatingof 5 volt and 2.5 volt tube tubes. There is one winding at 2 amperesfor 5 volts, which may heat the filaments of 112, 112A, 171 or 171A,also one at 2.5 volts 3 amperes for 245 tubes, also another 2.5 volt

winding, this one 12 amperes, which is used on the heaters of the twotubes in the tuner, but which may be used on three additional tubes
of the same type, 227, 224 or 228, in the audio amplifier.

LIST OF PARTS
Ll L2 L3, Cl, socket, link, base .00035 tuning condenser-One

Bernard tuner assembly for left-hand position when using a
drum dial, socket for AC screen grid tube 224 (Cat. BT -L -AC).

L4 L5 L6, C2, socket, link, base, .00035 tuning condenser-One
Bernard tuner assembly for right-hand position, when using
drum dial, socket for 224 or 227 or 228 (Cat. BT -R -AC).

R1-One 300 ohm resistor strip (Electrad).
R2-One 5,000 ohm resistor with mounting.
R3-One Electrad 25,000 ohm Super Tonatrol (potentiometer).

C3-One .00025 mfd. mica dielectric fixed condenser.C4, C5, C7-Three .01 mfd. mica dielectric fixed condensers.
C6-One 1 mfd. 200 volts mica dielectric fixed condenser.TI-One Polo filament transformer, PFT.
Fourteen binding posts.
F-One 2 ampere fuse with clips.
SW-One pendant AC switch and 12 ft. AC cable.
One National Velvet Vernier Modernistic dial, with rainbow fea-ture and pilot light PL and bracket.
One drilled front panel, 7 x 18', bakelite.
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What Size Wire?
Diameter Choice Easily Remembered -Safe Current Given

By James 14. Dowie
Chief Instructor, National Radio Institute

WIRE table showing the size, resistance and weight is very
useful to the radiotrician and service man.

Although most are familiar with such a table, there are
perhaps a good many who do not thoroughly understand the relation
between the various sizes and also how it is possible to memorize
the table well enough so that they can tell off -hand about almost
any wire which is mentioned.

The main thing about a wire table is its regularity in that every
three sizes doubles the area and weight of the wire. When you
double the area, of course, it halves the resistance and so every three
numbers will cut the resistance in two. Of course, when the diameter
is doubled, the area is four times as great. From this follows that
three numbers double the area, and three numbers more double it
again, to a total of four times. Four times the area is twice the
diameter and so the rule : every six numbers doubles or halves the
diameter, according to whether the area increases or decreases in the
table.

To check this rule, start with No. 10. Notice the diameter and
also the resistance of the wire. Three sizes smaller will be No. 13.
The resistance then will be double. Three sizes smaller than this
will be No. 16. Hence, the resistance is again doubled or four times
that of No. 10.

EXAMPLES CITED
Suppose you want to compare the sizes ten numbers apart. The

first three will double the resistance, the second three will double it
again to four times, and the third three (nine in all) will double it
again to eight times. We now have one more size to go, from 9 to
10. One size increases the resistance by 25%, or one -quarter. A
quarter of eight (which we found is the increase for 9 numbers)
is 2, which added to the 8 makes 10. In other words, every ten
numbers multiplies the resistance by 10. This is quite interesting
and makes the wire table so easy to remember.

Knowing the relation between the sizes of wire, you want to
remember some starting point from which to work. Number 10
wire is easiest to remember, since it has a resistance of .0010 of an
ohm per foot, or 1 ohm per thousand feet, and a diameter of 102
mils or 1/10 of an inch. With this as a foundation, you can build
up the whole wire table in your head. For instance, what is the
diameter of No. 16 wire? Six sizes has doubled the diameter of .2,
(two -tenths of an inch).

What is the resistance of No. 17 wire? Going up three sizes to 17
has doubled, and three more to 16 has quadrupled the resistance.
Four times 1 ohm is 4 ohms per thousand feet. Going 1 more size
from 16 to 17 increases the resistance 25%. 25% more than 4 is 5.This you will see is the correct answer from the wire table.

HABIT FOLLOWED
The first column of the wire table gives the wire size in American

gauge. This is often called B & S after Brown & Sharpe whooriginated it. It would be much more convenient and scientificsimpy to set down the diameter of the wire in thousandths of an
inch, but years ago engineers got into the habit of specifying thesizes of wire by the particuar slot or hole in a gauge plate into
which the wire would fit. The habit has persisted. The slots or
holes were numbered, hence the present numbers used to designatethe sizes of wire.

In the second column the diameter of the bare wire is given in
thousandths of an inch. Rather than make every one of these read
as a decimal, it is more convenient to put the answer down directlyin thousandths, which are called mils. Thus, size 8 is 128 mils (128
divided by a thousand) or .128 inch. The next column shows the
weight of bare copper wire per foot, or in other words how many
feet of a certain size wire in a pound. The fourth column shows the
resistance of various size bare copper wire in ohms per foot.

In some tables these values are given per thousand feet. Thiseliminated the small decimal point. Naturally, if you want the value
per thousand feet, you multiply the figures given by 1,000. Of
course, the resistance of copper wire changes quite a bit with tem-
perature. The values here are correct for ordinary room temperaturein Summer. In Winter the resistance is slightly less owing tothe cold.

The current to be carried is also a factor in selecting wire sizes.
The answer may be found for general purposes from Table II, whichgives safe current carrying capacities for different sizes.

TABLE I
Size B.&S. Diam. bare

Gauge Wire in in.
Area Cir.

Mills
1 .2893 83690
3 .2294 52630
2 .2576 66370
4 .2043 41740
5 .1819 33100
6 .1620 26250
7 .1443 20820
8 .1285 16510
9 .1144 13090

10 .1019 10380
11 .0907 8234
12 .0808 6530
13 .0720 5178
14 .0641 4107
15 .0571 3257
16 .0508 2583

.0453 2048
18 .0403 1624
19 .0359 1288
20 .0320 1022
21 .0285 810.1
22 .0253 642.4
23 .0226 5095
24 .0201 404.0
25 .0179 320.4
26 .0159 254.1
27 .0142 201.5
28 .0126 159.8
29 .0113 126.7
30 .0100 100.5
31 .0089 79.70
32 .0080 6321
33 .0071 50.13
34 .0063 39.75
35 .0056 31.52
36 .0050 25.00
37 .0045 19.83
38 .0040 15.72
39 .0035 12.47
40 .0031 9.888

Ohms per Ohms per.
1000 ft. lb.

.1237 .00049

.1967 .00124

.1560 .00078

.2480 .00196

.3128 .00312

.3944 .00496

.4973 .00789

.6271 .01255

.7908 .01995

.9972 .03173
1257 .05045
1.586 .08022
1.999 .1276
2.521 .2028
3.179 .3225
4.009 .5128
5.055 .8153
6.374 1296
8.038 2.061

10.14 3278
12.78 5212
16.12 8.287
20.32 13.18
25.63 20.95
32.31 3323
40.75 52.97
51.38 8423
64.79 133.9
81.70 213.0
103.0 338.6
129.9 538.4
163.8 8562
206.6 1361
260.5 2165
328.4 3441
4142 5473
522.2 8702
658.5 13870
830.4 22000

1047 34980

TABLE II
Size (B &S) Amperes Size (B & S) Amperes

14 12 26 0.5
16 6 27 0.4
18 3 28 0.3
19 2.25 30 0.2
20 2 32 0.12
22 1.2 34 0.08
24 .08 38 .025

Weather Spoils Plan for Foreign Programs
Abnormal static prevented a surpriserebroadcast of European programs New

Year's Eve. The stage was all set, and
the National Broadcasting Company was
ready to treat American listeners to pro-
grams from five European countries, but
the weather made the general plan afizzle.

The midnight tolling of Big Ben on the
House of Parliament and a London chorus
singing "Auld Lang Syne" were as far as
the project got. The rest of the receiving

attempts proved hopeless. A Broadway
dance orchestra played "On the Road to
Mandalay" as an exchange greeting, with-
out knowing if its efforts were getting
over in a trans -Atlantic sense.

The whole plan pivoted about the New
Year's Eve programs of stations in the
five foreign countries. One midnight
signal after another were to be received
from three countries, which was theoretic-
ally possible because of time difference
among these countries.

The London midnight toll was heard in
New York at 7 p m. E. S. T. All day long
engineers on the American side listened
on short waves and it seemed that the
project would succeed if only the static
would subside a little. As night drew near
on this side static became worse, and fin-
ally, just before the earliest European mid-
night toll, it was just terrible, and stayed
that way until the attempt had to be
abandoned.

"Another "surprise" may be tried soon.
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IT IS NOW well understood that when a grid bias resistor
is used to maintain the grid negative with respect to the
cathode there is signal feedback as well as steady voltage

feedback. The bias resistor must necessarily be in the plate
circuit and since it is placed between the cathode and the grid
return it is also in the grid circuit.

The steady voltage feedback is the grid bias and is equal

to the steady current flowing through the resistance multiplied

by the resistance value in ohms. This voltage can be made to
assume almost any desired value provided that the total steady
voltage available in the circuit is high enough.

The signal feedback, in the absence of a by-pass condenser
across the resistance, is equal to the effective value of the signal
zurrent flowing in the plate circuit multiplied by the resistance
in ohms. The direction of this feedback is such as to oppose
the input voltage, consequently it reduces the amplification in

the tube. This reduction is considerable when the bias is ad-
justed to a suitably high value. In some instances it is so great
that the tube does not amplify at all but actually causes a
decrease in the signal. This is likely to be the case in the
power tube where the amplification constant of the tube is low.

In a 227 tube circuit with a load resistance of 100,000 ohms
the reduction may be as great as 50 per cent. In a transformer
coupled circuit it may be nearly as great because in that case
the voltage drop in the bias resistor is entirely lost to the next
tube.

EFFECT OF BY-PASS CONDENSER

When there is a condenser across the bias resistor the situa-
tion is different. The signal feedback is equal to the signal
current through the bias resistor multiplied by the resistance
in ohms, as it was before, but now only a very small signal
current flows through the resistor and therefore the signal
voltage drop in it is 'much smaller. Most of the signal current
flows through the by-pass condenser, which has a low impedance

to signal frequencies, provided the condenser is large.

p

B-

B -

FIG. lA FIG. 1B

AT LEFT IS SHOWN HOW TO AUGMENT THE CUR-
RENT THROUGH THE GRID BIAS RESISTOR BY CON-

NECTING A RESISTANCE BETWEEN THE CATHODE
AND ONE OF THE B PLUS TAPS IN ORDER TO DE-
CREASE FEEDBACK. AT RIGHT A SCREEN GRID TUBE

IS BIASED BY MEANS OF A DROP IN A RESISTOR.
THE THE COMBIE
MAKING

PLATE AND SCREEN
THE EXTRA RESISTORCURRENTSUNNECESSARNY,,

THOUGH STILL DESIRABLE.

Since the impedance of the by-pass condenser is greater for
the lower audio frequencies than for the high, there will be
more feedback at the low frequencies than at the high. The
effect of this is that the amplification will be less at the low
frequencies and the output from the receiver is likely to be
lacking in the low notes.

There is one advantage of this in some instances. Suppose

the plate supply is such as td cause a considerable feedback in

such a manner as to maintain motorboating or cause blasting

on the low notes. The reduction by the bias resistor would
tend to minimize this effect by reducing the amplification at

the low notes where it occurs. Any method which reduces the
amplification on the low notes will tend to stabilize the circuit

on these notes.
IT'S A POOR ARRANGEMENT

But to stop motorboating in this manner is not a good policy,

and the circuit arrangement requiring it is not a good one. It

is much better to have the low notes with stability than to
eliminate them completely just to be able to hear something

without 'the stuttering noise. The usual remedy is to employ

condensers without stint, both across the grid bias resistors and
across the taps on the voltage divider. The effect of low note
suppression by grid bias resistors that are not by-passed can
be appreciated well by observation. It is akin to the effect of

using a baffle board for the speaker. Probably every one has

tried the experiment of putting the speaker up against a large
baffle board and taking it away again. The effect of connecting

a large co'ndenser across the bias resistor is about the same.

A large condenser produces the same effect as a large baffle

board. Without the baffle board or the by-pass condenser the

Detector B
Low Value Impedan

By Jam
Contributi

reproduction is thin and tinny and lacks all depth. With either
or both it becomes sonorous and pleasant.

AN ALTERNATIVE
In certain circuits, such as resistance coupled amplifiers and

grid bias detectors, the plate current is so small that the re-
quired grid bias resistance for a given value of bias must be
very high. In these cases it is difficult td obtain the proper
bias without feedback and with good amplification or effective
detection. Therefore in such circuits it is advantageous to use
the second resistor R2 in Fig. 1A. This is connected between
the B plus post on the Voltage divider and the cathode of the
tube it is to serve. Since the current that flows through R2
also! flows through R1, the current in R1 is augmented, thus
allowing the use of a proportionately smaller grid bias resistor
to obtain the necessary bias. The introduction of this second
resistor has made many receivers highly efficient at the cost
of only a few milliamperes of current from the B supply.

The question as to where on the voltage divider resistance
R2 should be connected is of little importance. If it is connected
to a high voltage point the resistance value of R2 should be
high and, conversely, if it is connected to a low voltage tap
the resistance should be low. In almost any circuit in which it
can be used advantageously the current through R2 may be
taken arbitrarily as 5 milliamperes. Suppose that the positive
end of R2 be connected to a point 45 volts higher than the
cathode. The resistance value of R2 should be 9,000 ohms. If,
on the other hand, it is connected to a point which is 180
volts higher than the cathode, the resistance of R2 should be
36,000 ohms.

REDUCTION OF BIAS RESISTOR
If the current through R2 is 5 milliamperes how much is R1

reduced? Suppose the bias required on the tube is 13.5 volts
and the current through the tube is one milliampere. Then
without R2 the value of R1 would have to be 13,500 ohms, an
excessively large value. Now if R2 is used the total current
through R1 will be 6 milliamperes, one contributed by the tube
and 5 by the second resistor. In this case the value of R1
need Only be 2,250 ohms. The feedback through this resistor
will be only 1/6 as great as that through the 13,560 ohms
resistor, yet the bias will be the same in the two instances.

The bias resistor could be reduced still more if necessary by
reducing the value of R2, or by increasing the voltage across
R2. But to do so would require a higher current from the B
supply, and it may be there is little to spare since it may be
needed for plate current in the various tubes in the amplifier.

The resistor R2 makes it clear that the grid resistor takes
the voltage used for bias from the total available plate voltage.
Suppose the positive end of the R2 be connected to the highest
voltage tap on the B supply. The grid return is connected to
B minus, the lowest potential point. Then the total available
voltage is equal to the sum of the drops in 121 and R2. The
drop in 121 is the bias and the drop in R2 is equal to the plate
voltage actually on the tube. Therefore the greater the drop
in R1 the lower the effective voltage on the plate. This division
of the voltage should be taken into account when calculating
the value of R2, or the value of voltage drop in it. If the
voltage drop in 121 is to be 13.5 volts, for example, this should
be subtracted from the voltage on the tap to which R2 is
connected, if that voltage is measured from the B minus termi-
nal. It is only the voltage measured from the cathode that is
effective on the plate.

BIASING A SCREEN GRID TUBE

When the tube in question is of the screen grid type, as shown
in Fig. 1B, the screen current enters the problem of determining
the grid bias resistor. When the tube is used as a detector and
followed by a transformer of comparatively low resistance, and
the normal screen, plate and grid voltages are used, the sum
of the plate and the screen current is about 2 milliamperes.
Since the bias in this case should be 5 to 6 volts, the bias
resistance RI should be 1,200 ohms for 6 volts. This looks small
in comparison with the resistors used for some other detector
tubes. Also in this case we need a condenser across the bias
resistor. In view of the fact a co'ndenser of given size is less
effective across a low resistance than across a high one, the
size of the condenser should be large.

When the screen grid detector tube is resistance -coupled to
the succeeding tube the plate current is very low and the screen
current is larger. In that case it is the screen current mainly
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Is Resistors
Insures Best Tone
Carroll

itor

which establishes the drop across the grid bias resistor. This
current is of the order of .8 milliampere, while the plate current
is about 2 milliamperes, so that to get a bias of 5 to 6 volts
the resistance would have to be 5,000 or 6,000 ohms.

USE HIGH PLATE VOLTAGE
It is well to call attention to the fact that when a screen grid

tube is used in a resistance coupled circuit the applied plate
voltage should be much greater than when it is used in trans-
former coupled circuits, and the screen voltage should be less.
The higher the resistance in the plate circuit the greater should
be the disparity between the applied plate voltage and the
screen voltage. If this is not observed the screen grid tube will
behave in a very erratic manner and is like td be a distorting
device rather than an amplifier.

Fig. 1B illustrates both resistance and transformer coupling.
If the coupling is to be solely resistance, short-circuit the
primary and secondary of the transformer or remove the trans-
former connecting the resistors to the suitable voltages. If
the coupling is to be transformer, short-circuit the resistors
and remove the stopping condenser.

Those experimentally inclined can try the circuit just as it is,
combining resistance and transformer coupling. Try both con-
nections of the secondary and note which gives the better
result.

The method of augmenting the current through the grid bias
resistor in Fig. 1A can be applied also' to the circuit in Fig. 1B.
The second resistor can be connected either between the cathode
and the screen grid or between the cathode and the plate return.
Suppose the voltage on the screen is 50 volts as indicated on
the drawing and we desire a current of 5 milliamperes through
the resistor to be added. How many ohms should be used?

Let the total voltage between the screen and B minus be 50
volts and let us disregard the plate current. The drop in the
added resistor should therefore be 48.5 volts. Hence the resistor
should be 9,500 ohms. The bias resistor should be about 1,200
ohms for 6 volts bias. Hence if we take a 10,000 ohm poten-
tiometer and connect the extreme terminals td B minus and
plus 50 volts and then connect the cathode of the tube to the
slider a very simple arrangement is obtained for securing the
proper bias. It is only necessary to move the slider until the
best results are obtained.

A GOOD METHOD OF COMPENSATION
'

If the plate voltage should be insufficient for the screen
voltage used, this can be compensated for by increasing the
grid bias. Here again the potentiometer is useful. Moving the
slider away from the negative end increases the grid bias and
decreases the screen voltage. The optimum position can be
found by trial very easily no matter what the plate voltage may
be, assuming a reasonable value.

It must not be assumed that the amplification of the screen
grid tube remains high when the grid bias is increased and the
screen voltage is reduced to compensate for lack of plate
voltage. The amplification decreases rapidly. And this fact
suggests that the same arrangement can be used as a volume
cdntrol in resistance coupled radio frequency and intermediate
frequency circuits.

50,000 Ohms for Bias
Fig. 2 shows the essential circuit of a six tube AC design

wherein each bias is independently obtained through an indi-
vidual resistor. The bias for the radio frequency tubes is 3
volts negative, due to the voltage drop in 600 ohms when 5
milliamperes are flowing. The bypass condensers of .01 mfd.
each are sufficient here, as radio frequencies alone are con-
cerned, and the resistanc value is small.

But note the detector stage. Here a 227 tube is used, and
no bleeder current flows through the biasing resistor. Hence to
attain a bias of 10 volts negative, at .2 milliampere of plate
current, the resistor is 50,000 ohms, a high value indeed, and 1
mfd. would be the barest minimum of capacity to use across
the 50,000 ohms., values of the order of 4 mfd. being more stiit-
able. The low detector plate current is due largely to a first
stage of resistance coupling.

It is the object of bleeder current passed through a biasing
resistor to make possible a reduced value of resistance to
attain the ame bias, since the goal is always to obtain the
tated bias, and the different resistance values merely denote
that the current through the brased is different.

Economical Aspect
Since condensers of higher value are considerably more ex-

pensive than an extra resistor for bleeder current, ther is an
conomical reason for using a bleeder in conjunction with a 227
tube, beside a qualitative consideration. With the 224 tube, due
to the screen grid current acting as a substitute for the bleeder
current introduced externally for 227 bias, the resistance value
is low enough, but any who desire to make it still lower may do
so by introducing the bleeder in connection with the 224 also.

It should be borne in mind, however, that sometimes when
such experiments are made one seems to stumble into an im-
possible ituation, namely that where detection was obtained pre-
viously, now none results, hence the much -wanted reception
is sadly lacking. What is the cause and what is the remedy?

The cause is the appliation of a bia that is so high that it
almost cuts off the plate current, or the attainment of a bias
hat provides amplification instead of detection.

It is true that all tubes used as amplifier detect a little, this
being called stray detection, but it may be so litle ha here is no
audibiliy worth mentioning, and what is desired is excellent
detection.

Simply alter the value of the bleeder resistor until good detec-
tion results. If you desire to adhere to a demonstrated set of
valus, for a 227, apply 135 volts to the plate and use an 1,800
ohm biasing resistor, connecting a bleeder resistor of 25,000
ohms from B plus 135 volts to cathode. Bypass the biasing
resistor for a certainty, 1 mfd. being suitable, and if you have
an extra 1 mfd. condenser handy, bypass the bleeder resistor
as well.
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CATHODE, HEATER AND FILAMENT CIRCUITS OF A
SIX TUBE AC RECEIVER, WHERE THE DETECTOR
BIASING RESISTOR IS AS HIGH AS 50,000 OHMS, DUE
TO RESISTANCE COUPLED AUDIO PROVIDING A
PLATE CURRENT OF .2 MILLIAMPERE WHEN THE
INTERCEPTING RESISTOR IS USED.

FUSE RECOMMENDED
Is IT NECESSARY to install a fuse in a radio receiver to

protect it from possible short circuit. or will the fuse pro-
tecting the house be safe enough?-J. L. F.

It is not necessary to use a fuse any more than it is necessary
to have one for each light in the house.. If the house fuse pro-
tects the entire electrical circuit in the house it protects the
radio receiver as well. Nevertheless, it is desirable to have a
small fuse in the receiver, particularly if there is much experi-
menting with the set while the power is on. This is often done,
although it is a bad practice. If a small fuse is installed in the
set that fuse alone will blow in case of a short-circuit in the
set. It will not be necessary to grope around in the darkness
to replace the fuse in the fuse box. Neither will it be necessary
to call up the electric company to replace a fuse in the electrical
meter. But the fuse in the set should be rated at a lower
current than any of the more general fuses. If not, it will not
serve any purpose at all.

NEED FOR RADIO FREQUENCY FILTERS
IN MANY radio receivers described individual grid bias

resistors, by-pass condensers and radio frequency chokes
are recommended. Now, I have assembled many of these

receivers without using separate filter devices and bias resistors
and still the circuits work. In some instances I have omitted
the filter entirely, and still the circuits work. If you can give
any reason why separate devices should be used when the
circuits work just as well without them, I should like to havethem.-N. R. W.

There is no reason at all for using grid bias resistors at all,let alone one for each tube, if the circuits work just as well
without them. The same holds for by-pass condensers and
radio frequency chokes wherever they are called for in a draw-ing. The object of the circuit is to work well. But there are
few receivers that work just as well if half the parts are omitted
as if all are used that are called for in the schematic. Whether
the circuits work well or not depends on the amplification and
the common coupling between two or more stages.
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Superheterodyne Ganging
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By Knollys Satterwhite
equal to 1,700 kilocycles? The computation yields 55 nunfds. This
capacity is approximately the value of the minimum capacity in many
tuned circuits. If the minimum capacity is not quite large enough
it can be made so with a trimmer condenser. The total capacity
range is therefore 226 mmfd. (.00026 mfd.). There is no such con-
denser available, and one would have to bemade up from a conden-
ser of the 250 mmfd. But if such a condenser is made by cutting
down the number of plates the rate of change of capacity as the
common shaft is turned will not be that required in the oscillator.
So a variable trimmer should be used rather than a fixed one. If
this has a maximum capacity of 90 mmfd. it will have enough
capacity to supply the necessary zero setting capacity as well as to
take up any differences that may exist. In the figure this condenser
is marked VEL
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ANY RADIO RECEIVER MAY BE CONVERTED INTO A
SHORT-WAVE SUPERHETERODYNE WITH A TUNER
AND FREQUENCY CHANGER OF THIS KIND IF THE
OSCILLATOR IS ADJUSTED SO THAT THE BEAT FRE-
QUENCY IS EQUAL TO THE LOWEST FREQUENCY TO

WHICH THE RADIO RECEIVER WILL TUNE.

GANG tuning of all the tuned circuits in a Superheterodyne,
including the oscillator, is the goal of all Superheterodyne
fans. Usually this requires an oscillator condenser of specially

cut plates or else strictly straight line frequency condensers. But
condensers of specially and properly cut plates are not available to
the home -set builder. Indeed, they have not available to anybody ex-
cept to those who can have them constructed and can give the
exact shape of the condenser plates for a particular job. Neither
are straight line frequency condensers available, although many that
approximate straight frequency condensers have been sold.

The difficulty with the straight line frequency condensers usually
is that they are straight line when they are by themselves but not
when they are in any circuit. In some cases the so-called straight
line frequency condensers have been designed with an allowance
for a certain distributed capacity, but it is not a simple matter to
get just this value of distributed capacity in a practical circuit.

TRIMMERS AN ALTERNATIVE
In the absence of truly straight line frequency condensers and

specially cut condensers the only alternative is to have trimmers,
either of the inductive or the condenser, types. The condenser
trimmers are by far the simpler both to use and to install, and for
that reason they have been inserted in the circuit diagram shown
herewith.

Condenser E in the first tuned circuit is shown to be constant,
but it may be desirable to use a trimmer in this position because
the effect of the antenna is different for different frequencies,
since a Superheterodyne is normally very sensitive not much pick-
up is needed to get a satisfactory signal. Hence in such a circuit
very loose coupling can be used between the antenna and the first
tuner, and it is possible to do away with the trimmer condenser
entirely.

In the second tuner of the circuit there is a condenser C8 across
the grid bias battery. This condenser is used to complete the tuned
circuit with a condenser, the resistance of which is low, rather than
completing it through the battery, which may be of high resistance.
It should be noted that if the rotors of the, condensers are insulated
from each other it is possible to connect the coil and the condenser
so that C8 may be omitted. The rotor is then simply connected to
the coil instead of to the ground. But if the condenser is of the usual
gang type the connection shown should be used. If C8 is large it
has no appreciable effect on the tuning characteristic of the tuned
circuit.

THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
We now come to the oscillator circuit, which causes most of the

trouble in ganging the condensers in a Superheterodyne. The reason
is that it does not cover the same tuning range as the other cir-
cuits. It covers neither the same absolute range nor the same rela-
tive range.

Suppose the intermediate frequency is 200 kilocycles Let the
circuit be designed so as to use the upper oscillator setting only.
Then the oscillator must cover the band between 750 and 1700 kc.
To get this range we can use the same capacity as in the other
tuners and a smaller inductive, or the same inductance and a smaller
capacity. Or, again, we can combine these two methods, reducing
both the inductance and the capacity relatively to the values used in
the other circuits.

Suppose we select an inductance equal to that in either of the
other tuners, which is approximately 160 microhenries when the
tuning condenser has a maximum capacity of .0005 mfd. When,
then, should be the maximum capacity in the oscillator circuit to
tune down to 750 kilocycles. It figures out to be 281 mmfd. And
what should the minimum capacity be to make the highest frequency

SERIES VARIABLE CONDENSER
In place of varying the capacity of the main condenser by means

of changing the number of plates, it might be varied by connecting
another variable condenser in series with the main condenser. This
is marked VE2. Suppose that this condenser has the same value
as C3 and that each is a 500 mmfd. condenser. When C3 is set at
500 capacity of C3 and VE2 in series should be 281 mmfd., forget-
ting for the moment that VE1 is in the circuit. This calls for a
value of 641 mmfd. for VE2. Hence a 500 mmfd. condenser is not
sufficient and a small fixed condenser will have to be connected
across it.

It is also possible to reduce the inductance and keep the tuning
capacity the same as in the radio frequency tuners. Let us see how
that works out. Let us assume that the zero setting capacity is 25
mmfd. and the variable portion of the capacity is 500 mmfd. This
will require an inductance of 85.6 microhenries to reach the 750
kc limit. With this inductance the minimum capacity required is
102 mmfd. This is much larger` than the capacity of the 500 mmfd.
tuning condenser will be when set at minimum, and it is so large
that a trimmer can be used very well to supply it. Hence this ar-
rangement is not satisfactory.

USING SMALLER VARIABLE CONDENSER
Let us see how it works using a smaller tuning condenser in the

oscillator circuit and at the same time a somewhat smaller coil.
Let the maximum capacity be 275 mmfd. The required inductance
is 147 microhenries, and with this inductance the minimum capacity
to tune up to 1,700 kc must be 53.5 mmfd. This falls well within
practical values and a trimmer of 90 mmfd. will serve well. Then
if a 250 mmfd. variable condenser be used with a 147 microhenry
coil in the oscillator it is only necessary to use a 90 mmfd. trimmer
across the 250 mmfd. condenser which is on the sommon shaft.

There is a condenser C4 connected between the grid and the plate
of the oscillator tube. This sometimes aids in producing oscillation
on the high frequencies. If, however, the circuit oscillates well
without it, it is not necessary to use it. At any event it should be
a condenser not larger than .0001 mfd.

Condenser C5 couples the oscillator and the modulator tubes, since
there is no other connection betfeen the two circuits, assuming that
the B supply is well by-passed. The larger C5 is the closer the
coupling and the louder the volume. But it will be found that a
small condenser, say one of 50 mmfd., will prove more satisfactory
than a larger one, because loose coupling between the two circuits
is necessary if repeat tuning and squealing are to be avoided.

OUTPUT CIRCUIT
The output of the modulator is delivered to the intermediate am-

plifier through two condensers C6 and C7. To the binding posts
connected to these condensers any intermediate frequency amplifier
can be connected just so it fits the oscillator range provided for.

The circuit has been drawn thus in order that it may be used to
convert any radio receiver into a superheterodyne by merely con-
necting the output of the modulator to the antenna and ground
posts of the receiver. When it is used in this manner the radio
frequency tuner of the receiver becomes the intermediate frequency
filter, which should be tuned to the lowest frequncy to which it will
respond, say 550 kc.

This is a high intermediate frequency and in order that the cir-
cuit may work it is necessary to readjust the oscillator to cover
the new band, which now is 1,100 to 2,050 kc. This band is so
narrow that it is almost necessary to use a small variable conden-
ser as well as a small inductance coil for the oscillator. If the
condenser has a maximum capacity of 250 mmfd. the inductance of
the coil should be 83.6 microhenries. The minimum capacity to
reach the 2,050 kc limit with this inductance is 72 mmfd. This
comes within the range of a 90 mmfd. trimmer condenser. Not all
the broadcast stations can be received with this circuit but only
those of higher frequency, so it is a good short-wave design.
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Radio Frequency Filters
Independence of Circuits Enhances Performance

By Capt. Peter V. 0Rourke
Contributing Editor

COMPLETE FILTERING OF THE PLATE AND SCREEN
IN THE circuit diagram above there are twenty-four condensers.

Arc all these necessary for proper operation of a properly de-
signed radio reeciver of the type shown? It will be observed

that all these condensers are used in the receiver proper and do not
include the condensers in the B supply.

There are also seven radio frequency choke coils in the circuit.
Are all these necessary for proper operation? Again, there are
six grid bias resistors, one for each tube. Are they all necessary?

All these parts are necessary if the receiver is to be a finished job.
It is true that many of them can be omitted and still leave the re-
ceiver operative, but it will work much better if they are all used.

There is no question about the necessity for using the tuning con-
densers Cl to C4, or of using the stopping condensers C10 and Cll.
Neither can there be any quarrel about using the speaker filter
condenser C12 nor the choke Ch.

But there are four filter units F, Fl, F2 and F3. Do they per-
form such important functions that they cannot be omitted without
making the receiver inferior? Most assuredly they do. Take
Fl, for example, and analyze it. There is a radio frequency
choke coil in the screen circuit, and this choke might well be
one of 85 millihenries. It keeps the screen grid voltage from
fluctuating at radio frequency due to any feed back from the
other tubes. It also prevents any fluctuations in the voltage
from entering the common supply. The similar coil in the plate
circuit serves the same purpose in the plate circuit. And the
two condensers connected in T fashion with the common side
grounded serve to by-pass any signal fluctuations to ground.
As far as the signal fluctuations in the first tube go, this filter
prevents them from reaching the common supply. Moreover,
they prevent any fluctuations of radio frequency that may exist
in the common supply from reaching the elements of the tube.
So Fl is a stabilizer and feed back preventer.

F2 and F3 serve the same purpose in the second and third
tubes respectively as Fl serves the first. The values of the
chokes and condensers are the same in all, but they are not
critical. Any condenser from .001 to .1 mfd. is suitable.

While the common sides of the by-pass condensers are
grounded they may be connected instead to the cathode since it
is with respect to this point that the voltages should be main-
tained constant.

CONDENSER PLATE FILTER

The filter F in the plate circuit of the detector is often omitted
from circuits. Sometimes only a large choke is used, some-
times only one by-pass condenser. The first condenser next
to the detector tube makes detection more efficient. The choke
coil prevents radio frequency currents from reaching the audio
amplifier and the second condenser aids the coil in this task.
If both condensers and the choke are used, each condenser need
not be higher than .00025 mfd. and the choke need, not be
greater than 5 or 10 millihenries. These small values are used
in order to prevent attenuation of the high frequencies in the
audio signal, the absence of which makes speech difficult to
understand.

Let us say a word about grid bias resistors. Each of the
first three should have a value of 300 ohms to give the tube a
bias of 1.5 volts. There would be considerable reverse feed
back through this resistor were it not by-passed with a large
condenser, and for that reason there is a .1 mfd. condenser
from the cathode of each of these tubes to ground. It is as-
sumed that ground is B minus. A .1 mfd. condenser is recom-

CIRCUITS AND PROVISION FOR NDIVIDUAL GRID BIAS
mended across the grid bias resistor in the radio frequency
stages because it is desirable that the by-passing be as thorough
as practical although from .01 mfd. up will work well.

AUDIO FILTERING
When we come to the detector we have to treat the bias re-

sistor somewhat differently because audio frequency current
passes through it as well as radio frequency current. R4 in
the figure above is the bias resistor and C8 its by-pass
condenser. It can be said without qualification that the
larger C8 is the better the circuit will function. And if
it is less than 2 mfd. detection may not
course, any condenser which is large enough to by-pass all
audio frequencies satisfactorily is large enough to by-pass the
radio frequency currents.

The resistor R7 is very valuable in rendering the detector
efficient. It is recommended in building a receiver like that
in the digram to make R4 and R7 a 25,000 ohm potentiometer,
which can be obtained in wire wound type, and to connect the
cathode of the tube to slider of this potentiometer. Moving
this slider changes the bias and the plate voltage at the same
time, and the best setting for greatest detection efficiency can
be found experimentally in a few minutes. After the setting
has once been found it is not necessary to touch it again.
Therefore there is no danger of wearing out the fine wire on
.the potentiometer. It will last as long as the set and when the
receiver has outlived its usefulness it can be taken out and put
into another.

It will be observed that if power detection is desired it is
only necessary to move the slider so as to give the tube the
proper bias. This, in general, requires a somewhat greater
bias than that which gives greatest efficiency.

R5 should be a 2,000 ohm resistor, by-passed with a condenser
not smaller than 2 mfd. A 25,000 ohm resistor, not shown,
should be connected between the 180 volt tap and the cathode
of the first audio amplifier. The purpose of this resistance is
the same as that of R7. While the amplifier will work with-
out it, it is really well worth while to use it.

POWER TUBE TREATMENT
Assuming that the power tube is of the 245 type, the bias

resistor R6 should he 1,500 ohms and the condenser across it,
'C9, should not be smaller than 4 mfd. If the winding of the
loudspeaker used with this receiver has a high impedance con-
denser C12 may be as small as 2 mfd. That would be the case,
for example, if a magnetic or inductor speaker is used. But,
as always, it is preferable to use a much larger condenser.
C13 serves merely as a refinement but a useful one in prevent-
ing motorboating. Two microfarads should be large enough.

With a few more statements regarding the parts the descrip-
tion of this receiver is complete, and it is a receiver correctly
designed for the tubes used. The radio frequency transformers
T1 to T4 should he wound for .0005 mfd. condensers and screen
grid tubes, and therefore the condensers used across their
secondaries should have the values just stated. They may be
ganged provided the coupling between the antenna and the
first tuned winding is very loose. The RF transformers should
he placed inside roomy shields.

The stopping condensers C10 and C11 should be of the mica
dielectric type and be not less than .01 mfd. The plate re-
sistors may he as high as .25 megohm and the grid leaks 2 and
1 megohm, in the order of their appearance in the circuit.
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EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE is obtainable from the
' HB33, a seven tube receiver, using four screen grid tubes
and three 112A, the last two in push-pull. The circuit is

foj battery operation of filaments, and with B batteries or B
eliminator as the plate voltage and current supply.

Any who build the receiver and who obtain indifferent results
or no results at all should heed the directions herewith fdr
remedying the trouble.

In the December 21st issue a pictorial diagram of the wiring
was published. R2 was shown going to the wrong place. This
upset the filament voltages a little. Make the filament resistor
and filament connections as shown in the schematic diagram
herewith. R2, please note, intercepts the positive lead of the
first two screen grid tubes only. The pictorial diagram had it
effective instead on the second pair of screen grid tubes. The
official blueprint of the circuit, full scale, which should be
obtained by all builders of the HB33, will show the correct
filament connections.

This mistake in the pictorial diagram published December
21st would be enough to produce poor results instead of ex-
cellent results, so check up on this point.

HOW TO ASSURE SIGNALS
The other trouble -shooting considerations have to do with

the functioning of the receiver when all the wiring is correct.
As the connections are easily made, and the wiring is a simple
piece of work, it is assumed everybody will get the connections
straight.

Suppose the receiver has been built and no speaker reception
is obtainable or no signals at all, even if phones are connected
at the output intended for speaker.

In such an instance remove the shields and work the receiver
without any shields. The screen grid voltage, marked 22 to 45,
should be somewhere in that region, but when the shields are
removed it is barely possible that a smaller voltage than 22 will
be required for best stability.

The battery type screen grid tubes are not as uniform or as
.good as the AC type, but if the tubes are perfect the amplifica-
tion is sufficient to support the losses introduced by the shields.
All must understand that shielding introduces losses, and that
the main object is to utilize these losses gainfully, so that an
.otherwise unmanageable receiver is stable. If the receiver is
stable without shields, then there is no occasion for use of the
shields, in fact, no basis on which they may be used.

These remarks apply only to the HB33, and not to its AC
counterpart, the 1-1844, as shields must be used in the HB44,
and the amplification is easily high enough to sustain the use
of shields.

ALTERNATE STRAY COUPLING
Because the coils are connected in a given way, as given on

the blueprint, and as explained in previous issues of RADIO
WORLD, the stray inductive coupling between stages is be-
tween every other coil, so that good separation between coils
is electrically maintained, and the RF cascade is operatable
when unshielded.

Now suppose the removal of the shields brings in stations
where none were received before, but the volume is not high
enough. There are three points to' consider : first, the tuning
condenser, second, the voltages, and third, the detector plate
resistor R4.

The four -gang condenser is mounted 54" up from the steel
subpanel. The condenser has built-in trimmers. While the price
of the condenser is low, the accuracy of the condenser sections
is good, but can be destroyed by poor adjustment or mounting.
How to avoid this trouble will be explained now.

Suppose the circuit is built simply on the chassis. That means
the set is not in a cabinet. Then a knob would be used on
the condenser shaft, for tuning in of stations, the accuracy
being sufficient for experimental purposes of the moment. Ad-
just, the trimming condenser until volume is loudest on some
low wavelength station, say, around 250 meters. If it is found
necessary to turn any trimming condenser all the way down to
establish resonance, then loosen the set -screw on the moving
main section of this condenser, and relocate the rotor so that
the moving blades are exactly in center of the stator blades.
Any time any such adjustment is made be sure that all rotors
are flush when the knob is turned to maximum capacity setting
of the condenser, which would be 100 if the dial were on.

VOLTAGE SUGGESTIONS

At the rear of the condenser is a set -screw. It is sometimes
necessary to adjust this. If the adjustment is to be made, loosen
the locknut first. This nut is inside the frame. If you try to
turn the set -screw from the outside without loosening the nut
you may break the screw. While this set -screw is primarily a
tension adjuster, it can be used also for relocating fhe relative
pdsition of the rotor of the first tuned circuit.

After the condenser is adjusted properly, and trimmers set,
tune in some stations again.

If volume is not as high as expected, instead of using 135
volts where that is marked, use 180 volts, and changing the
detector bias to 3 volts negative as an experiment, but definitely
increasing the bias on the first audio and push-pull pair 4o 12

to 16 volts. No change need be made in the tubes. It all
right to use 180 volts o'n the 112A's and also on the 222's, al-

HB 33 Trou
How to Obtain Maximum Perform

By Herber
though this is a little higher voltage than usually recommended.
in tube data.

If the receiver oscillates a little, the rheostat may be used
as an oscillation control. It works well for this purpose.

The third consideration is the detector plate resistor. It may
be 50,000 ohms, or any higher value up to the point where
motorboating sets in. Higher values give more volume.

Any other trouble would be due to defective parts, bad 'tubes,
wrong wiring, or shorts occasioned perhaps by passing poorly
insulated wire through a hole in the subpanel sd that the edge
of the hole cuts into the insulation. Such shorts may not be
complete, but only modified, resulting in leakage and in wrong
bias, both of which reduce amplification severely.

SENSITIVE RECEIVER
In the locality where this receiver was given several com-

plete tests in the heart of New Ydrk City, WTAM, Cleveland,
is used as the test station. Any receiver that brings in WTAM
at night at that location is sensitive. The HB33 did that con-
sistently.

The next consideration, after the receiver is working prop-
erly, is to pay attention to the wave band coverage. It may be
found that the set does not tune down low enough, since the
coils commercially produced, and the directions for winding
your own coils, purposely provide a little too much inductance.
This is due to the effect of the elevation of the condenser from
the subpanel, as no elevation contributes considerable capacity,
XI" elevation reduces the minimum capacity by about .00004
mfd., and higher elevation reduces it still further.

HOW TO REMOVE TURNS

It is easy enough to reduce the number of secondary turns,

Right or
(1)-Voltage regulator tubes used in conjunction with the

voltage divider of a B supply unit steady the operation of
any receiver operated with the supply and have a tendency to
stop motorboating.

(2)-If the plate return of the power tube be connected
to the point of junction between the two chokes in the filter
of the B supply feed back from the power tube to the pre-
ceding stages is prevented by the second choke coil.

(3)-Individual filters in the plate circuits of an audio ampli-
fier serve nd good purpose in stabilizing the set.

(4)-A power amplifier tube of the three element type cannot
be put on the same heater winding as the filament of a heater
tube if different grid bias values are to be applied on the two
tubes.

(5)-Push-pull detection with push-pull resistance coupled
amplification is a practical success.

(6)-If the filter type output is used the size of the condenser
that should be used in series with the speaker does not in any
way depend on the impedance of that speaker.

(7)-The success of a push-pull amplifier depends o'n making
the signals in the two sides of the amplifier equal in magnitude
and exactly opposite in phase.

(8)-In every television scheme there is a scanning disc at
the receiver and another similar disc at the transmitter.

(9)-A standard output signal is .05 watts at 400 cycles in a
resistance equal to the plate resistance of the output tube.

(10)-The detection efficiency of a screen grid tube is superior
to that of a three element tube mainly because the screen grid
tube amplifies the detected signal more than does the three
element tube.

ANSWERS
(1)-Right. In a sense the regulator tube acts the same way

as a large condenser across the section of the voltage divider
where it is connected, and any condenser steadies the operation.
The regulator tube does it more effectively, however.

(2)-Right. Any signal current which may be present in the
plate return of the power stage must back up through the
second choke before it can get into the plate circuits of the
other tubes, and the choke effectively stops this feed back.

(3)-Wrong. Individual filters are very effective in prevent-
ing coupling between any two tubes in the receiver and often
this arrangement is the only one that will stop the oscillation
that is called motorboating.

(4)-Wrong. It is usually done and is possible because the
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le Shooting
ce From This High -Gain Receiver
Hayden
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tuning is such as to bring in 860 kc at 45 on the dial, just a
little more than half of the total disengagement of the rotors
from the stators. Instead, any of these data may be used:
1,500 kc should come in at abdut 10, 550 kc at about 97. Or,
WNYC should come in at about 90, WEAF at about 80, WOR
at about 65, WJZ at about 60, WABC at about 45. Note the
number of turns removed to attain these results, and take off
the same number of turns from the secondaries of the two
other coils. The removal of turns is easy, since the windings
adhere to the forms in the commercial models, and will not
spring apart. Even if you wind your own coils, you will have
no trouble with the wire springing off if you hold it tight when
pulling upward, and when you stop at the given number of
turns, scrape off the enamel at the lug contact position and

222
C6

132-A 112-A
I 4

SPEAKER

84480

41884,1m 45

 A.6V
Sw**A-8 C.

C -3v

 C

DESIGN OF THE HB44 WITH 180 VOLTS ON THE PLATES OF THE THREE 112K TUBES, AND A NEGATIVE
BIAS OF FROM 12, TO 16 VOLTS. USE THE HIGHEST BIAS IN THIS RANGE THAT AFFORDS STABILITY. TRY
3 VOLTS NEGATIVE DETECTION GRID.
hard to put on turns, so remove the first two RF tubes, connect
the antenna temporarily to the plate lead on the third coil
(second from front), which is the front left-hand lug as you
face the front of the set, and remove turns from the secondaries
of the first and second coils counting from front until the

rong?
heater and the cathode are electrically connected together ex-
cept at some point which may be chosen sd that the connection
spoken of is possible.

(5)-Wrong. No practical way has yet been developed for
coupling a detector to a push-pull amplifier by means of re-
sistances. There are several ways in which the problem can be
solved partly.

(6)-Wrong. The size of the condenser that should be used
in series with the speaker depends on the impedance of the
speaker. If the impedance is high a relatively small condenser
will do, say one of 2 mfd. capacity. If the impedance of the
speaker is small a very large capacity must be used in order
to get the low frequencies into the speaker. In any case, how-
ever, the larger the condenser is the better the low notes will
get through.

(7)-Right. The advantage of a push-pull amplifier is that it
balances out the even harmonics generated in the power tubes.
If the magnitudes of the signals in the two sides are not equal
the elimination of the harmonics is only partial. Likewise if the
two signals are not exactly opposite in phase the elimination
will not be complete.

(8)-Wrong. There is a scanning device at each end but
there are many such devices which are not discs. In one case
the scanner is an endless belt in which the scanning holes are
punched. There are also scanning devices operafing with prisms,
lenses, or mirrors.

(9)-Right. This has been taken as standard output for the
purpose of comparing the performances of different receivers.
The wattage is the product of the voltage across the load re-
sistance and the current through that resistance, the effective
values of the signal current and voltage being used. Since the
voltage across the resistance is equal to the product of the
current and the resistance, the power is also equal to the
resistance and the current squared. Suppose the tube is such
that the required load resistance is 2,000 ohms. Then to get a
standard output power it is necessary that the effective value of
the signal be 5 milliamperes.

(10)-Right. As far as straight detection efficiency is con-
cerned there is little difference between a three -element tube
and a screen grid tube, but the amplification of the detected
signal is much greater in the screen grid tube than in the three -
element tube and therefore the screen grid tube shows up td
better advantage, provided that it is loaded up properly to force
the tube to amplify.

anchor the wire to the mounting screw of the bracket on the
coil form. This lug is the grid lug at right front on each coil_

PUTTING CHASSIS IN CABINET

If you use a steel cabinet you will not be able to put the
assembly directly into the cabinet, because of the condenser
shaft sticking out too far, so remove the rotors from the con-
denser and pull out the shaft. A round metal washer will be
found between the front of the condenser frame and the first
rotor, so don't lose this. Note that there is a "bite" in the
shaft, to take one of the set -screws. This is your key later in
replacing the plates. It requires that the overlapping plate of
the rotor be toward the front. See that all the other rotors
ai e that way when replacement is made of the removed sections.

Slip the installation into the steel cabinet by pointing the
rheostat shaft toward its intended hole. Then the condenser
shaft hole will be in line with its receiving end. Restore the
shaft. Put the washer between the first rotor and the front of
the condenser frame. Be sure that the "bitten" end of the
shaft goes in last. Slip the shaft through each rotor section,
with the bulge of the cutaway part of rotor at left bottom, all
sections going on alike. Temporarily tighten set -screws. Align
the condensers so that the rotors are exactly at center of
stator separation spaces. Some slight readjustment of trimmers
may be needed, because of the new position of rotors. Then
the receiver is all set to go, and give you first-class performance.

LIST OF PARTS
SL1, SL2, SL3, SL4-Four coils for .00035 mfd. (Cat. SH-3 of

Screen Grid Coil Co.).
CI, C2, C3, C4-Four gang .00035 mfd. condenser with equalizers

El, E2, E3, E4.
C5, C6-Two .01 mfd. mica condenser.
C7, C8-Two 1.0 mfd. bypass condensers 200 volt DC working

voltage.
RI, Sw-30-ohm rheostat with switch, knob, insulators.
R2, R3-Two 6.0 -ohm fixed filament resistors.
R4-One .05 meg. Lynch metallized resistor, or higher.
R5-One 5.0 meg. Lynch metallized resistor.
R6-One 1 -ohm fixed filament resistor.
TI-One push-pull input transformer.
T2-One push-pull output transformer.
PL-Pilot lamp and bracket.
Ant., Gnd. Speaker-Four binding posts.
One drilled steel cabinet.
One vernier full -vision dial.
One flanged subpanel with seven UX sockets and one UY

socket.
Four National grid clips.
One 5 -lead connector cable. (A±=A+, A-=A-, G=G

of tubes 1, 2, 3, 4; C=C- 3 to 41¢; P=C- power.
135 v., 12 to 16 for 180 v.)

post,
(9 for
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Coils, Resistors

THE coils used in radio are of four principal types : radio
frequency, audio frequency and power transformers, and
choke coils.

The radio frequency transformers usually have an air core,
that is, are wound on a form with no laminations. The audio
frequency and power transformers always have laminations.
Radio frequency choke coils have an air core, while audio fre-
quency choke coils have an iron or other metal core.

The radio frequency transformer is fairly well standardized
now as one wound on a circular. tubing. This form of coil is
called a solenoid. There are usually two windings, a primary
and a secondary. The primary consists of the winding desig-
nated 1 and 2 in Fig. 30A, the secondary as 3 and 4. It is usual
to connect antenna to 1, ground to 2, grid return to 3 and grid
to 4 if the coil is used in the antenna circuit for input to the
first tube. If used as an interstage coil, then the primary is in
the plate circuit, connected from plate to B plus, and the sec-
ondary is in the grid circuit of the succeeding tube.

Sometimes a center tap is provided on primary or secondary
for connection of a neutralizing condenser, or other taps are
put on, to enable use of only part of the winding. This multi -
tap method of obtaining various values of inductance is not a
good one, as the unused part of the coil adds resistance, hence
inflicts a loss. The unused part of the winding is called the
dead end.

THIRD WINDING

Also, some coils have a third winding, either fixed or movable,
usually for connection in the plate circuit of the same tube as
the grid winding is connected to, and this third winding, if used
that way for regenerative purposes, is called a tickler. If it
is connected in reverse phase, to produce damping instead of
regeneration, than it is called a reverse feedback winding.

Besides, there are several special forms of solenoid windings,
including one in which a moving coil inside is connected in
series with a fixed winding on a separate outside form, the total
constituting the tuned circuit when a condenser is placed across
the extreme terminals. The condenser shaft and the moving
coil shaft are linked by a coupling device, so that the same
motion turns both. The moving coil acts as a variometer, or
varying inductance, because at one extreme position it fully
aids the fixed part of the secondary, at right angles it acts as
if it were a fixed coil, whereas when moved past the middle
position it starts to buck the secondary, hence the effective
inductance of the secondary is varied in the same direction as
the capacity is varied. When lower capacity is used there is 
lower effective inductance in use.

AUDIO TRANSFORMER CONNECTIONS

The audio transformer consists of two windings, also, and the
terminals are usually marked P and B for primary, G and F
or G and C for secondary. As a given method of connection
produces better results, this method is usually followed by
manufacturers in designating the terminals. The audio trans-
former is usually encased.

An audio choke coil is represented symbolically as in Fig.
30E, the parallel lines representing the core, whereas a radio
frequency transformer would be shown by the same diagram
without the core.

A special type of transformer is one in which a capacity
is placed across the plate and grid connections, so that the
coupling is largely of the impedance type, with incidental trans-
former couping.

A power transformer is one useful for alternating current
lines as where the house wiring affords 110 volts, 50-60 cycles,
which is standard. Besides, a transformer may be made for
other voltages and frequencies, but special construction is neces-
sary to meet these special needs. For 40 cycles, for instance,
the wire should be larger and the core larger and more sub-
stantial as well, while for 25 cycles, further increase in the
same direction is necessary, assuming the voltage is 110 volts
in each instance. Also, where filtration is introduced, as in an
AC B supply, it is necessary to use substantial choke coils and
suitable capacity condensers, as ripple and hum are harder to
filter out at the lower frequencies. Often, however, choke coils
and condensers used for 50-60 cycles are sufficiently compre-
hensive in performance to be useful at 40 cycles, although for
25 cycles special construction commonly is necessary.

The power transformer may have only two windings, as a

How They Are Rated a
By J. E. Anders
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FIG. 30
A, B, RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.
C, D, AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER.
E, AUDIO CHOKE COIL.
F, DOUBLE IMPEDANCE.
G, H, POWER TRANSFORMER.
I, J, K, L, M. CONDENSERS.
N, 0, P. Q, WX, FIXED RESISTORS.
R, S. T, U, V. ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS.

Baird Television
(Continued from page 7)

ceiver disc speeds up, the teeth will have passed the magnet
poles when the synchronizing impulse arrives. Hence the im-
pulse will retard the disc. The result is that the receiver disc
is forced to rotate at the same rate as the transmitter disc as
long as it does not require a greater force than is afforded by
the synchronizing impulses.

While the wheel in Fig. 1 only shows eight teeth on the
synchronizing wheel, there should be one for every scanning
line on the picture, that is, 30 teeth for a 30 -line system. There-
fore there is a synchronizing impulse at the beginning or end
of every scanning line. It is the frequency of the scanning
impulses which makes it easy to effect perfect synchronization
with the weak impulses that are available.

Perfect synchronism has been maintained in this way for one
.hour and a half without any manual readjustment of the speed
of the motor. If the voltage of the line on which the receiver
motor should vary considerably, or if the resistance in the cir-
cuit should vary, it may be that a readjustment of the rheostat
will become necessary, but no one will object to doing so once
every hour when it takes only a fraction of a minute to do so.

This synchronzing device seems to be the simplest that has
yet been suggested, and at the same time it is very effective.

FRAMING OF IMAGE
When synchronism has first been achieved it may be that

the image is out of frame. ,It may be too high or too low in
the field of view. Here, too, the synchronizing device comes
into play. By means of a small knob, similar to the one used
for adjusting the rheostat, the magnets may be rotated through
a small angle. This rotation either raises or lowers the image,
depending on the direction of rotation, and it is a simple matter
to move the image until it is in the center of the field.

A large neon type tube is used at the receiver in the usual
manner. The visual signal varies the intensity of the light
emitted by the glowing surface of the tube. In order to in-
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,nd Condensers
ed and How They Behave
Herman Bernard

primary to be connected to the source of power, and a high -
voltage secondary to be connected to a rectifying device. If
the rectifier is a filament type tube, the power transformer will
have at least three windings, the third being for the filament of
the rectifier tube. Where other tubes are to be heated, the

'1
power transformer will have windings for these purposes, too.
Hence the secondaries will have both step-up and step-down

' ratios in respect to the primary, as the filament and heater
voltages will be less than the input voltage, while the plate
winding for the rectifier tube always will be of larger voltage
than the input. e

The behavior of coils toward. alternating current, and so far
in this chapter alternating current has been under discussion
almost exclusively, is different than the behavior of simple
resistors. In all coils the resistance to alternating current in-
creases with frequency. This AC resistance is called the im-
pedance of the coil, and it is always mentioned in connection
with a particular frequency, otherwise it might be meaning-
less, since the impedance changes with frequency. However,
in audio devices if the frequency is not stated it is understood
to be 1,000 cycles.

Whereas a resistor, assuming a pure resistor, has the same
resistance to direct current as to alternating current, a coil has
a given impedance only- at a given frequency.

A condenser likewise behaves differently to alternating cur-
rent than does a pure resistor, in fact, it is only on alternating
current that a condenser is effective.

The impedance of a condenser decreases with frequency..

CONDENSER RATINGS

Condensers are fixed or variable. If fixed, they have a rated
capacity, and if for use at 100 volts or more, they are rated
as to both their capacity and their maximum continuous work-
ing voltage. This voltage differs for alternating and direct
current. For exclusively alternating current the steady work-
ing voltage at which a given condenser may be worked is
about half as great as the voltage at which it may be worked
continuously on direct current.

A condenser is said to be used oil "direct current" if used in

;es Good Showing
crease the apparent size of the image a large aperture lens is
interposed between the disc and the observer, which makes the
image apparently life-size when a human face covers the entire
field. The reddish glow of the tube seems 'to increase the life-
likeness of the image.

An audio signal s transmitted simultaneously with the visual
and the synchronizing signals and the voice and accompany-
ing sounds are reproduced by a loudspeaker. Hence the image
not only looks natural but it talks naturally.

REASON FOR 30 -LINE PICTURE

The reason for using 30 -line scanning is that in Great Britain
and in Germany, where the system is being exploited, the signal
must stay within the 10 kc band allotted to broadcast stations
without any interference with neighboring channels. If tele-
vision is to be banned permanently from the broadcast band in
this country, and if the allowed band is to be 100 kc, as at
present, it is probable that a greater number of lines will be
used here. But the system is as well suited to 60 lines per
picture as to 30 lines.

Heretofore most amateurs who have experimented with tele-
vision receivers have become discouraged because of the dif-
ficulty in effecting synchronism. This should no longer be an
obstacle because with the automatic system of synchronizing
it is easier to tune in a television signal than to tune in an
ordinary radio signal, or at least it is no more difficult, because
there are the same number of controls in the television set as
in the up-to-date radio receiver. There is a, line switch .for
turning on the power that drives the motor, another control
for effecting initial synchronism, and a third for framing the
picture. Of course, these controls are in addition to the con-
trols which, are on the radio receiver used in conjunction with
the television signals. But there is no difficulty in tuning in two
radio sets, so why should there be in tuning in one radio set
and one television receiver?

a circuit that carries direct current that has been rectified from
alternating current, but still has an alternating current com-
ponent, such as a ripple voltage, which it is desired to eliminate.
it is still true that the condenser is effective on the alternating
current component, despite the term "direct current" use.

Fixed condensers are used for filtration at low voltages, in
which instance they are called by-pass condensers, and for
filtration at high voltages when they are called filter condensers.
So a filter condenser and a by-pass condenser are the same
thing, the different terms simply distinguishing roughly the
voltages at which the devices are used.

Fixed condensers for low voltages usually have low capacity,
and if not more than .02 mfd. is required, the dielectric, or
medium separating the two plates of the condenser, is mica.
This stands a high voltage and is an eiccellent dielectric, but
it is too expensive to use in high capacities. So paper is used
instead as the dielectric where high capacity is required, even
from .1 mfd. up.

WETS AND DRYS
Low voltage fixed condensers of the electrolytic type are used

in large capacities for filtration of filament current used to
heat battery -type tubes, in A eliminators. These condensers
have a paste inside and are called dry condensers. Other fixed
condensers for high voltage and relatively high capacity have
a liquid inside, and are called wet. Hence one type has a moist
electrolyte, although called a dry condenser, and the other has
a liquid electrolyte.

The fixed condenser is represented by two parallel lines, the
variable condenser by two parallel lines with an arrow through
them, or one simple line with a parallel or nearly tangent line
constituting an arrow. When the arrow constitutes a line as
one of the integral lines the diagram is more informative, since
the identity of the moving plates is disclosed. The moving
plates, called the rotor, are always connected to the return,
that is, the end of a coil other than the terminal that goes to
grid or, if the plate circuit is tuned, to. plate. The stationary
plates are called the stator.

DATA ON RESISTORS
Resistors are fixed or variable. The voltage drop across a

given resistor is proportional to the current flowing through
the resistor, therefore the rating of the resistor depends es-
sentially on the current. Once the current is known, since the
resistance value is known, the voltage is computable : it is the
product of the current in amperes and the resistance in ohms.

The usual way of rating resistors is in watts. A watt is the
product of the current in amperes and the voltage. It is good
practice to use resistors at values not exceeding one-half of
their commercial wattage rating.

The resistor family likewise is segregated as to its working
strength.

The adjustable types of resistors are the rheostat, which has
two effective terminals, and provides a different voltage across
those terminals as the arm is moved, or a potentiometer, which
has the same voltage across its terminals all the time but per-
mits taking off as much of the total drop as desired, by rotation
of the arm.

The rheostat arm is connected to one of its two terminals as
part of the construction of the device at the factory. The arm
is connected to the center terminal of a potentiometer.

A resistor may have several taps for affording fixed values
of different voltages, or there may be sliders to permit varia-
tion- of the voltages derived from the taps. Such a resistor,
of either type, is most frequently found at the output of a B
supply or eliminator, and is called a voltage divider.

NEW CORPORATIONS
Radio King Tube Corp., Newark-Atty. Theodore D. Gottlieb,

Newark, N. J.
Herbst's Radio Shop-Attys. Lubit & Geschelin, 303 West 42nd

St., New York.
Brunswick Panatrope and Radio Corp., Lynbrook, L. I.-Corp.

Trust Co. of America, Wilmington, Del.
Brunswick Radio Corp., Lynbrook, L. I.-Corp, Trust Co. of

America, Wilmington, Del.
Reburn Radio Stores, Inc., Wilmington, Del.-Atty. John S.

Reburn, Wilmingtdn, Del.
Newark Plate Laboratories, Newark, N. J., radio supplies-

Atty. William Greenbaum, Newark, N. J.
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BIAS FROM INDIVIDUAL RESISTORS

WILL YOU KINDLY explain with a circuit diagram how
individual grid bias resistors can be used in a circuit for
providing the grid voltage? Please explain how the value

of the resistance in any case can be computed.-E. S.
Fig. 820 is well adapted for explaining this point. First note

that the grid return leads of all the tubes are connected to B
minus, the lowest potential point in the circuit. If any resistor
be placed between the lowest potential point and the cathode
of any tube so that the plate current, and the screen current also
for screen grid tubes, the cathode will be at a higher potential
than the grid return, and therefore the grid will be negative
with respect to the cathode. It is only necessary to choose a
resistor of such value that the drop in it has the value necessary
for grid bias.

In the first tube the variable resistance R1 is connected
between B minus and the cathode. The combined plate and
screen current in this tube can be assumed to be 5 milliamperes
if normal plate and screen voltages are used. The required bias
on the grid is 1.5 volts. Hence R1 should have such value that
when 5 milliamperes flow through it the drop will be 1.5 volts.
Therefore R1 should be 300 ohms, obtained by dividing 1.5
by .005. The resistor in this case is variable because it is sup-
posed to be a volume control. In order to be effective as such
the resistance should have a range from 300 to about 5,000 ohms.
In the detector, the second tube, the situation is different. The
plate current may not be more than one milliampere. To boost
this current in the grid bias resistor another resistor R2 is
connected between the cathode and the B plus lead. We can
make the current through R2 anything we like. Let the voltage
across it be 180 volts and let the current be 5 milliamperes.
Therefore R2 should be 36,000 ohms. Now the current in R3,
the grid bias resistor will be 6 milliamperes. The drop in it in
this case should be about 18 volts. Hence R3 should be 3,000
ohms. R4 can be determined on the supposition that the cur-
rent in it will be 6 milliamperes and the drop 13.5 volts. This
makes R4 2,250 ohms. R5 is similarly determined on the suppo-
sition that the total current through it will be 64 milliamperes
and that the voltage drop is 50 volts, which makes R5 781 ohms,
that is, 50 divided by .064.

VOLUME DIED OUT
MY AC RECEIVER, using mostly heater type tubes,

worked fine for several days and then it became noisy,
the volume fluctuating. After this had lasted about an

hour the signals disappeared entirely. Now I cannot receive a
single station. Kindly suggest a cause and a remedy.-M.J.C.

You have not given sufficient data to determine the cause of
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FIG. 820
INDIVIDUAL GRID BIAS RESISTORS FOR ALL THE

STAGES ARE AN IMPROVEMENT IN CIRCUIT DESIGN.
THE METHOD OF CONNECTING THE RESISTORS IS

SHOWN IN THIS DIAGRAM.

the trouble because many things could go wrong with a receiver
in this manner. It is quite possible that one of the heater tubes
is defective. Sometimes when the heater comes in contact with
the cathode the tube behaves in this manner. Ultimately the
heater burns out and the receiver ceases to work entirely. The
reason the volume does not die out the instant the heater comes
in contact with the cathode is that the cathode remains hot a
few moments after the mishap, and as along as the cathode is
hot the tube functions.

- BEST SHIELDING MATERIAL
WHAT IS THE best shielding material for tuners in radio

receivers? Does the thoroughness of the shielding
depend in any way on the thickness of the material used?

What determines the value of a shielding material, that is, what
property of the metal?-W. M. G.

The best electrical conductor is the best shielding material.
Silver comes first in the scale, copper second, and aluminum
third. Brass is also a good conductor. Of these conductors
silver is not practical because of its high cost but the otherthree are satisfactory. Aluminum has the advantage of light-
ness. Copper and brass can be soldered easily and for this
reason they are often used where complete shields are required.
Their disadvantage is that they are heavy.

The effectiveness of a shielding material depends first on thespecific electric conductivity. The higher this is the better the
material. In terms of resistance, this means that the lower theresistance of the material the better the shielding. Secondly,
the shielding depends on the thickness. The thicker the materialused the better the shield.

NON -INDUCTIVE RESISTANCES
LEASE DESCRIBE how non -inductive resistances can bewound. The resistances are to be used for coupling inresistance coupled circuits. Does a little inductance in aresistance to be used for this purpose in audio frequency

amplifiers make much differencd?-J. H. K.
One way of winding a non -inductive resistance is to wind thewire on a flat form such as a slab of bakelite. The inductanceis low because the cross-sectional area is small. To reduce theinductance still further half the turns can be wound in onedirection and the other in the opposite. This method of makingpractically non -inductive resistances can also be employed forcircular forms. For example, the wire may be doubled and twoturns wound on at the same time. This, however, makes the

distributed capacity of the resistance unit high. In most circuits
a little inductance makes no difference. If it did, fine quality
would not be possible with inductance coupled amplifiers. When
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winding resistance coils in the manner described above it is
necessary to use well insulated wire.

LEAKAGE CURRENT IN MERSHON CONDENSERS

HOW MUCH should the reverse current in a Mershon
electrolytic condenser be when a voltage of about 300
volts is across the terminals?-J. K. P.

In a well constructed condenser the reverse current should
not be more than 2 milliamperes. But the current depends not
only on the voltage across the condenser but also on the
capacity. The larger the capacity the greater the leakage cur-
rent that can be expected, and also the higher the voltage the
greater the reverse current. When the voltage goes much over
400 volts the condenser breaks down and passes current in both
directions.

GRID CIRCUIT MODULATION

WHAT IS MEANT by grid circuit modulation in a trans-
mitter? Is that the same as grid circuit detection?-
T. P. R.

In grid circuit modulation transmitters the audio frequency
signal is impressed on the grid of the oscillator tube, usually in
series with the radio frequency coil of the oscillator coupler.
While the grid circuit modulator and the grid circuit detector
do not function the same way, they both work because of dis-
tortion in the tube. One circuit impresses audio frequency
variations on the amplitude of the generated radio frequency
current and the other extracts an audio frequency current from
a modulated radio frequency current. One undoes what the
other has done.

SIGNALS BECOME HARSH

AS LONG AS the volume of my set is low the quality is
excellent, but when I turn it up so that the loudspeaker
speaks up the signals become very harsh and disagreeable

to listen to. The plate and grid voltages are as recommended
by the designer of the circuit and the output tube is large
enough to handle all that the speaker will stand. In fact, the
last tube is a 245 with 300 volts on the plate and grid combined.
What do you think is the cause of the distortion on loud
signals?-W. H. H.

No doubt the trouble is due to overloading of some kind. This
may be in the detector circuit. Perhaps the voltages are not
what they should be on the detector tube. If you have the grid
bias type of detector, the bias may be too high. If you have
the grid condenser type of detector, the grid leak may be too
high. The bias on the audio amplifiers also may be incorrect.
Just because the correct voltages are applied to the binding
posts there is no assurance that the actual voltages are correct.
Then, again, a tube may be defective, or the filament voltage
may not be high enough.

There is also a possibility that the distortion takes place in
the radio frequency amplifier, which could happen if the circuit
oscillates. There is still another possibility that the B supply
is not able to support heavy draughts of current. The regu-
lation may be poor or the by-pass condensers across the sections
of the voltage divider may be too small.

SET HOWLS IN ONE PLACE
IHOOKED UP a radio receiver in my shop and it worked

fine. I immediately took it over to a neighbor and installed
it in his cabinet. But there it developed a terrific squawk.

I am sure it is not motorboating because it does not sound that
way, and if it motorboated in one place I can see no reason why
it should not do so in another. Neither is it the fault of the
tubes, because the same tubes were used in both places and
there was no tube which showed any tendency toward micro-
phonism. Neither was it acoustic feedback, because the loud-
speaker at the time was a long way from the receiver, and
moving the speaker had no effect whatsoever. Now, what doyou think is the matter? Kindly suggest a remedy.-J. F. S.

It may be there is electric feedback from the output lead from
the power tube to the grid of the detector. Look over the wire
and see if these leads are not quite close together. If the layout
is such that you cannot separate these leads you might put a
static shield, grounded, between the leads, or if the circuit is
transformer coupled, reverse one pair Of leads.

DISSIPATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY

IHAVE A DC circuit in which I want to drop about 200 volts
in a resistor which is to carry 1.75 amperes. I realize that
this will require a dissipation of 350 watts, which will causea good deal of heating. Is there any practical way of reducing

the amount of heat that is generated in the resistor and stilldissipate the 350 watts?-B. B. S.
There is no way of reducing the dissipation and still maintainit. No matter in what way you dissipate the 350 watts the sameamount of heat will be generated. There are different ways,however, in getting rid of what is generated, that is, getting itaway from the resistor in which the heat is generated. First,you might paint the resistor dull black. Second, you shouldprovide plenty of radiating surface, all painted black. But to

FIG. 821
THE AC SCREEN GRID TUBE CAN BE USED EFFEC-

TIVELY IN RESISTANCE COUPLED AMPLIFIERS PRO-
VIDED THAT THE VARIOUS VOLTAGES ARE ADJUSTED
PROPERLY. IN THIS CIRCUIT THE DETECTOR IS
CONNECTED IN THE SPACE CHARGE MANNER.

provide a large radiating surface for the resistor may be a
diffi.cult task unless the resistor is made specially for the job.
A very good way of getting the heat away from the resistor is
to provide plenty of ventilation. A draft of air past the resistor
will keep it cool. If there are air holes both above and below
the resistor the heat from the resistor will keep the draft going.

SPACE CHARGE DETECTOR
WILL YOU please publish a receiver diagram in which a
screen grid tube is used for detection in the space charge
hook-up? I would prefer a receiver in which the screen

grid tube is used for amplification both in the RF and the AF
stages.-W. 0. A.

Fig. 821 is such a circuit. It is resistance coupled in the audio
amplifier and for that reason a screen grid tube can be used
effectively. It is advisable to vary the voltage on the screen of
this tube between 22.5 and 45 volts.
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NEWEST BOOK
ON VACUUM TUBES

"RADIO RECEIVING
TUBES," by James A.
Moyer and John F. Wos-
trel, first edition just off
the press. No radio serv-
ice man, experimenter or
student of radio should be
without this authoritative
book on the principles and
applications of vacuum
tubes. It answers all your
questions relating to re-
ceiving, amplifying and
rectifying tubes. It is a
complete discussion of tube
principles, functions and
uses, thoroughly up-to-
date.

In this book the mantis'
Principles underlying the Were
stion of vacuum tube, are ex-
plained in as non -technical a
manner as to consistent with
accuracy. The book covers the
construction, action. reactiva-
tion, testing and use of vacuum
tubes as well as specifications
for vacuum tubes and applica-
tions for distant control of in-
lustrial processes and precision
eaauremente.

Price $2.50

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street. New York City

Oust East of Broadway)

LOOK AT YOUR WRAPPER
You will see by the date thereon when
your subscription for Radio World ex-
pires. If the subscription is about to run
out, please send us renewal so that you
will not miss any copies. Subscription
Department, RADIO WORLD, 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
NEW DRAKE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA -1,680. Al-
phabetical Headings from A -battery to Zero Beat,
1,025 Illustrations, 920 Pages, 240 Combinations
for Receiver Layouts. Price, $6.00. Radio World,
124 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Verse -Reading Test
to Be Held in Spring

A verse -reading contest is to be held in
the Spring by the National Association
of Teachers of Speech, to promote better
standards of pronunciation and enuncia-
tion. Broadcasts of final contests are
planned.

There will be two groups of contest-
ants : one of high school age, the other of
college age. But the contest will be open
to all, whether enrolled in schools or not.

A resolution suggested to Secretary of
Commerce Wilbur's advisory committee
on education by radio that its program
include "efforts for the promotion of
better standards of speech.

LONG HUNT FOR

MUSEUM GIFTS
WASHINGTON.

It will take three years before the pro-
ject for the establishment of a radio mu-
seum, housing notable exhibits of pre -
broadcasting developements, actually will
have assumed definition, said C. W Mit-
man. He is curator of mechanical tech-
nology of the Smithsonian Institution.
Space has been allotted at the Institution
for the museum

A survey of available material is being
made by Governmental agencies, radio
corporations and an unofficial committee.

As a nucleus for the collection, the
Radio Corporation of America has offered
its comprehensive collection of apparatus
which it now displays at radio shows
throughout the country. George H. Clark,
historian of the RCA., is actively cooper-
ating with the governmental committee,
'and will be a member of the official com-
mittee, the membership of which has not
yet been completed.

Large amounts of this radio material,
considered obsolete, and unfit for service,
are stored in Government warehouses and
will be disposed of as "junk' unless re-
claimed by Federal action. In all parts
of the Nation and in other countries, sim-
ilar conditions exist, and expeditious action
is required to preserve these materials
before they are disposed of.

Moreover, declared Mr. Mitman, it is
of utmost importance to obtain authentic
records of radio developments while the
individuals who participated in them are
alive. Marcohi, De Forest, Fassenden and
others who actually introduced radio, are
still active in the art, he said, and must
be consulted in connection with the en-
terprise

Mr. Mitman said several years will be
required before the enterprise shapes up.
"By 1933 we hight have an indication of
what we are driving for," he asserted.

In England a thorough search and in-
vestigation must be made if the collection
is to be comprehensive, Mr. Mitman de-
clared Radio actually had its inception
there under Senator Marconi. Thus the
"real, original material" should be in Eng-
land.

The conferees decided to limit the col-
lection up to the end of the World War
period to exclude broadcasting.

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION
Send $1 for trial subscription for 8

weeks, starting with current issue, or of
any recent issue you desire. Radio
World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.

RECENT NUMBERS OF RADIO WORLD, for
1929, 15c per copy. Any 7 copies for $1. Radio
World, 145 W. 45th St.. N. Y. City.

BOARD IS TOLD

IT HAS RUINED

WTMJ SERVICE
WASHINGTON.

How a station with an average service
area comprising two States and parts of
four other States, was reduced to serving
to listeners 14 miles to the East, and about
20 miles in other directions, was recited
by WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wis., in a report
to the Commission. H. J. Grant, publisher
of- the Milwaukee "Journal," operator of
WTMJ, submitted the report. The as-
signment of other stations to the same
frequency, 620 kilocycles, was given as the
reason for the service range reduction.

Criticizing the Commission for assigning
additional stations to the channel, the re-
port urges that this frequency be con-
verted from a regional into a cleared
channel, and assigned to the Milwaukee
station.

If this is not possible, then WTMJ in-
sists that 620 kilocycles be restored to a
condition at least as good as that in which
the allocation of November 11th, 1928,
originally established it.

"The Commission has failed to keep its
engagement with WTMJ and with the
State of Wisconsin, and the channel of
620 kilocycles has been ruined," declares
the report.

The report is submitted to show the
"destruction of service area" of the Mil-
waukee station "by recent actions of the
Commission."

Three Reasons Cited
The destruction of WTMJ's service

area is due entirely to recent actions of
the Commission, as follows, says the re-
port :

"1.-The Commission's action in placing
WFLA-WSUN, of Clearwater, Fla., on
the same channel, 620 kilycycles, to oper-
ate simultaneousely with WTMJ;

"2.-The Commission's actions in in-
creasing the evening power of WLBZ, at
Dover-Foxcroft, Me. (whch station was
already on the same channel), from 250
watts to 500 watts ; and

"3.-The Commission's action in placng
WJAY, of Cleveland, Ohio, on the same
channel to operate simultaneously with
WTMJ until sunset."

"Prior to these actions," continues the
report, "WTMJ enjoyed a very satisfac-
tory area, reasonably free from interfer-
ence, which, on evenings of average good
reception, comprised virtually the entire
States of Wisconsin and Michigan and
considerable portons of the States of Min-
nesota, Iowa, Illinois, and Indiana.

Often Heard Far Away
"The station was frequently heard in

many more distant States, including Ohio,
Pennsylvania, New York and New Jersey,
and occasional letters were received from
listeners in practically every State in the
United States ; although, of course, this
varied with reception conditions as well
as with the actual hours of operation of
other stations on the same channel.

"Recent actions of the Commission have
virtually destroyed this large service area
and have caused it to shrink to a ridicu-
lously small region extending only about
14 miles to the east of the transmitter
and about 20 miles in other directions."
continues the report. "Even the eastern
part of the City of Milwaukee itself has
been subjected to noticeable heterodyne
interferences."
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ARMY 'PLANES

IN LONG FLIGHT

TO TEST RADIO
WASHINGTON.

The War Department will sponsor this
month tests of long-distance short wave
radio communication between aircraft
and permanent ground stations, in co-
operation with the American Radio
Relay League.

The tests will be made in connection
with winter maneuvers of the First Pur-
suit Group, which will bring into play an
extremely realistic combat with King
Boreas and his shock troops-snow, ice
and subzero temperature-over a 3,000 -
mile "battle front" stretching from De-
troit to Spokane and back.

Purposes of Flight

The flight has two principal purposes:
1. To measure the endurance and effi-

ciency of Army Air Corps personnel,
planes and equipment in a section of the
country where the mercury in the ther-
mometer hibernates at 40 below zero
and lower during the early part of the
year.

2. To test the value of short-wave radio
as a means of contact between Army air
units operating in isolated regions and
remote posts of command.

The flight will consist of eighteen pur-
suit planes and two Army transports
under command of Maj. Royce.

Will Have Portable

One of the transports will be equipped
with portable short wave receiving and
transmitting sets. The transmitter will
operate on either 32 or 54 meters. This
brings the flying radio station within ade-
quate reach of the wave bands on which
some 50,000 short wave amateurs operate.
The call signal for the plane has not as
yet been determined, but the receiver will
tune in at from 5 to 150 meters.

The planes, equipped with skis instead
of landing wheels, will start their 3,500 -
mile flight by way of Duluth, Grand
Forks, Glasgow and other intermediate
points to Spokane. Their return route
will take them to Helena, Butte, Miles
City, Bismarck, Fargo, Minneapolis and
other stops. This program is, however,
subject to change.

Colombia Station
Aids Jobless In Crisis

Bogota, Colombia.
The Government is using its radio sta-

tion in an effort to find work for 25,000
unemployed. Help wanted advertisements,
broadcast free, tell the time and place of
appearance of applicants, nature of work,
pay and hours, number of men required,
and offer free transportation to the ap-
plication point on Government convey-
ances.

Hence some of the hungry jobless ride
to their hopeful destination in fine Ameri-
can automobiles, with uniformed chauf-
feurs.

FOR THAT BOY AT BIRTHDAY TIME.-
Have us send him Radio World for the corning
year and every week the paper will make him
think of your thoughtfulness. Also when we
receive your $6 we will send him a special letter
saying you have requested us to put his name
on our subscription list for 52 issues. Subscrip-
tion Dept., Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

One Cast Sings,
Other Acts Opera

A novelty was presented recently over
a network of forty-five stations, WEAF
as the key station, when Verdi's opera
"Aida" was sung in dramatic form, while
unsung parts of the condensed version
were acted by a separate cast. The pro-
gram was sponsored by RCA -Victor. Met-
ropolitan Opera House artsts sang the
leading operatic parts.

Giacomo Lauri-Volpi, tenor, sang the
role of Rhadames, Marion Telva, contral-
to, Amneris and Elisabeth Rethberg, so-
prano, Aida. The occasion marked the
radio debuts of Miss Telva and Mr. Lauri-
Volpi.

The action of the opera was conveyed
to the audience in lines spoken by the
following cast: Virginia Gardiner as Aida;
Rosaline Greene, as Amneris ; Fred For-
rester, as the King of Ethiopia ; Allyn
Joselyn, as Rhadames ; Charles Webster,
as High Priest.

BOARD ATTACKS

WMAK ON WRIT
WASHINGTON.

Although a station construction permit
has been issued to an applicant, for use
of a particular frequency, no station using
that frequency may complain that it will
be injured, because the Federal Radio
Commission may change its mind, and as-
sign a different frequency to the applicant.

This argument was presented to the
Court of Appeals of the District of Colum-
bia by Paul D. P. Spearman, acting chief
counsel of the Commission, opposing the
application of WMAK, Buffalo, N. Y., for
an injunction against the assignment of
900 kilocycles to the proposed station of
the Buffalo "Evening News." WMAK is
on 900 kilocycles and the "Evening News"
construction permit calls for the same fre-
quency.

A license to use the channel full-time
has not been given the newspaper, Spear-
man said, and, furthermore, the Commis-
sion has not yet denied WMAK the right
to use the channel

Until January 31st, says the answer,
filed by Spearman, WMAK is licensed to
operate one-half time and has no rights
beyond the terms of the license

"A construction permit confers no au-
thority to operate," says the answer.
"And in this case the Commission spe-
cifically ordered that no license to operate
a new staton should become effective
prior to January 31st, 1030, the date upon
which appallant's license expires."

The petition for a stay and an appeal
were filed by former Representative Frank
D. Scott, of Michigan, one day after the
Commission granted the construction per-
mit to the Buffalo "News."

WMAK seeks to have the court issue a
stay preventing the Commission from
taking any further steps whatever with
respect to the 900 kilocycle channel until
after the court had reviewed the Com-
mission's decision and taken action.

The Buffalo "News" was awarded the
construction permit for the new station
after several days of hearings before the
Commission at which it was charged that
a local broadcasting monopoly exists in
Buffalo under the Buffalo Broadcasting
Corporation. WMAK is one of four sta-
tions in that city operated by this cor-
poration
HIGHEST RESISTANCE PHONES, $1.65-Yon
can't beat them at the price. Send now. Guar-
anty Radio Goods Co., 143 W. 45th St.. N. Y. C.

TELEVISION
FOR HOME

CONSTRUCTORS
Full explanation of
the theory and prac-
tice of television is
contained in the new
210 -page book (544

x 8%''), with 100
illustrations.

ABC of
Television

By Raymond Francis Yates,
Students and Experimenters alike will glory in

the possession of this masterful volume.
Popularly written, easily understood.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
CHAPTER I-TELIIVISION-THE NEW CONQUEST

OF SPACE
How the Principles of Television were Invented in lege

and what the Future Holds for this Promising New ChUd
of Science-A Description. in Narrative Form, of the Tele-
vision of the Future.

CHAPTER II-TELEVISION SYSTEMS
Complete and Elementary Explanation of the Funda-

mental Principles of Television As They Are Applied
Today In Both Transmitting and Receiving-Methods
of Synchronization. Scanning and the Function of Photo-
electric Cells.

CHAPTER III-TELEGRAPHING PICTURES
An Outline of the Various Successful Methods Em-

ployed Today in the Transmission of Facsimiles and
Photographs by Wire and Wireless Systems--Practleal
Description cf Telephotographic Receivers for Home Um
With Practical Instruction Concerning Their Operatim.

CHAPTER IV-PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
How Photoelectric Cells Serve as "Light Microphones"

In Modulating Radio Waves With Light Impulses-Ele-
mentary Outline of the Theory of Photo electric Phenomena.

CHAPTER V-AMPLIFYING PICTURES
Theory and Practice of the Amplification of Picture

Signals Together With Data for the Construction if
Television Amplifier' That Will Function With a
Minimum of Picture Distortion.

CHAPTER VI-THE AGILE NEON LAMP
Theory, Operation and Practical Application of Neon

Tubes in Television Reception-How the Neon Tube Func-
tions as a "Light Loua Speaker" in Television Reception.

CHAPTER VII-SELENIUM CELLS
Theory of Selenium Cells Together With a Description

of the Popular Types of Celle and Practical Data Concern-
ing Their Construction by Home Experimenter".

CHAPTER VIII-THE PROBLEM OF SCANNING
The Function of the Scanning Disc With Complete In-

structions for the Design and Construction of Different
Types of Scanning Devices Including Drums and Marino
Belts.

IX-SYNCHRONIZING TELEVISION
An A B C Outline of the Synchronizing Methods New

Employed by the Television Broadcasters of Today-Prob-
lems of Synchronizing Television Scanning Discs Treated
in a Popular Way.

CHAPTER X-TRANSMITTING TELEVISION AT
HOME

How the Experimenter Can Construct and Operate Both
a Television Transmitter and Receiver for Home Use-This
Equipment Makes Possible the Transmission of the Outline
of Simple Objects From One ROOM to Another.

CHAPTER XI-HOW TO MAKE A TELEVISION
RECEIVER

Practical Applimtion of the Principles of Television is
the Construction of Television Receiver Involving
Special, Highly EMcient Short -Wave Receiver.

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street. New York City
(Just Zest of Broadway)

Enclosed please find $3.00 for which send at once et
Your expense one copy. of "A B C of Television, or. swiss
by Radio." by Raymond Francis Yates. as advertised.

NAME 

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Hi.Q 30
Wholesale

Prices!
Write or wire!

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
143 West 45th St.,

New York City
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FIGHT STARTED

TO RID THE AIR

OF ITS QUACKS
The use of radio by medical quacks ex-

cluded from the columns of reputable
newspapers and periodicals, to advertise
their devices and treatment, has led Dr.
Shirley W. Wynne, Commissioner of
Health of New York, to take steps also to
bar them from radio. He has written to
the Federal Radio Co'mmission asking if
any existing law could be invoked against
the fakirs. This letter follows in full:

"In the ordinary course of our work,
we have uncovered what we believe a seri-
ous situation which seems to indicate that
the radio is being fairly widely used by
companies alleging to cure diseases
through the sale of various prdducts and
services. These claims are, in many of the
cases we have investigated, completely un-
founded, fraudulent and inimical to the
public health.

A New Haven
"It seems that many of the charlatans

who have been driven from the news-
papers, have found a haven to activity in
the radio broadcast. These commercial
concerns engage the facilities, not of the
larger reputable radio stations, but of the
smaller stations.

"The use of radio by fake doctors and
unscrupulous commercial organizations is
a more serious menace to the health than
the use of advertisements in the press,
because such radio programs are listened
to by larger audiences. New York be-
ing one o'f the largest centres of popula-
tion, these programs pour into us from
nests of smaller radio stations in sur-
rounding communities outside of our own
city and state.

"I write to ask whether there is any-
thing in the existing laws yhich you might
invoke to stop this practice. If there is
not, is there any kind of voluntary scru-
tiny which can be set up to weed out these
quacks and clear the air of their poison-
ous commercial propaganda?

Wants Check on Quacks
"While we are constitutionally opposed

to the principle of censorship, we feel that
the practice which has been adopted by
the leading radio stations of submitting
their spo'nsors' health products and serv-
ices for the approval of local health de-
partments, might be an effective way of
handling this among the other stations.

"We are convinced from the informa-
tion that we have that this is a national
problem of importance, and will be glad
to place any material that we have at
your disposal looking toward some con-
structive remedy."

A THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK
WHEN the player -piano attained the

vogue some years ago there was a
notable dropping off in the sale of sheet
music. Especially did the demand for the
music of the nnasters fall off. Radio has
had a different effect. The beauties of the
comPositions of the geniuses in the classic
field of music have aPPealed to many among
radio listeners -in, with the result that. the
sales of the really worth -while numbers
have largely increased and the values of
copyright reissues have steadily grown to
immense totals. Thus does radio continue
in its educational work among the millions.

"A B C OF AVIATION." By Maj. Page. $1.00
postpaid. Radio World, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City.

Radio on Auto
Opens Garage Door

WASHINGTON.
A system for opening and closing garage

doors automatically by radio waves has
been invented in Switzerland, according
to an announcement of the chief engineer
of the electrical plants of Neufchatel ap-
pearing in the Swiss press and transmit-
ted to the Department of Commerce by
its office at Berne.

The manner of operation is explained
by the inventor as follows :

A few yards in front of the garage, the
driver presses a button fixed near his seat
in the car which causes waves to be sent
out. These waves are picked up by an
aerial fixed on top of the garage and serve
to start a motor which automatically opens
or closes the doors. The wavelength of
the receiving apparatus would be so ad-
justed to the sending that a car having
a different wavelength could not open the
doors.

BOARD CAN'T

STOP QUACKS
WASHINGTON.

The Federal Radio Commission does not
have the authority to act in connection
with the protest received from Health
Commissioner Wynne of New York
against the broadcasting o'f alleged frau-
dulent medicine advertising by radio.
Judge Eugene O'Sykes, vice chairman of
the commission, said that it had no juris-
diction and that Commissioner Wynne
would be so advised. Congress has re-
peatedly refused to give the commission
any power of censorship over radio prd-
grams.

Harold A. La Fount alone of the com-
missioners thinks that the commission does
have power to control objectionable
bro'adcasting on "the public interest, con-
venience, or necessity" clause in the Radio
Act. He believes that the offending sta-
tion should be notified, and if they persist
in broadcasting offensive programs they
should be taken off the air by the com-
mission on the ground they are not oper-
ating "in the public interest." The sta-
tions could then appeal to the co'urts.

Health Commissioner Wynne stated that
he had referred the question of "radio
quacks" to the Federal Radio Commission
because the Health Department had no
legal power to combat the nuisance.

"All the Department of Health can do,"
he said, "when medical claims are made
for a certain device which we are con-
vinced is harmful, is to' report the matter
to the State Department of Education
in the hope that a means can be found
to prosecute the offenders under the medi-
cal practice act. The Department of
Health is not empowered to prosecute."

"Unless there should be a case," he add-
ed, "in which the purchaser of one of the
devices or treatments offered should be
seriously or fatally injured and civil or
criminal action should be brought, there
now seems to be no way by which the
promotion of the sale of such commodities
over the radio can be stooped."

LOOK AT YOUR WRAPPER
You will see by the date thereon when
your subscription for Radio World ex-
pires. If the subscription is about to run
out, please send us renewal so that you
will not miss any conies. Subscription
Department. RADIO WORLD, 145 West
45th St., N. Y. City.

WAYS SOUGHT

FOR IMPROVING

STATION PLANT
WASHINGTON.

At the final 1929 meeting the Federal
Radio Commission authdrized the calling
of a conference on January 17th of radio
engineers to find means of improving the
operation of broadcast stations in the
United States.

Engineers of the Westinghouse Elec-
tric & Manufacturing Co., General Elec-
tric Cd., Western Electric Co. Columbia
Broadcasting System, Bell Laboratories,
Broadcasting System, National Broadcast-
ing Company, Bell Laboratories, and other
companies engaged in radio research front
the broadctsting angle, have been invited
to the conference.

The acting chief engineer of the Com-
mission, Capt. Guy Hill, said that the pur-
pose of the conference "is to see if the
most competent and experienced engineers
on broadcasting are able to suggest any
methods to the Commission that might
be worked out to eliminate some of the
present troubles encountered."

Too Many Stations
Capt. Hill said that under present tech-

nical conditidns, the number of stations
now operating, approximately 600, greatly
overtaxes the 90 available channels. "Very
little can be done unless some definite im-
provement in technique is developel, or
unless some of the existing stations are
eliminated," he said.

The main subjects on which informa-
tion and discussion are desired are re-
cited by the Commission as follo'ws:

"The possibility of developing an an-
tenna system which will increase the serv-
ice range near the transmitter and de-
crease the interference at a distance ; that
is, an antenna system that will reduce the
'sky wave' and strengthen the 'ground
wave.'

Synchronism to Be Discussed
"Discussion of synchronism of broad-

casting stations. Information on this sub-
ject desired as a reliability and advantages
and disadvantages of the various methdds
of synchronism.

"Any other engineering principles to be
discussed that would aid broadcasting sta-
tions to render better service."

It is emphasized that the conference
will be devoted- entirely to engineering
considerations and that it is desired that
those interested send engineers who will
be qualified to discuss the specified ques-
tions.

"b" Suggested as Unit
of Hum Measurement

The "b" has been suggested as the unit
of hum in radio' receivers operated by al-
ternating current by George Lewis, vice-
president of Arcturus Radio Tube Com-
pany of Newark, N. J. The magnitude of
the produced unit is one microwatt of en-
ergy in the output of the receiver.

The name for the unit was taken from
the bee, one of the insects known for its
hum productidn. It is interesting to note
that the power in the hum emitted by a
bee in flight is nearly the same as the
power suggested for the unit of hum in a
radio receiver, namely, one millionth of
a watt.
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ANNOUNCER HIT

BY SPECTATOR

IN FIGHT ARENA
CHICAGO.

Although he told the radio audience it
was merely a slap, a blow Pat Flanagan,
WBBM sports announcer, received in try-
ing to keep ringside profanity out of
hearthside loudspeakers, was severe
enough to cause his absence from duty for
several days.

Flanagan was injured during the short
but hectic broadcast by WBBM of the
fight between Art Shires, White Sox first
baseman, and George Trafton, Chicago
bears center, at the White City arena.
in Chicago.

Hits Announcer
Interest ran high in the fight, a "natu-

ral," scheduled for five rounds. Both box-
ers had hundreds of supporters near the
ring and some of those near the WBBM
microphone were rather pro'fane in their
cheering.

Flanagan politely asked that they tone
down their language, as there was danger
of it going on the air in violation of the
federal law governing radio.

One spectator answered the announcer's
request by leaning over towards the mi-
crophone and loosening a flow of exceed-
ingly distasteful language. Flanagan
pushed him away, whereupon the specta-
tor hit the announcer in the left eye.

The blow was audible to the listeners in
spite of the volume level being cut to a
minimum to exclude the crowd noises.
There was a moment's pause and Flana-
gan resumed his broadcast, stating that
an over -enthusiastic spectator had slapped
him with his open hand.

Bone Broken
Before the cldse of the fight the

"slapped eye" had closed. Next morning
it was swollen to the size of a baseball
and a doctor's examination revealed a
broken bone beneath the eye.

Although Flanagan was reluctant to
seek redress fo? the injury, he finally con-
sented to the swearing out of a warrant
for his assailant after WBBM officials
pointed out that he owed this to the radio
audience.

The fact that radio goes into the very
heart of the family circle, they said, makes
it imperative that broadcasts of all kinds
be kept free from taint. If broadcasts
of sporting events are to continue, they
point out, the announcers who protect
the audience must be protected and to let
Flanagan's assailant go free would be set-
ing a very bad precedent.

PLEASE GIVE US TWO WEEKS
for changing your address, showing new
renewal expiration date, etc. Subscrip-
tion orders are arriving in such large
numbers that it takes two weeks to
effectuate the change. RADIO WORLD.
145 West 45th St., N. Y. City.

Literature Wanted
THE names and addresses of readers of

RADIO WORLD who desire literature
on parts and sets from radio manufac-

turers, jobbers, dealers and mail order
houses are published in RADIO WORLD
on request of the reader. The blank at
bottom may be used, or a post card or let-
ter will do instead.

RADIO WORLD,
145 West 45th St., N. Y. t 1ty.

I desire to receive radio literature.

Name

Address

City or town

State

Samuel Porter, 195 Aiken St., Chester, S. C.
Donald J. Ingels, 306 McLean Ave., Yonkers,

N. Y.
Louis Mainard, 560 Summer St., Paterson, N. J.
Walter A. Smith, 22 Ruggles St., Quincy, Mass.
D. A. Stowe, R. F. D. No. 5, Eaton, Ohio.
I. A. Infield, 720 W 173rd St., N. Y. C.
D B. Meves, 67 Redmond Ave., Bay Shore,

N. Y.
A. B. Dunn, 4982 Hudson Blvd., West New

York, N. J.
James F. Magee, 245 Rochelle Ave., Phila., Pa.
Win. H. Kuhl, Spring House, Pa.
Harry R. Bailey, 763 Prince Ave., Athens, Ga.
L. L. Holland, New Hill, N. C.
Jos. V. Stracuzza, 431 Tenth St., New Kensing-

ton, Pa.
J. DeClara, 105 1st Ave., N. Y. Qty.
L. Mathison, 521 1st St., S. W., Madison. S. Dak.
Elmer Showers, Jr., ['annersville, N. Y.
Geo. Evans, R. No. 5, Peebles, Ohio.
V. Soladhok, 1226 Van Pelt St., Los Angeles,

Calif.
Arthur Metanson, Box 126, Shediac, N. B., Can-

ada.

SET NOT "MUSIC

INSTRUMENT"
MONTGOMERY, ALA.

A radio receiver is not a musical instru-
ment, according to an opinion given by
Assistant Attorney General Luther Pat-
rick to License Inspector J. B. Powers of
Jefferson County and retailers who sell
radios in Alabama cannot be required to
pay a retail musical dealer's 'license tax.
Patrick said:

"A musical instrument has been jiJdicial-
ly defined as 'a contrivance by which mu-
sical sounds are produced.' There could,
in my opinion, be no serious contention
that a radio is such a contrivance."

A radio', the opinion set forth, consists
of two parts-the sound wave producing
part called a sending set and a receiving
set, which reproduces sounds sent out by
the sender.

"Such sounds may be conversation, in-
formation, music, or otherwise."

"The sound," the opinion says, "issues
from a source so remote that it must pass
through another agency, the sending set,
before it is capable of being heard by aid
of the receiving set or radio. It is quite as
likely to he any other sound as that of
music."

The Assistant Attorney General con-
cluded his opinion stating: "It is my opin-
io'n that a radio is not a musical instru-
ment and cannot come under the schedule
suggested in your inquiry."

PUBLISHERS CAN SUPPLY ALL 1929
COPIES OF RADIO WORLD

Excepting issues of Jan. 5, Feb. 23, and May 11

If you have missed any copies of Radio World for the year 1929
and want to complete your file, let us know what issues you are short and
we will mail what we can at 15c a copy, or any seven issues for $1.00.
mailed postpaid.

Circulation Dept., Radio World 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
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Here's the
Answer

to every question about the principles,
methods, or apparatus of radio trans-
mitting and receiving. A complete
course in radio operation in a single
volume.

THE
RADIO

MANUAL
A New Edition

Complete new chapters on aircraft radio equip-
ment; Practical Television and Radiomovies with
instructions for building a complete outfit; radio
interference; 100% modulation; latest equipment
of the Western Electric Co.; the Marconi Auto -
Alarm System; and many other developments of
the past year. All this information is added in the
new edition and, besides, the entire book has been
brought right up to date with much new material.
The Radio Manual continues to be the one com-
plete and up-to-the-minute handbook covering the
entire radio field.

A Handbook
for

Students
Amateurs
Operators
Inspectors

20 big chapters
cover: Elementary
Electricity and Mag-
netism; Motors and
Generators; Storage
latteries and Charg-
ing Circuits; The
Vacuum Tube; Cir-
cuits Employed inVacuum Tube

Transmitters; Modulating Sys-
tems and 100% Modulation;
Wave -meters; Piezo- Electric
Oscillators; Wave Traps; Ma-
rine Vacuum Tube Transmit-

ters; Radio Broadcasting Equipment; Are
Transmitters; Spark Transmitters; Commercial
Radio Receivers; Marconi Auto -Alarm; Radio
Beacons and Direction Finders; Aircraft Radio
Equipment; Practical Television and Radiomovies;
Eliminating Radio Interference; Radio Laws and
Regulations; Handling and Abstracting Traffic.
An immense amount of information never before
available including detailed descriptions of stand-
ard equipment is presented.

Prepared by Official
Examining Officer

The author, G. E. Sterling, is Radio Inspector
and Examining Officer, Radio Division, U. S.
Dept. of Commerce. The book has been edited
in detail by Robert S. Kruse, for five years
Technical Editor of QST, the Magazine of the
American Radio Relay League. Many other ex-
perts assisted them.

Free Examination
The new edition of "The Radio Manual" had just

been published. Nearly 900 pages, 369 illustrations.
Bound in Flexible Fabrikoid. The coupon brings
the volume for free examination. If you do
not agree that it is the best Radio book you have
seen, return it and owe nothing. If you keep it,
send the price of $6.00 within ten days.

Order on This Coupon
- - - - - -

D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc..
250 Fourth Ave., New York
Send me the Revised edition of THE RADIO
MANUAL for examination. Within ten days after
receipt I will either return the volume or send you
$6.00, the price in full. R.W. 1.11-30

Name

St. & No.

City and State
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Highest Grade
Key Tubes at

Defiant
Prices!

Screen Grid Tubes
224 at $1.43
222 at 1.88

Power Tubes
245 at 1.28
112A at .78
171A at .78

Other Tubes
227 at .90
226 at .68
280 at 1.13
201A at .53

The above constitute the nine most popu-
lar tubes used in radio today. Despite the
severely low prices the Key tubes are firsts
of the very first quality. Besides, there is
a five-day money -back guaranty! The
above tubes are manufactured under
licenses granted by the RCA and its
affiliated companies.
All prices are net and represent extreme
discount already deducted.

228 HIGH -GAIN DETECTOR
Increase the sensitivity of modern AC -
operated circuits by substituting the new
228 AC high mu tube (large amplification),
for the 227 tube otherwise used as detector
in up - to - date circuits. The result
is immediately obvious in the greatly in-

creased volume. Then the weak, distant
stations come in stronger and tone quality
is improved. Simply substitute the 226for the 727 in the detector socket only.
No wiring change of any kind is required.Price, $1.88.- - - -
GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO., 143 West45th St., N. Y. City. (Just East of Broadway).

Enclosed please find $ for which shipat once tubes marked below:
O 228 AC high mu. $1.88O 224 AC screen grid $1.430 245 AC power tube $1.281:1 226 AC amplifier .680 227 AC delamp. .90CI 280 AC rectifier $1.130 222 battery screen grid $1.88O I I2A power tube .78O 171A power tube .78O 20IA battery tube .53O Matched pair of 245s for push-pull (forboth) $2.56O Matched pair 171As for AC pushpull (for

both) $1.80O Matched pair of 112A1 for push-pull (for
both) $1.80

Name

A ldress

City State

O Put cross here If C. 0. D. shipment
sired.
Canadian remittance must be by postal
press money order.

Is de -

or is -

5 -Day money -back guaranty

No. 9

$2 1 NET

to Dealer

Tests Screen -Grid

Set and
Tube Tester

The simplest of all testers to use. Not a switchor binding post to manipulate. The meters are allinstantly interchangeable. Only one push button forgrid cordition. The three A.C. voltmeters are re-pulsion type 0-8, 0-15, 0-150. The three D.C. volt-meters have high resistance, 0-8, 0-50, 0-500. Thethree D. C. Milliammeters are 0-10, 0-50, 0-309.A.C. Voltmeters may be used as milllammeters for

Your Jobber can sup-
ply. If ordered direct
remittance ($21 NET
F. 0. B. FACTORY)
must accompany
order.

AFOUR METER TESTER
with fire auxiliary meters.
All have single scales.
No confusion taking read-

ings. The four meter readingsshow at  glance the plate volt-age. filament voltage, grid hie'voltage, plate milliamperes andgrid change. These nine meter,tell everything radio serviceman should know in testing A.C.and D.C. sets. With It thelatest designed sets and tubesare fully tested, including theplate, grid, cathode and fila-ment of screen grid 224 A. C.tubes, 250 power tubes, andboth plate. of rectifier tube..Other meters may be added.testing rectifier tubes, thereby obtaining more ac-curate readings.
Case is light in weight, covered with grainedleatherette, size 10 %" x 7 %" 1334". A most flex-ible tester, complete for present day testing andImmediately adapting itself to future needs. Everyservice man should have the READRITE No. 9-A truly remarkable tester.-An investment usually paidfor in the firs/ few calls.

LIST PRICE NO. 9 - $35.00 COMPLETE
Send for catalog of Readrite instruments, resistors, etc.

Readrite Meter Works, 12 College Ave. Bluffton, OhioESTABLISHED 1904

CLAROSTAT
Not jusi the name at a areduet, but the IRMO Of a
servlee dedicated to better radio results.
CLAROSTAT stands for variable and flved resisters.
volume controls, automatie tine voltage ballasts. sestet
antennas, ate.

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO.,
291 North 6th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

o
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Orders - Inquiries
Can be

Secured
b

1AI L
111

POLK' 'REFERENCE BOOK
and Mailing List Catalog
Gives counts and prices on over 8.000
different lines of business. No matter
what your business, in this book youwill find the number of your prospec-
tive customers listed.
Valuable information is also given as tohow you can use the mails to secureorders and inquiries for your products
or services.

Write for Your FREE Copy
R. L. POLK & CO., Detroit, Mich.

Largest City Directory Publishers in the Werld
Mailing List Compliers-Business Statistics

Producers of Direct Mail Advertising

TRUIVOILT
Adjustable

Voltage Divider
Connect the TRUVOLT
DIVIDER to any elimi-
nator output. Adjust from a simple chart. You
get exactly the right B. & C. voltages withoutcalculations. A resistance bank of distinctive Tru-
volt air-cooled construction with five output taps,
individually controlled. Ventilated Bakelite case.
Sues time and trouble for experimenters.

Write Dept RWI9 for
detailed description.

.1,Nr VOrKt14:12:
175 "Firille""k"tr

SECURITY DEALER
Wants Attractive Stock

Issue
Send full particulars
W. E. A. WHEELER

& COMPANY
90 Wall Street

NEW YORK CITY

A COMPLETE
CATALOG

containing detailed in-
formation on conden-
sers and resistors may
be had free on request.

BUILT BETTER
CONDENSERS AND RESISTORS

741'2 Washington St., Bklyn., N. Y.

THE RESEARCH
WORKER

will keep you abreast
of developments in
radio. It may be had

free on request.

FULL EXPOSITION OF
HB COMPACT, BATTERY MODEL
Complete details on the theory and construction of theHB Compact were published in a four-part article inRadio World, written by Herman Bernard, designer of thecircuit and inventor of the Bernard Dynamic Tuners used'n the circuit. Full details on how to wind your own coils.Pull -sized pictorial diagram of the wiring. Order theAugust 24th, 31st, September 7th and 14th issues, flOo-

RADIO WORLD. 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. T.

LYNCH)
1/ 3fanujacturers of LYNCH RESISTOR
EOUAUZORS, SUPPRESSORS, MOUNTI NGS,
RESISTANCE -COUPLED KITS, ETC

Write for Free 40 -page Booklet
Lynch Mfg. Co., Inc., 1775 Broadway, N. Y.

1
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BOOK SERV10Ei
AS the first and only national radio weekly, now in its eighth year, RADIO WORLD publishes the most

timely, up-to-date news of radio circuits and events in the set -building and broadcasting fields. Tech-
nical accuracy second to none. Get a copy at your news-stand today, 15c. RADIO WORLD advises im-

partially on all radio topics, including what text books to buy, and helps you to read the books properly.
Every book advertised on this page is essential to your radio library.

Five New Volumes Offer Short -Cut to Knowledge!
MORECROFT

"Elements of Radio Communication"
The latest book by Prof.

John H. Morecroft, of the
Engineering Department of
Columbia University, and past
president of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, is his "Ele-
ments of Radio Communica-

' tion." a book for the novice
to enjoy. We regard this as
the best elementary book to
inform you authoritatively on
the technical phases of radio
in plain language, without
requirement of mathematical
knowledge. The book is
complete course on the ele-
ments of radio, containing
much material never before
published. It has 226 pages,
170 illustrations and a com-
plete index. Just out, it is
the book of the year In radio.
Cloth bound. Order Cat. ME

$3.00

By the same author: "Prin-
ciples of Radio Communica-
tion," second (new) edition.
This book is for advanced
students. It is the standard
of excellence in its field. It

covers much the same ground as the later book, only much more
fully and more technically. Contains 1,001 pages, 831 illustra-
tions. Cloth bound. Order Cat. MP @ $7.50

MOYER and WOSTREL
"Radio Receiving Tubes"

The need for an elementary book on radio tubes that answers
all the important questions has been filled by James A. Moyer,
Director of University Extension, Massachusetts Department of
Education, and John F. Wostrel, Instructor in Radio Engineer-
ing. Division of University Extension, Massachusetts Department
of Education.

This new book is a complete discussion of tube principles,
functions and uses, thoroughly up-to-date. In this book the
essential principles underlying the operation of vacuum tubes
are explained in as non -technical a manner as is consistent with
accuracy. The book covers the construction, action, reactivation,
testing and use of vacuum tubes as well as specifications for
vacuum tubes and applications for distant control of industrial
processes and precision measurements. 297 pages, cloth bound.
Order Cat. MWT @ $2.50
By the same authors:

"Practical Radio." including the testing of radio receiving
@

sets.IWPR 378 pages, 223 illustrations. Cloth bound. Order $2Cat.3.50
"Practical Radio Construction and Repairing," 319 pages. a

companion volume. Order Cat. MWPRC @ $2.00
Wing: The standard book on tubes for advanced students is

The Thermionie Vacuum Tube," by Hendrik Van der IVA
Order Cat. l'OB @ $5.00]

CI 0-6 Voltmeter D.0 Cat. 326
0 0-50 Voltmeter D.0 ....... Cat. 337
CI 6-Velt Charge Tester D.0 Cat. 23
0 0.10 Amperes D.0 Cat. 338
0 0-25 Milliamperes D.0 Cat. 325
0 0-50 Milliamperes D.0 Cat. 350
0 0-100 Milliamperes D.0 Cat. 390
0 0-300 Milliampe-es D.0 Cat. 399
0 0-400 Milliamperes D.0 Cat. 394

I* RADIO WORLD will help you in your radio work, so you will be able to use meters most valuably. Keep
abreast of new circuits, intimate details on perfecting existing sets. get Inside track on sensitivity, distance
reception, tonal quality, and news of radio, technical and non -technical. Enjoy the writings of McMurdo Sliver.
1 E. Anderson, Herman Bernard. John F. Rider and a host of other radio engineers in RADIO WORLD.
You can find no magazine that better caters to your needs than RADIO WORLD. Short waves? RADIO
WORLD will tell you all about them. Extremely sensitive broadcast receivers? Their construction and
operation are fully discussed with confident regularity. Power supplies-push-pull or otherwise? AC reelvers? Screen grid tubes? Large receivers that give a super -abundance of performance-small, economical
receivers that give performance out of all comparison to their size? Are you interested in these? Then you're

Ii RADIO

in RADIO WORLD.
See the list of nine meters at left. Obtain one or more of these meters free, by sending In $1 for 8 -weeks'

subscription, entitling YOU to one meter; $2 for 16 weeks, entitling you to two meters; $3 for 26 weeks. en-
titling you to three meters; $4 for 35 weeks, entitling you to four meters; $5 for 44 weeks, entitling you to 5
meters; $6 for 52 weeks, entitling you to six meters.

Present RADIO WORLD mail subscribers may renew Uselr subscription under this remarkably generous
offer. Put a cross in square, 0

ANDERSON and BERNARD
"Power Amplifiers"

Here is the first book to be published on the subject of "Power
Amplifiers." Now printing, it is certain to fill a void in nine
literature. The whole subject is fully covered in a masterful
theoretical discussion of audio amplifiers and power supplies.
supplemented by constructional chapters, with complete wiring
diagrams and specification of parts. Learn while you build!
J. E. Anderson, K A., technical editor of RADIO WORLD. and
Herman Bernard. LL. B., managing editor of RADIO WORLD.
both of the Institute of Radio Engineers, have explained fully the
phenomena of power amplifiers. Learn all about motorboatIng
and its cures, push-pull theory and practice, grid bias methods
and effects, vacuum tubes in audio circuits. AC end battery type
AF amplifiers, phase relationships, common impedance, filter
systems, by-pass condenser effects, necessities for tone quality.
values of coupling constant/, and a host of other topic/ associated
with power amplification, including speech amplifiers and "talkie"
Installations.

More than 200 pages and more than 100 illustrations are devoted
to an analysis of this outstanding radio subject. "Power Ampli-
fiers" is authoritative, original and comprehensive. It is free
from the traditional errors that have crept into this subject. The
theoretical part of the book can be understood by most novices,
while the constructional part. that capitalizes the previously im-
parted knowledge, is thoroughly understandable by anybody.
There is virtually no mathematics in the book. Cloth bound.
Order Cat. PAM @

i POWER AMPLIFIERS}

$3.50

RIDER
"Service Man's Manual"

Two new books by John F. Rider, R. E.. Member, Institute of Radio Engineers, constitute the series
grouped by him under the heading "Service Man's Minuet" Part I is "Mathematics of Radh '
Part II is "Trouble Shooter's ManueL"

The value of one of these books is more than doubled by the possession of the other.
"The Mathematics of Radio," 128 pages. 8%a1l", 119 Illustrations, bridges the gap between the

novice and the college professor. It gives a theoretical background so necessary for a proper under-
standing of radio and audio circuits and their servicing. Flexible cover. Order Cat. 11011

The first comprehensive volume devoted exclusively to the topic uppermost In every service man's
mind is "Trouble Shooter's Manual," just published, It is not only a treatise for service men, telling
them how to overcome their most serious problems, and fully diagramming the solutions, but it is
course in how to become a service man. It gives all the details of servicing as they have never
given before. Finding the right mode of attack, applying the reeled, promptly and obtaining
actual factory -drawn diagrams of receivers always have been a big load on the service man's ch.
But no more. Rider, expert on trouble shooting, has producd the outstanding volume on serviciii,:.
and has taken the load off the service man's chest!

This book is worth hundreds of dollars to any one who shoots trouble in receirers--sch.th, new An
factory -made. custom-built or home-made rescue -s. The home asperimenter, the rod., noon'''. to,
eastern set -builder. the teacher, the student-all will find this new book immensely inforrnatire and
absolutely authoritative.

MORE THAN 100 WIRING DIAGRAMS OF RECEIVERS MADE BY MORE THAN FORTY
DIFFERENT SET MANUFACTURERS ARE PUBLISHED IN THIS BOOK. INCLUDING OLD
MODELS AND LATEST MODELS! RCA. ATWATER KENT. CROSLEY, MAJESTIC. ZENITH.
STROMBERG CARLSON, KOLSTER. FEDERAL. FADA. Ete. 240 pages, size htix11"; 200 illus-
tration..linitation leather cover. Order Cat. TSM $3.50

Read Radio World Every Week

RADIO WORLD
145 W. 45th St.. N. Y. City-Published Weekly.

All Newsstands, I5c per copy-$3, sin months-$6 a year

O CAT.
O CAT.
0 CAT.

CAT.
El CAT.
0 CAT.
O CAT.
O CAT.
O CAT.

ME @
MP @
PAM @......
MWT @
MWPR @....
MWPRC @...
MOR @......
TSM @.
VDB @......

$3.00
$7.50
$3.50
$2.50
$2.50
52.00
$2.00
$3.50
$5.00

lientlemen: Enclosed find $
which please send items checked on coupon..

(it. -10)

Or CAT M Name
CAT
CAT 23

[.] CAT 338
E CAT 325 Addre.,s
17 CAT 350
O CAT 390
0 CAT 399
C CAT 394 City Slate

RADIO WORLD'S BOOK SERVICE
has been found of great value not only
by radio fans, constructors, etc., but also
by radio and other technical schools
throughout the country. See the radio
books advertisements in this issue.

DOING THE BEST WE CAN
Radio World has been receiving so many subscriptions of late that the Subscription

Department is somewhat behind in its work Please give us time to enter your sub-
scription. We will enter all subscriptions as fast as we possibly can.

PUBLISHERS OF RADIO WORLD.
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BRILLIANT, NEW0.1 MA, $5.95

0.4 0.6 0.0
o

MILLI -AMP ®

Here is a 0-1 milliammeter, accurate
to plus or minus 1% clearly legible to
two -one hundredths of a milliampere
at any reading (20 microamperes).
This expertly made precision instru-
ment is offered at the lowest price so
far for a 0-1 ma. Order Cat. FO -1
at $5.95. C. 0. D. orders accepted.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
143 West 45th Street,

New York City

AERIAL TUNER
Improves Your Reception

Remove aerial lead from set. Connect aerial
instead to one of the binding posts of the Aerial
Tuner. Connect the other binding post of the
Aerial Tuner to antenna post of your set. Then
move the lever of the Aerial Tuner until any weak
station comes in loudest. The lever need not be
moved for every different frequency tuned in.

The Aerial Tuner acts as an antenna loading
coil and puts the antenna's frequency at any
frequency in the broadcast band that you desire
to build tip. Price, 85c.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th Street

New York City
(11,ist East of Broadway,/

NATIONAL
MODERNISTIC PROJECTION DIAL

WITH RAINBOW FEATURE

Modernize the appearance of your receiver by installing
the brilliant new National dial, with color wheel built in,
so that as you turn the dial knob one color after another
floods the screen on which the dial numbers sre read. On
this screen the numbers are projected, so that you get the
same dial reading from any position of the eye. Thus is
Just what DX hunters want-laboratory precision of dial
feeding.

The escutcheon is of modernistic design. The Velvet
Vernier mechenkm drives the drum superbly.

Order today. Remit with order and we pay cartage.
Shipments day following receipt of order.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
143 W. 45th St., N. Y. City (Just E. of B' way)

Enclosed please find $3.13 for which please fetid me
dial marked below:
CI Cat. HC6. National modernistic drum dial, with color

wheel built in. pilot bracket, 6 -volt pilot lamp for
storage battery or A eliminator sets; hardware; instruc-
tions $3.13

CI Cat. HC2 %, same as above, but with 2% -volt
Al" pilot lamp 3.13

CI Order C.O.D. and I pay cartage.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

RADIO WORLD'S BOOK SERVICE
has been found of great value not only
by radio fans, constructors, etc., but also
by radio and other technical schools
throughout the country. See the radio
books advertisements in this issue.

NEW DRAKE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
1,680 Alphabetical Headings from A -

battery to Zero Beat; 1,025 Illustrations,
920 Pages, 240 Combinations for Receiver
Layouts. Price, $6.00. Radio World, 124
W. 45th St., N. Y C

NATIONAL
Velvet B Eliminator $16 1315$ Volts (28/4 Tube Free)

LliAlit Model National Velvet -b, Typo 81111, Is
handsome crackle amen black mew easing, for usa
with sets up to and including six tubes. Input
105-120 volts As.., bU to 60 cycles. Output 181
IOUs minimum kt 36 milliamperes. Three variabls
output Intermediate voltages. (Det., Rif Al').
Lltminator bas exoelleut niter 11,61.02 to 01102132SM
hum, Including 30 henry choke and 1$ add.
Mershon condenser. Nu inoturnoatingl
(1111toinator Licensed under patents of the Radio
Corporation of America and associated companies.)

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
143 W. 45TH STREET

(Just East of Broadway)
NEW YORK CITY

New Junior Model

POLO UNIT $4
Che famous twin magnet principle for
double sensitivity, large magnets for great
flux, permanently adjusted armature, all
are in the new junior model Polo Unit.
Weight, 244 lbs. Stands 150 volts unfil-
tered. Stands up to 250 push-pull filtered.
Works any output tube, power or other-
wise. Supplied with 10 -ft. cord. Order
unit now Five-day money -hack guarantee.
Shipped C. 0. D. if desired.

Acoustical Engineering
Associates

143 West 45th Street
New York City

(Just East of Broadway)

Blueprint FREE !
Get a free blueprint of either sIrsuit listed isa
the coupon bolos. by sending 51.00 for eight
weeks' subscription for RADIO WORLD. or mod
Si 50 go, 13 week.' (Quarter of  year) and get
both blueprints free)
RADIO WORLD 145 W. 45th St..., N. Y. CRY

Enclosed please find:
fl for which send RADIO WORLD for
8 weeks and send free blueprint of the
battery model 4 -tube Screen Grld Diamond
of the Air

CI fl for which send RADIO WORLD ter
8 weeks end send free blueprint of the4 -tube AC Series Grld Diamond of the
Air.

r 51.50 ter *non send RADIO WORLD ter
week. and sand both blueprints fres.'If renewing a subseription out hors

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

Quick Action Classified Ads I

MICROPHONE LIGHTERS-For cigars or cigar-
ettes, with button switch at top. Press switch,
and lighter acts instantaneously. $1.00. Model
B lighter on tray, $1.50. Radio World, 145 W.
45th St.. N. V. C.

Radio World's Speedy Medium for Enterprise and Sales
10 cents a word - 10 words minimum - Cash with Order

ARISTOCRAT FLOOR SPEAKER-With Mold-
ed Wood Horn and Horn Motor built in. Great
value. $14.00. Acoustical Engineering Associates,
143 W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

POLO 245 POWER SUPPLY. Read all about
it on another page of this issue. Polo Engineering
Laboratories, 57 Dey St., N. Y. City.
EDISON STORAGE BATTERIES -100 volts
$6.50; 14 Horsepower Alternating Motors $7.00.
Hoffmann Electrical Shops, 904 North Fifth,
Philadelphia. Pa.

BE SURE TO READ the advertisement on
another page of this issue about the HB Compact
Guaranty Radio Goods Co.. 143 W. 45th St.
N. V City.

PATENTS
PATENTS pending sold to Mfrs. You pay for
results only. W. Nestle, 852 Belmont, Chicago.

EVERYTHING IN
At attractive Prices

Orders shipped exactly as
service. Write for prices.
Send your address.
ALL RADIO CO., 417 North

RADIO
Sets or parts

ordered. Prompt
Inquiries invited

Clark St.. Chicago

TWO FOR ONE. Radio World for 52 weeks and
Radio News twelve months at the combination
rate of $7. Radio World. 145 W. 45th St., N. Y.

WORLD'S BEST AVIATION BOOKS: "A B C
of Aviation," $1.00; "Modern Aviation Engines,"
$9.00 postpaid. Both by Maj. Page. "Aerial
Navigation and Meteorology," By Capt. Yancey.
$4.00 postpaid. Radio World, 145 W. 45th St.,
N. Y. City.

OUTDOOR WORK-Get Outdoor Govt. Jobs;
$1,860 year. Patrol forests; protect game. Write
for details. Bradley Institute, All, Denver, Colo.

"AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS," by J. E.
Anderson and Herman Bernard, the first and only
book on the subject. $3.50. Hennessy Radio Pub-
lications Corporation, 145 West 45th St., N. Y.
City.

A. C. TUBES-Manufactured by licensed R.C.A.
manufacturer. UX250-.95 UX224-.85 UX245-.85
UX227-.80 UX280-.75 UX226-.65. Charles Black -
more, Windsor, Missouri.

"MATHEMATICS OF RADIO."-A great hell:,
to everybody interested in radio. $2 postpaid.
Radio World, 145 W. 45th St.. N. Y. City.

"EVERYBODY'S AVIATION GUIDE." By Maj.
Page. $2 postpaid. Also "Modern Aircraft" by
same author. $5. postpaid. Radio World, 145 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.
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Short Wave Circuit

National Thrill Box, 4 -tubs short wave circuit, 15 to 535
meters, battery -operation if filaments: B supply, either

batteries or ellmituitor.

Get a real kick out of listening to foreign stations
on a real short-wave circuit, the National Thrill
Box. Uses one 222 screen grid RF amplifier, one
200A detector, one 240 first audio and one 171A
or 112A output. Single control. Buy the parts
and build the circuit in two hours. Data sheet
shows dial settings where foreign stations come in.
Cat. SW4EF, all parts, including decorative brown
steel cabinet, all six plug-in coils, list price $5L90
(less tubes). Your price $31.00.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
143 West 45th Street New York City

Horn Unit $2.25

This unit is pre-eminent for horn -type speakers
such as the exponential horns or other long tone
travel horns. The faintest word from a "whisper
ing tenor" or the tumultuous shout of the crowr
or highest crescendo of the band is brought out
clearly, distinctly. Stands up to 450 volts with
out filtering Works right out of your set's
power tube, requiring no extra voltage source
Standard size nozzle and cap are die-cast alu
minum, one piece, with milled platinum -like
finish. The casing is full nickel, of highest pos
sible polish. Works great from AC set, batter-,
set or any other set, push-pull or otherwise.

, For Portable Use
This unit can be used in a portable without any
horn attached and will give loud reproduction
Order Cat. 225, with 41/2 ft. cord attached
(Shipping weight, 2 lbs.) $225

Air -Column !torn
9 -ft. tone travel molded wood horn (less unit
No. 225) is obtainable already mounted in a
baffle box. Outside overall dimensions of baffle
box, 21,4" high, 18" wide, 15" front to back
Shipping weight, 27 lbs. Order Cat. 596 @ $8.00
Acoustical Eng Ineering Associates,
145 W 45th St.. N. Y. City (Just E. at Bwsy).

Please ship C. 0. D.
0 Cat. No. 221 P $3.25 D Cat. No. 598 P 38.01

Name

Address

010 State

Tone That Thrills!
Build the

HB Compact

(Battery model)

Front view of the HB Compact, battery model, the simple 4 -tube
receiver that works a speaker at high volume and produces tone
that is of the very purest kind. Cabinet is only 15" wide, VA"
front to back, 7" high.

Follow this diagram of the HB Compact, battery model, when building this
tone -marvelous receiver.

LIST OF PARTS
[Check off what parts you want]

O L I L2 L3 -Ante nna coil, BT3A
O L4L5L6--I nterstage coil, BT3B
 CI, C2 -Two .00035 mfd.. brackets
 CT -H a mmarlund 80 mmid.
O C3, C4. C5, C6 -Four .01 mid. mica fixed
O RI, SW -75 ohm switch rheostat
 R2, 139 -Two 6.5 ohm filament resistors
O R3. R4. R6, R7-0.25. 5.0. 0.05 and 5.0 meg. with

4 mounts
El R5-30 ohm filament resistor
 R8 -I.3 ohm filament resistor
El Ant.. end., Sp. (+), Sp. (-)---Four posts

PL -Picot lamp 6v. and bracket
O Drilled, socketed steel subpanel 91/2x141/4"
O Crinkle brown steel cabinet, 7x91/2x15"
0 Two metal licks
O Seven leads for battery cable
 Two Dials

1.35
1.35
2.00
.35

1.40
'.80
.50

1.65
.45
.20
.40
.70

2.00
3.50
.20
.70

1.00

0A All parts $18.55
Tubes: two 222., one 240, one I I2A $ 5.79

Everybody is delighted
Kith the exquisite tone
if the HB Compact, bat-
tery model. "N ever
heard anything like it,"

is the usual corn-
tnent. The re-
ceiver uses a 2=
screen grid tube
for RF, 240 bias
detector, 222 first
audio and 112A
power tube. Draws

s 155 only .75 ampere
8 45 filament, 18 mil -
A liampere plate

current. V e r y
economical to run.

4 5-C. B batteries last 6
C-5 months or more.
C 9 Plentifully selec-

tive and sensitive.Build it now'

The HB Campact, battery model, designed
by Herman Bernard, has tone quality
second to none. All who appreciate music
will revel In the delightful tone of this
amazing circuit.

Send in your order for parts today to
Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 West
45th Street, New York, N. Y., Just E.

of B'way. Use Coupon.

Name

Address

City State

Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 West 45th St., New York.

Two for the
price of One

Get a FREE one-year subscription for any ONE of these magazines&

CITIZENS RADIO CALL BOOK AND SCIENTIFIC DIGEST (quarterly, four issues).
O RADIO (monthly, 12 issues; exclusively trade magazine).
O RADIO ENGINEERING (monthly, 12 issues; technical and trade magazine).
O SCIENCE & INVENTION (monthly, 12 issues; scientific magazine, with some radio technical

articles).
0 AMERICAN BOY -YOUTH'S COMPANION (monthly, 12 issues; popular magazine).
O BUYS' LIFE (monthly, 12 issues; popular magazine).
Select any one of these magazines and get it FREE for an entire year by sending in a year's sub-
scription for RADIO WORLD at the regular price, $6.00. Cash in now on this opportunity to get
RADIO WORLD WEEKLY, 52 weeks, at the standard price for such subscription, plus a full year's
subscription for any ONE of the other enumerated magazines FREEI Put a cross in the square next
to the magazine of your choice, in the above list, fill out the coupon below, and mail $6 check,
money order or stamps to RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. (Just East of
Broadway).

Your Name

Your Street Address
DOUBLE

City State VALUE!
0 If renewing an existing or expiring subscription for RADIO WORLD, please put a cross in square

at beginning of this sentence.

RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y. (Just East of Broadway)

A GREAT ADVERTISING MEDIUM
That describes Radio World. Rates on

application. Radio World, 145 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City.

HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES $1.65
You can't beat them at the price. Send

now. Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 W.
45th St., N. Y. C.FIVE-DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
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RADIO AND OTHER
TECHNICAL BOOKS

At a Glance
RADIO

"Audio Power Amplifiers," by Anderson
Bernard

"Elements of Radio Communication," by
Morecroft

"Foothold on Radio, A," by Anderson and
Bernard
Mathematics of Radio," by Rider

"Practical Radio," by Moyer & Wostrel 2.50
"Practical Radio Construction and Repairing,"

by Moyer & Wostrel 2.00
"Principles of Radio Communication," by

Morecroft 7.50
"Radio Blueprint Library" -AC Hook-ups .35
"Radio Cyclopedia," by Drake 6.00
"Radio Receiving Tubes," by Moyer &

Wostrel 2.50
"Superheterodyne Construction and Operation,"

by Lacault .25
"Thermionic Vacuum Tube, The," by Van der

BijI 5.00
"Trouble Shooter's Manual," by Rider 3.50

TELEVISION
"A B C of Television," by Yates 3.00

and
$3.50

3.00

1.00
2.00

AVIATION
"A B C of Aviation," by Maj. Page UM.
"Aerial Navigation and Meterology," by

Capt. Yancy 4.01,
"Everybody's Aviation Guide," by Maj. Page 4.00
"'Ford Model 'A' Car," Its Construction, Oper-

ation and Repair -by Maj. Page 2.00
"Modern Aircraft," by Maj. Page 5.00
"Modern Aviation Engines," by Maj. Page 9.00

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street

New York, N. Y.
(Just East of Broadway)

NEW Morecroft
"Elements of Radio Communication," by Prof. John
H. Morecroft, of the Engineering Department of
Columbia University, is the latest book on radio
by this outstanding authority.
This book is entirely new and contains matter which
never beforo bas been published. It is written In
plain language so that every radio novice can under-
stand it, yet It is a complete course in the elements
of radio.
It contains 266 pages, 170 illustrations and
a complete index. Price $3.00.

RADIO WORLD
145 Watt 45th St., New York, N. Y.

RECENT NUMBERS
for the late last year are procurable at
the rate of 15c a copy, or 8 copies for
$1.00. RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.

N 400N

4 -GANG
CONDENSER

With Trimmers
Built in $3.95

E
Capacity of each of the four sec-

tions is .00035 mfd. Overall length
11". Accurate capacity and precise
alignment. Used in HB33 and HB44.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
143 West 45th Street,

New York City

New DRAKE'S
ENCYCLOPEDIA

A reference work that has subjects
classified in alphabetical order.

- - -
Each rule. fact, metnod

plan, layout and diagram
is instantly picked out and
separated from everything
else by placing all subjects
in alphabetical order with
cross references for every
imaginable name under which
the information might be
classed.

This alphabetical arrange-
ment lets the experienced
worker refer directly to the
one thing in which he is
interested at the moment
without hunting through non-
essentials. The needs of the
beginner are cared for.

The important articles deal
primarily with receivers and

They do not stop
with the electrical end, but

BOOK IS 21/2" THICK, go also into the mechanics
of construction.WEIGHS 38/4 LBS., 1,025 Every new thing in radioILLUSTRATIONS. Is covered in detail.

1,680 Alphabetical Headings tram A -battery to
Zero Beat

1,025 Illustrations, Diagrams, Layouts and Graphs
920 Pages. Each 6 by 9 inches

240 Combinations for Receiver Layouts
OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTICLES

159 Concern service men, 129 help the set builder.
162 help the experimenter. 155 interest the student

75 assist In sales work, 73 interest set owners.

PRICE, $6.00
Retrit with order and we pay cartage. Canadian

remittance must be by postal or express money order
Order C. 0. D. and you pay cartage.

RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. Cit.

SCREEN GRID TUNER

The most sensitive tuned radio frequency tuner so far developed, the
11B-29 is long on distant reception, and penetrates seemingly uniur-
mountable barriers to reception. On the NB -29 the stations come to
no matter where you are. The MB -29, designed by James Millen and
Prof. Glen H. Browning, is the choice of the most discriminating.
It is designed only for AC operation, uses four stages of screen grid
BF and a power detector (227). Use 135 to 1p0 volts on the detector.
Testimonials from radio's hardest -boiled experts prove this is the
circuit of circuits. Buy the parts and find fullest radio delight.
You will be sure nobody else has a tuner as good as yours, unless
he too has an MB -29. Complete component parts for National Screen
Grid Tuner MB -29. mounted on frosted
aluminum chassis, including rainbow modem- WRITE FORistic drum dial EEC. Order catalog No. WHOLESALEMB -29-K, list price. less tubes, $69.50
Tour price PRICES

MICROPHONE
LIGHTERS

for cigars or cigarettes, with button
switch at top. Press the switch and
light up!

Model A lighter, microphone de-
sign, with 5 -ft. AC cable and
plug. Works on 110 volts, AC
any frequency and on direct cur-
rent. Price $1.00

Model B lighter, microphone de-
sign, on tray, with 5 -ft AC cable
and plug. Works on 110 volt
AC, any frequency, and on direct
current. Exactly the same lighter
as the other, only tray is added.

Price $1.50

This lighter is instantaneous. Hold button down
only long enough to light a cigar or cigarette.
The two models are furnished in attractive
sprayed finish. Both are very compact! For
instance, the tray is only 41/4" in diameter.
Use these lighters in your home and for
holiday gifts.

The heater element is renewable.^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St., N. Y. City

ID Please send me Model A Microphone Lighter at $1.011.
0 Please send me Model B at $1.50.
0 Enclosed is remittance [Canadian must be P.O. or ex,

press money order.]
0 Ship C. 0. D

Newt

Address

City State

B
The National Velvetone Push -Pull
Power Amplifier (shown at right)
consists of an AC -operated filament -
plate supply, with two stage trans-
former audio amplifier and output
transformer built in. Made only for
110-V., 50-60 cycles. Sold only in
completely wired form, licensed under
RCA patents.
The new Power Amplifier has been
developed and built to get the very
most out of the MB -29. It is a com-
bination power supply and audio ampli-
fier, using a 280 tube for a rectifier,
one stage of transformer audio with a
227 tube and a stage of push pull
amplification with two 245s. It furnishes
all power for itself and for the MB -29,
as well as the audio channel. Order
catalog PPPA, list price, completely
wired and equipped
with phonograph
jack, (less tubes)
$97.50. Your price.

WRITE FOR
WHOLESALE

PRICES

29
Push.Tull Amplifier

View of National Velvetsne Push -Pull Power Amplifier,
an expertly made A, B and C supply and audio amplifier,

producing marvelous tone quality.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 WEST 45TH STREET NEW YORK CITY
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0.50 Voltmeter D.0
11.VIt Charge Tester D.0
0.10 Amperes D.0
0.25 Willem D.0
II.50 III illiampess D.0
0.100 Milliamperes D.0
0.300 Milliamperes D.0
0.400 MIlliam D.0

Your Choice of
These Nine Meters FREE!

e.e Voltmeter D.0 Ni. 5211
Ns. 337
Ns. 23
Ns. 538
Ns. 825
Ns. 351
No. 390
Ns. 393
Ns. 394

Equip Yourself Now
With Necessary Meters!

To do your radio work properly you need meters. Hers is
your opportunity to get them at no extra cost. Sae the list
of nine meters at left. Heretofore we have offered the (tholes
of any one of these meters free with an 8 -weeks subscription
for RADIO WORLD, at $1, the regular price for soak
subscription. Now we extend this offer. For rho Drat Mae
you are permitted to obtain any one or more or all of these
meters free, by sending in $1 for 8 -week's subscription, en-
titling you to one meter; $2 for 16 weeks, entitling you to
two meters; $3 for 98 weeks, entitling you to three meters:
$4 for 35 weeks, entitling you to four meters; 25 for 44 weeks
entitling you to 5 meters; $6 for 52 weeks, entitling you to
six meters. Return this offer with remittance. and cheek off
desired meters in squares at left.

RADIO WORLD will help you in your radio work, is
you will be able to use the meters most valuably. Keep
abreast of all the new circuits, intimate details on perfecting
existing sets, and get inside track on sensitivity. distance
reception, tonal quality. and news of radio, technical and non-
technical. Enjoy the writings at Dr. Lee De Forest, McMurdo
Silver, J. E. Anderson, Herman Bernard and a host of other
radio engineers who contribute their knowledge to you through
the medium of RADIO WORLD, the first and only illustrated
national 'odic. weekly. You can find no magazine that better
caters to your needs than RADIO WORLD. Short waves?
RADIO WORLD will tell you all about them. Extremely
sensitive broadcast receiver.? Their construction and operation
are fully discussed with confident regularity. Power supplies
--push-pull or otherwise? AC receivers? Screen grid tubes?
Large receivers that give a super -abundance of performance -
small, economical receivers that give performance out of all
comparison to their size? Are you interested in these? Then
you're interested in RADIO WORLD.

Present mail subscribers may renew their subscription under
this remarkably generous offer. Put a cross in square. o

RADIO WORLD
145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City -Published Weekly.

All Newsstands. 155 per alliY-93. six iniiptha-$0 a year

LACAULT'S BOOK
G IVES YOU A FINE
U NDERSTANDING OF
the SUPER -HETERODYNE

RE. LACAULT, E.E., LIt.E., who died recently, wa
. one of the outstanding authorities on the Super -

Heterodyne. He wrote a book, "Super -Heterodyne Con-
struction and Operation," that explains in a non -technical
manner the phenomena associated with a Super -Hetero-
dyne. More, it gives a clear outline of the way such
a receiver functions, and naturally gives the clues to
solving virtually all the troubles that may arise in a

Super.
Bo thoroughly did Lacault do his wrok that he covered

associated topics, thus making his book a sidelight on
radio in general, including advice on trouble -shooting.

Therefore the service man, the home experimenter, the
custom set builder and the student will welcome this
book.

It consists of 103 pages and includes 88 illustrations.
It is bound in maroon buckram.
There are three valuable tables in the book, also. One

alassitlea harmonics into groups, e.g., sound, radio, short
waves, beat, light, chemical rays, X-rays and "unknown."
Another is a trouble -shooting chart, classifying "trouble
experienced" and "causes" and referring to the text for
specific solutions. The third is a table for converting
broadcast frequencies to wavelengths (accurate to .1 of
a meter) or for converting the wavelength into frequency.

TOIE book begins with a comparison of
alternating and direct current and pro-

ceeds to a discussion of the relation of wave-
length to frequency. Then tuning is explained.

Condensers, coils. induction, vacuum tube
operation and testing, earphones and speakers.
rectification, oscillation, grid condenser action,
modulation, grid bias detection, regeneration.
beat notes, frequency changing, audio ampli-
fication, batteries, aerials, loops, wiring,
sockets, and shielding are only some of the
other important topics covered.

Besides, there is an entire chapter on the
construction of a Super -Heterodyne receiver,
with list of parts, front, top and rear views
of set, front panel layout, shield dimensional
drawings, schematic diagram of wiring and
picture diagrams of the top and bottom views
of the subpanel.

You Can Get This Book
At Once !

You will want this book not only for present reading
but also for future reference. It is authoritative and
highly informative. Send for it nowt It's free with
each order for an eight weeks' subscription for RADIO
WORLD. Present subscribers may renew under this offer.
Their subscriptions will be extended eight weeks. Please
use coupon.

RADIO WORLD, 145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City
(Just East of Broadway)

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $1.00. Please enter my sub-
scription for RADIO WORLD for eight weeks at 21.00
and send me at once one copy of R. E. Lacault's "Super -
Heterodyne Construction and Operation," FREBI

0 I am a subscriber at present. (Check off if true.)

Name

Address

CRY State

0 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
o If C. 0. 0. disked. put was Pars.

Component Parts
for

ONE -DIAL

PUSHPULL
BATTERY
DIAMOND

[Check off parts you want. Each
part is sold separately.]
O LIL2-Antenna coil RF3 @
0 L3L4L5-3-circuit SG coil SGT3 @
O L6 -Push-pull output transformer 2.50
0 Tl-Push-pull input transformer 2.50
0 CT -80 mfd. equalizer .35
0 Cl, C2 -Two .00035 mfd. ext. shafts @ 98c 1.96
0 C3, C5 -Two .01 mfd. mica condensers .70
O R -One 6.5 ohm filament resistor .25
O RI, Sw-One 75 ohm switched rheostat .80
0 R2, C4-2 meg. Lynch leak, grid clip con-

denser .51
0 R3 -One .25 meg. .30
0 R4 -One 5.0 meg. .30
El R5 -One 1.3 ohm filament resistor .20
0 Ant., Gnd., Sp. (+) Sp. (-)-Four posts

.40
0 One drilled front panel 7x18" 1.85
0 One socketed, self -bracketing metal sub -pane, aoes rilled 3.50
0 One National new modernistic drum dial

, pwith color wheel ilot brac et, 6v. lampk,
hardware, knob 3.13

0 Two matched knobs for rheo. and tickler

@ .10

l ll h l d

Five vari-colored cable leads @ .07
0 One screen grid clip
0 Metal link and insulated shaft

@ .18

0 All parts (including blueprint)
.06

.35

.36

22

$21.89

$ .65
90

ISM

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO., 143 W. 45th St., N.Y.C.
(Just East et Broadway)

Enclosed please find S for which please
mail at once the parts for the Push -Pull Battery Model
Diamond of the Air as checked off above.

0 It ordering C.O.D. put check mark here.

Name

Address

City State

TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION, 8 WEEKS,
$1.00. Send $1 and we will send you
Radio World for 8 weeks, postpaid.
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th St.,
N. Y. City.

"AERIAL NAVIGATION and METEOROLOGY."
By Capt. Yancey. 34.00 postpaid. Radio World,
145 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.

Component Parts for
245 Push.Pull

Power Amplifier
(as described and specified by Herman Bernard)
Check off which parts you desire. All parts sold

separately.
Cl-One .00025 mfd. mica condenser .21

GC2-One .01 ',Md. mica fixed condenser .35
0 C3 -One Flechtheim 1 mid. filter condenser, 1,000

vclts DC continuous working voltage rating, 550
volts AC (root mean square) continuous voltage
rating 1.79

0 C4, C5, CO, C7 -Four Mershon condensers in one
copper casing, two of 8 mfd. and two of 18 mid.
with low bracket. Cat. Q2-8, 2-18B 5.15

0 C8, C9, CIO, Cll. C12, C13, C14, 15, C16 -Nine
I mfd. bypass condensers, 200 volts DC continu-
ous working voltage rating 4.50

 TI -One Polo Filament -Plate Supply transformer:
110 volt 50-80 cycle primary, 724 volt secondary
center -tapped, 5 volt. 2 amp. secondary center -
tapped; 2.5 volt 3 ampere secondary center -tapped.
and 2.5 volt 12 ampere secondary center -tapped.
Cat. PEPS 7.50

 FC. PPoc-Two center -tapped chokes for high cur-
rent one used as filter choke, other as push-pull
output choke 7.42

 I'PIT-One push-pull input transformer 3.41
0 SW -One AC pendant through -switch, with 12 -ft

AC cable and male plug 1.10
0 F -One 2 ampere fuse, with holder .50
G CO -One speaker

AC
outlet (for dynamic

cable) .30
0 PJ, PJS--Phonograph Jack with automatic switch

and plug 1.42
R1 -One resistor. 0.1 meg * .30
R2 -One grid leak. 5.0 meg .30
R3 -One multi -tap voltage divider. 50 watt rat-
ing; fourteen taps affording thirteen different
voltages; 13,850 ohms 9.95

0 Two resistor mountings.
0 Roll of heavy insulated hookup wire for power

work.
 Fifteen binding posts 1.50
0 One 15:9 1/4" cadmium plated steel subpanel.

with velf-bracketing flanges, one live -prong and
three four -prong sockets built in; sockets marked
to identify tubes that go in them; subpanol drilled
and insulated where necessary; flat insulating
washers; hardware 4.00

0 All parts
43.57Ferranti APSCC push-pull input instead of aboveI

Input transformer 9.00

[Note: For 40 cycles 110v. order Polo P40 FPS at $10;
for 25 cycles 110v. order Polo P25 FPS at $11.

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
143 West 45th Street

Just East of Broadway
NEW YORK CITY

Blueprint of the

New One -Dial

Push -Pull Battery Model

SG DIAMOND
Full-sized picture diagram of the wiring,
with list of parts. This 5 -tube receiver is
really superlative. It gives you screen
grid radio frequency amplification and
push-pull output, most economically.
Send $1.00 today for this blueprint or

order it shipped C. O. D.

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street

Just East of Broadway New York City

One Tube?
Two Tubes?

Three Tubes?
Four Tubes?

Circuits for Schoolboys -Easy to Build, Very, Very
Inexpensive I

A One Tube Receiver, parts costing $4.281
A Two Tube Audio Amplifier, parts costing 25.231
A Three Tube Speaker -Operating Circuit, parts cost-

ing 911.101
A Four Tube Speaker -Operating Circuit, parts efts
Mg 012.721

The construction of these circuits, with a pictorial
diagram as one of the illustrations, was described by
Jack TulLv, himself a schoolboy, in RADIO WORLD.
See list below.
O Sept. 21st and 28th issues, One -Tube DX Bet, by

Jack Tully; two-part article.
ID Oct. 5th, Three -Tube Single Dial Speaker Bet. by

Jack Tully. Oct. 12th, Two Stage Transformer, Coupled Audi*
Amplifier, by Jack Tully.
Oct. 19th, Four -Tube DX Speaker Set, by Jack Tully.

16 cents a copy. Order at once while these copies an
available.
RADIO WORLD. 145 W. 45th St., New York
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Parts for
BERNARD

TWO -TUBE
TUNER

Using 222 and 201A for Battery Operation-Order what parts you desire.
O L1L2L3, Cl, socket. link, base, .00035 mfd.

[tinning condenser -One Bernard tuner assembly
for left-hand position when using a drum dial,
socket for DC screen grid tube 222 (Cat.
BT -L -DC). $3.00 L4L5L6, C2, socket, link, base, .00035 mfd.,tuning condenser -One Bernard tuner assembly
for right-hand position when using drum dial;
socket for four -prong DC tube, 201A, 240, 112A,
etc. (Cat BT -R -DC) 3.00R1 -One 75 ohm. rheostat .67R2 -One 6.5 ohm. filament resistor .25R3 -One 5 meg. grid leak .30R4 -One 4 ohm. filament resistor .20C3, C4 -Two .01 mfd. mica dielectric fixedcondensers .70C5 -One .00025 mfd. mica dielectric fixed con-denser with clips .25C6 -One .00025 mfd. mica dielectric fixed con-densers .20SW -One A battery switch .40
Ant., Gnd., A minus, A plus, B plus 95, B plus
135 and P, seven binding posts .70One National Velvet Vernier Modernistic dial,
with rainbow feature and pilot light and bracket. 3.13One drilled front panel. 7x18". black bakelite. 1.80
All parts $17.60 All parts for AC Tuner. including Ili. trans $22.10

Your Name

Your Address
El If C.O.D. is desired put cross here.
O If remittance enclosed put cross here. Canadian remit-tance must be express or P.O. money order.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO..
113 West 45th Street, N. Y. City

Just East of Broadway.

CONE
ASSEMBLY
WITH DOUBLE
MAGNET UNIT

$4.95

Ain excellent magnetic type speaker for installalien in any cabinet. The unit is a double -magnet
Paratone, with two magnet coils, for utmostsensitivity. Each horseshoe magnet is 54" thickThe magnet coils are forever protected againstdust and other foreign, injurious substances, bsspecial bakelite housings. The pin is revers.drive. The cone frame is metal. The coois specially treated buckram.
AU assembled, with long cord, ready
to play, Shipping weight lbs $4 95(Cat. CAS) Net

The unit alone (cord Included). It
will operate any type sounding sur-
face, including paper, cloth, wood, etc.Shipping weight 9 lbs. (Cat. UA) $2.95t

Guaranty Radio Goods Co.
145 West 45th St., New York City

RADIO WORLD

MORECROFT
New second edition of "Principles of

Radio Communication," by Prof. John H.
Morecroft, of the Electrical Engineering
Department of Columbia University and
past president of the Institute of Electrical
Engineers. This is an outstanding and
authoritative book on the subject.

This large book on radio principles and
practice is something that you must not be
without. Every set builder, every designer,
every engineer, every service man, simply
must have this book. Ready reference to
all intricate problems makes this volume
invaluable. Set builders, experimenters, dis-
tributors, dealers, salesmen and teachers,
students and operators, all find Morecroft
their standby, and now the new second
edition awaits you. 1,001 pages and 83'
illustrations in this cloth -hound volume

Price $7.50

RADIO WORLD
145 West 45th Street

New York City
(Just East of Broadway)

MICROPHONE LIGHTERS
For cigars or cigarettes, with button

switch at top. Press switch, and lighter
acts instantaneously. $1.00. Model B
lighter on tray, $1.50. Radio World, 145
W. 45th St., N. Y. C.

Aristocrat Floor Speaker
With Molded Wood Horn of 8 ft Q
tone travel (exponential type) withQ
baffle and horn motor built in.
Extraordinary bargain.

The speaker cabinet Is walnut finish, 33" high,
24i/2" wide, 171/2" deep, with carved legs.
Golden cloth grille covers front opening. Built
inside is No. 595 molded wood horn with baffle
and No. 203 driving motor unit that stands 250
volts without filtration. Horn and motor re-
movable. Table alone is worth price asked.

Shipped C.O.D. if desired.

Acoustical Engineering Associates
143 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK CITY

SEPARATE TESTER COMBINATION
Consists of two -meter assembly in neat blackmetal case, with an external high resistancemeter. The two meters in the case read(a) 0-20, 0-100 milliamperes; (b) 0-10 volts.AC or DC, same meter reads both. The ex-ternal high resistance meter reads 0.600 volts,AC or DC (same meter reads both). Thusyou can test any plate current up to 100 ma.,any filament voltage, AC or DC, up to 10 V.,and any plate voltage, or line voltage or otherAC or DC voltage, up to 600 volts. Five -prongplug, screen grid cable, and 4 -prong adapterincluded. Order Cat. ST -COMB @ $11.012 -meter assembly, cable plugs. Cat. 215 @ $7.060.600 AC -DC meter alone, Cat. M600 @ $4.95

Guaranty Radio Goods Co., 143 West 45th St., N. Y. City
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04090.300
HIGH RESISTANCE

DC VOLTMETER
With three 28" tipped leads built in

1-246 Voltmeter. tor
measuring all direct
mrrent voltages. In-
cluding B elimina-
tcrs. 0-60. 0-300
(double range).

A portable type, high resistance
meter, 2 %" outside diameter, for
close reading of direct current
voltages up to CO volts, and for
reading DC voltages up to 300
volts. Three sari -colored 28" In-
sulated leads, with Jack tips, are
built in. Black is minus, yellow
i3 (0 volts maximum and red Is
300 volts maximum. These volt-
ages sre marked at the meter
outlets. Cat. J-246. Net price,
$2.28.

Multiplier, with Jack terminals,
to increase range 0-300 range to
0-600. Cat. 3-106JT (with Jack
terminals), net price, $1.18.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th St., N. Y, City

RADIO WORLD
and "RADIO NEWS"

BOTH FOR $7
(a,ONE YEAR Q. .00

You can obtain the two leading radio technical maga-
zine§ that cater to experimenters, service men and students.
the first and only national radio weekly and the leading
monthly, for one year each, at a saving of $1.60. Theregular mall subscription rate for Radio World for oneyear. a new and fascinating copy each week for 51 week',
Is $6.00. Send In $1.00 extra, get "Radio News" alsofor year -a new issue each month for twelve monthsTotal. 64 Issues for $7.00.0 If renewing Radio World subscription, put mai
square.
RADIO WORLD, 145 West 45th Street, New York. N.

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

SUBSCRIBERS!
Look at the Expiration

Date on Your
Wrapper

Please look at the subscription
date stamped on your last wrap-
per, and if that date indicates
that your subscription is about
to expire, please send remit-
tance to cover your renewal.

In this way you will get your
copies without interruption and
keep your file complete.

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
RADIO WORLD

145 WEST 45TH ST., N. Y. CITY
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High Gain HB44 "0" $45.59
at Low Cost 11133   $23.28

The H B44, assembled, presents in compact form, on a 17,/z x 10/2" steel chassis,

a completely AC operated shielded receiver, using four 224 screen grid tubes, one 227,
two 245s in push-pull, and a 280 rectifier, eight tubes all told. Here is the circuit
that will bring 'em In from all over the country -and at a price you can afford -
$45.59. This price Includes EVERYTHING except speaker, cabinet and tubes. ins i iiie using sere n tubes instead of eight, because there

Is no rectifier tube. Filament drain only 1.25 amperes. plate current drain 30 mil-
liamperes. It usually works better with shields omitted.

Now Get All the DX You Want!
Every one at some time feels the urge to possess an ultra -sensitive receiver, one so sensitive that

at night stations can be tuned in from all over the United States and Canada, and without objectionable
interference.

A screen grid circuit, properly designed, using good parts that need not be expensive, will give you
these results in full. The HB44, for AC operation, total parts costing only $45.59, including power appara-
tus, has:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
()
(h)
(1)

Three stages of tuned R.F., using 224 screen grid tubes.
Tuned input to 224 power detector.
Audio, consisting of first stage resistance coupled, second stage 245s in push-pull.
Four totally shielded R.F. coils.
A chassis all drilled for necessary parts.
A four gang condenser, guaranteed accurate, with equalizing condensers built in.
61 mfd. of filter and bypass capacity.
Thirteen different fixed voltages available from the output.
Single dial control.

LIST OF PARTS FOR THE HB44
O SL1, SL2, SL3, SL4-Four stage individually shielded coil cascade

for .00035 mid. (Four Cat. SH-3 of Screen Grid Coil Co.) $ 3.80

0 CI, CZ, C3, C4 -One four gang .00035 mid. condenser with
equalizers El, E2, E3, E4 built in 3.95

D CS -One .01 mfd. mica condenser .35

111 C6, C7, C13, C14 -Four 1 mfd. 200 volt DC bypass condensers 2.00

O C8 -One 1 mfd. 550 volt AC filter condenser .85

0 C9, C10, C11, CU -One Mershon, consisting of four condensers,
two of 8 mfd. and two of 18 mfd. with bracket (Cat. Q-2-8, 2-18-B). 5.15

0 R1 -One Electrad 25,000 ohm potentiometer with knob and two
insulators 1.60

0 R2 -One 50,000 ohm Lynch metallized resistor (.05 meg.), with
mounting .45

0 R3 --One Lynch 5.0 meg. metallized grid leak, with mounting .40

D R4 -One 5,000 ohm resistor with mounting .50
ID VD -One Multi -Tap Voltage Divider, 13,850 ohms, 14 taps 3.95

0 TI -One push-pull input transformer 2.50

O OPC-One center -tapped output choke 2.50

0 T2 -One Polo filament -plate supply (Cat. PFPS) 7.50
0 Ch -One double filter choke coil, 30 henrys each section, 100 ma 3.71

O SW -One pendant AC switch with 12 ft. cable .80
D PL -One 2.5 volt pilot lamp and bracket .70
0 Speaker (±), (-), Ant., Gnd.-Four binding posts with insulators .40
O One Clarostat Humdinger, 30 ohms .50
O One subpanel 171/2" x 111/2", with five UY and three UX sockets 3.00
0 One vernier dial .50

0 Four National grid clips .24
0 Hardware .24

0 All parts (less cabinet, tubes and speaker) $45.59
0 Tubes: four 224, one 227, two 245, one 280 9.51
0 Crinkle brown drilled steel cabinet, 19 x 12 x 8" outside 3.60

LIST OF PARTS FOR THE HB33
D SL1, SL2, SL3, S1.4 -Four stage individually shielded coil cascade

for .00035 mfd. (Cat. SH-3 of Screen Grid Coil Co.) $ 3.80
0 Cl, C2, C3, C4 -Four gang .00035 mfd. condenser with equalizers

El, E2, E3, E4 3.95
O CS, C6 -Two .01 mfd. mica fixed condenser .70
0 C7, C8 -Two 1.0 mfd. bypass condensers, 200 volt DC working

voltage 1.00
0 RI, Sw-30 ohm rheostat with switch, knob, 2 insulators .90
0 R2, RI -Two 6.5 ohm fixed filament resistors .50
0 R4 -One .05 meg. Lynch metallized resistor .35

0 RS -One 5.0 meg. Lynch metallized resistor .30
O R6 -One 1 ohm fixed filament resistor .20
0 TI -One push-pull input transformer 2.50
0 T2 -One push-pull output transformer 2.50
0 PL -Pilot lamp and bracket .70
0 Ant., Gnd., Speaker -Four binding posts Ao
O One vernier full -vision dial .50
0 One flanged subpanel, seven UX, one UY sockets 3.00
0 Four grid dips .24
0 One S -lead connector cable 1.50

D Hardware .24

0 All parts (less cabinet, tubes, speaker) 623.28
0 Tubes: four 222, three 112A 7.06
0 Crinkle brown drilled steel cabinet, 19 x 12 x 8" outside 3.60

It's the Real Thing!
DO not make the mistake of assuming that simply be-

cause the prices of the parts of the HB44 and HB33
are low that performance is not of the very highest, as

quantity production of parts results in a low price passed on
to the consumer for his benefit. You can take it for granted
that these circuits, designed by Herman Bernard, are all
they are cracked up to be. The claims made are conservative,
and not bombastic. It stands to reason that four tuned
stages, working into screen grid tubes, must give superlative
results, if the design is expert and the parts are good.

Take the HB44, for example, Parts used include those of
Electrad, Inc., National Company, Amrad Corporation (Mer-
shon Division), Clarostat Mfg. Co., Lynch Manufacturing
Corp., Splitdorf, Polo Engineering Laboratories, and Martin
Copeland. These are manufacturers with indeed high repu-
tations.

The parts for the HB33 are on the same high plane of
quality.

You are assured of most excellent tone quality when you
build either of these receivers, as the audio coupling media
are the same in both, and negative bias detection is used in
both. Choose either one -it's the real thing, rest assured!

I

I

I

I

I

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.,
143 West 45th Street. New York, N. Y.

(Just East of Broadway.)

0 Please ship all parts for H B44 @ $45.59
0 Please ship all parts for HB33 @ 23.28
O Cabinet for above (same one for either) 3.60
0 Eight tubes for HB44 9.51
0 Seven tubes for HB33 9.86
0 Please ship C.O.D.
O Enclosed find $ remittance.

(Canadian must be P. 0. or Express M. 0.)
NOTE: If only some (not all) parts are desired, check off on list at left and

tear out and send in this entire page.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
FIVE DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY
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NEW J -245-X TROUBLE -SHOOTING JIFFY TESTER
Illumination Continuity and Polarity Tester FREE with Each Outfit!

The three -meter assembly, in the grackle -
brown finish carrying case, with slip-on
cover in place. The handle is genuine
leather. The buckled strap holds the

cover on.

Illustration above
Is 2/3 scale.

Makes All Necessary Tests

Your Price

$ 1 5.82
Complete

Illumination Tester, VeSt
Pocket Size, Shows Shwb
and Opens Visually, also
polarity of DC Iles. A

New lamp Is built Is.

1-111 Multiplier, upper left, with tip; below it. J-106 Multiplier with Up; plugs, left toright. 1-19, conforms UV socket to UX plug; .1-20, conferral UX tester socket toUV199 tube; J-24, to test Kellogg and olo style Arcturus tubes.

in a Jiffy and Simplifies Service Work!
HE new Jiffy Tester, J -245-X. is a complete servicing outfit. It
consists of a three -meter assembly in a metal case, with slip-on
cover and a cable plug. There are ten adapters. It is vital to

have the complete outfit so you can meet any emergency.
With this outfit YOU plug the cable into a vacated socket of a receiver,

Putting the removed tube in the tester, and using the receiver's Dosser
for making these tests: plate current, up to 100 milliamperes; plate
voltage up to 300 volts; filament or heater voltage (AC Or DC), UP
CO 10 volt,

Each meter may be used independently. One of the adapters-a pair
of teat leads, one red, the other black, with tip jack terminals-serves
this purpose. Multiplier .1-106 extends the range of the DC voltmeter
to 600 volts, but this reading must be obtained independently, as must
readings on the 0-60 scale of the DC voltmeter. Independent reading
of the AC voltmeter for line of voltage is necessary; also to use 0-140
scale while Multiplier 7-111 extends the AC scale to 580 volts for reading
power transformer secondaries.

The other adapters permit the testing of special receiver tubes, so that
tests may be made, in all, of 22 different tubes: 201A. 200A,
UX199, UV199, 120, 240. 171, 171A, 112, 112A, 295, 229, 222, 228,
280, 281, 227, 226, 210, 250, Kellogg tubes and old style Arcturus tubes

mwmp immm.mM a nms

GUARANTY RADIO GOODS CO.
143 West 45th Street, Just East of Broadway,
N. Y. City.
13 Please send me on 5 -day money -back guaranty your J -245-X Jiffy

Tester, complete. with all 10 adapters, and with illuminated Tester
FREE with each order. Also send instruction sheet, tube data sheet
and rectifier tube testing information.

0 Enclosed please find 515.82 remittance. Ship at your expense. [Canadian
must be P.O. or Express M.O.]

0 Please ship C. 0. D. @ 515.82 plus cartage and P.O. fee.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE
S -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTY

WHEN servicing a radio set, power amplifier, speech amplifier or soundreproduction or recording e9uipment, the circuits and voltages are almostinaccessible, unless a plug-in tester is used.
The Jiffy 245-X plugs in and does everything you want done. It consists of:
(1)-The encased three -meter assembly, with 4 -prong (UX) and 5 -prong(UY) sockets built in; changeover switch built in, from 0-20 to 0-100 ma.;ten vari -colored jacks, five of them to receive the vari-colored tipped ends ofthe plug cable; grid pushbutton, that when pushed in connects grid directto the cathode for 224 and 227 tubes, to note change in plate current, and thusshorts the signal input.
(2) -4 -prong adapter for 5 -prong plug of cable.
(3)-Screen grid cable for testing screen grid tubes.
(4)-Pair of Test Leads for individual use of meters.
(5)-J-106 Multiplier, to make 0-300 DC read 0-600.
(6)-J-111 Multiplier, to make 0-140 AC read 0-560.
(7)-Two jack tips to facilitate connection of multipliers to jacks in tester.(8), (9), (10)-Three adapters so UV199 and Kellogg tubes may be tested.(11)-Illumination Tester.
The illumination tester will disclose continuities and opens and also thepolarity of DC house mains. It is as handy as a pencil and fits in your vestpocket. It works on voltages from 100 to 400. There are two electrodes in aNeon lamp in the top of the instrument. On AC both electrodes light. OnDC only one lights, and that one is negative of the line, the light being onthe same side as the lead. Hence the illuminator shows whether tested sourceis AC or DC, and if DC, which side is negative.
Even the output of the speaker cord will show a light.Also. the device will test which fuses are blown in fused house lines, AC orDC. Besides it tests ignition of spark plugs of automobiles, boats and airplanes,also faulty or weak spark plugs.
Just flash on the illumination tester momentarily. It will last about 4,000flashes.


